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REPORT
Of The Local Tobacco
Market.
DEMAND WAS GOOD.
Horned Worm nakes Its
Appearance--Hail In
Trigg-Insinctor's
Statement.
BOPKIISVILLE, Ky., .eug. lb, leue.
'editor NEW ERA :
The tobacco market opened steady to
firm this week, with a good demand:1er
all ff rings. Lae* showed some weak
rows from past fee weeks, w hie leaf
was q dor tism to etrong at the close of
the sales.
/Tee off /hugs were smaller than any
time in he past thre. months, showing
that stocks are lessening eaoh week.
The horned worm is getting in
work very lively to ja le from the
ports of planters.
There is an act.v 3 demand for labor.
Hail played sad havoc with crops arounit
Oadia. in Tregit county, the tirst of the
week The • r eeetus beset with all
kinds of troable and the oetcetne is a
ere situ of the future ;
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EM) IN THE WOODS
l'he Body Of Cr: ed Per-
kins Was Found-Jake
Williams, the Slayier,
Arrested.
WA. GOEBEL.
The Demoeratic nominee for Govern-
or of Keutucky is, by his appearance
and his utterances before audience'',
centred etug the popular impression
thet he is a sort of buitelem in politics
who eats his enemies 11 sith and bonee,
drinks their blood and gloats over his
supernatural powers. In the feudal
days the Highland mothers hashed
their babes to sleep with a ruggee lulla
by, the burden of which was that "Ille
Black D iugliss shall not have my
heirn." The emmies (f Mr Goebel
have tried to make a "B'ack Douglass"
of him who is hunting through Ken-
lucky homes with a savage appetite for
the "brims" of the men who have had
the temerity to cppost him. Cz ir, Em-
perer, Dotator have ben among the
mildest epithets applied to biro. Accord-
tug to some of our over zsaloter 
a., ool .
poteries be is a sert of bachelor Blue-
a skirt bear('; a Tamerlane, with a pyramid of
Hens-
skees of his crie-Illiels, living in barbati-•
P7 town. The body was lying cider an
oak tree,a toilet holt thrcuell tie head.
, ps lender and accessible to a few of -hie
'
;chosen chief talus A reoent issue of a
The slayer of Perkins had telephoned!I valued exchange paints him in terms
Coroner Alleuswotth confess ng to'that might make the shale of Shedy
the deed, pleaning jusetiestirm and de-
Offering Willi 'If for armee The
eoroner wi ut to the scene yesterday
merning and the (coolest was held
where the dead body was fount,
The fellowiug citie Ms we
ruoned as jerors; J. H. Steven
Bohauan, J D. Batton., Juo.
ott Garnett, 1•44. Jackson ;
lioudsey.
Oely one witness was 1
'his wa4 Press Scott, who h d been
tisith the men on the right et t e trago
dy and was an eye witness of tlie deed.
Soott testified that Perkins , Williams
Sod himself had engaged in a /sine of
6 00@ 8 'lb Crape in the moonlight on . Suielay
 7 iMee h 23 i morning about 4 o'clock. During tbe
S Bovgi 1 i U
11 Uted13 26 progress of the game, an alteration
.. ...,  Se0 arose between Williams and . Peskins
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tVES TOWN.
John Foe wte erraigne I before City
Ja Ige Li esemil as a suspect today. The
pooee Nand hen prowling aroued town
iu the 0'111 hoer' of the night, end he
w us uustelt. to samara for his presence
on the street. He is an Gild offender,
ale* Leave told hint to ilnre to so
Of pays d 16.7,0 die. If.dt "Iecepted the
fleet aiteruative.
STORE KLRNED.
• ‘dil 01.1tUitliy's dully.
W R Hatuasono'i general tuervban•
.1100 store al CA1,40'114 was burned lies
night, I, gather with all Gammas. Ths
lo a samauls to atrout 64,000
-•
LIMNS BIS POSIIKE.4.
Joel ph 0 It ickaer ham resigned his
position et air Ragsciale, Cooper & Co..
on account of continued ill healte. His
leetioa of friend, hope he will soon be
well
NTW MANAGEMENT.
The attention of the public is directed
to Mr. Ala B. 0 ,ff) 'al advertisement in
this issue of the New ERA He has
purchased the Clark feed sind sale stable
on Virginia street, and will make a
specialty of boarding ant feeding
hors-'e The ladies' waiting rocne has
been newly papered and feruished, and
numerous improvements toiled to the
building. A new approach has been
anniernoted et the en tranee.
 
-ewe. 
Sir Wal'rr and
Miss Glenn.
Mr. and Mrs. J J Glenn of Madison
eeinnounce the engagement of the
dawfhter, 0 ua, to-John Trice Waller,
of elopkinseille. The marriage will tak
place at the Beptiet chum: in October
The foregoing annenneement will bE
received with pleasurable surptiseiu to.
Cal society circles. The bride-to-be ha
fr,queirly visited hers aid her friend
are many. She is pretty Ind attractive,
and the daughter of Prof. Glenn, one or
the beat known eineators and journall•
late in Southern Kentuelry. Mr. Waller
is a rising yoeng business man and ';
connected with the firm of Dagg an
Richards. He is a gentleman of steer
ling woith, of high character and du
intelegence.
Will Be Married
Monday Afieracon.
Michael Griffie and Miss Katie
prea0itt will lie eniteel Li marriagie
Monday afternoon at two o'clock at the
home of the Leeds on Sooth Main streei
Their engagement has been an open se-
cret several weeks. Mies Breathitt
the accomplished and cultured datight
Ms j John Breathitt. The gentlemen
whom she will marry ;was until lately
a resident of this city, having come here
from New York about itwo years ago
to engage in the tobaccollousiness.
His genial nature hasj made him ia
hest of friend, who rejoice at his godd
fortune in winning the Stand and brake
of his attractive bride-Set-be. kr. Grit-
fiu is now living in Ped"tcah where lens
control of large tobacco intereets.
•
AN ['ALSO TERY.
L-gan Presbytery nterets at Fairview
August ate Delegates and visitors will
be met at Pembroke with conveyances.
H. U. Kiser.
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t at he Pi Ow king, Se the leel
craw on Joirmans's Bzu...nsions
Firs-ran does not coe,ifr excellunee,
I ut it g-erantees it. :It metes that
tees plaster is the very beet et its
kind. The Red Croila Society use
ev•-ry ailment in whi la a plaster is
It in their humane w.k. It is to
employed. F_xeeene %Then you buy.
Joirmeore a .1rouNswe,
L
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'ruin Monday's •lally
The dead body of Creed Perk‘
as found Sunday morning in
Of woods leetvreeu Herndou au
nhot his assailant. Williams a
eft the man dying under .a tr
ye, and walked screws the
0 IOW-
, J. W.
'oraele
Saw
Al:Dined
sabot sie miles to Bell Staten,. where
the telephone message was sell' to the
ooroner.
Wi limns aoceumenied Coronelr Allen,
worth to the city and was deli ereti ill -1
to the custody of the jitter to wait e ••
autination by the approechinie grand
J err.
TO THE PUBLIC;
I have purchased from T, Clark
his entire interest in the feed end • tie
stabs, on the corner of Virginia and
sith streets, Hopktuiville, Kr I will
keep on haul a large lot of goad males
and saddle horse. for sale Ale° melte
a 'specialty if ths care of board:and feed
horses sad goatee*, satis'aption 1
eap•ot to run this stable au a ibails of
fair dealing, awl ask a ithersi tiatronege
t (the public. My father, Ii H
or nte elf, will always be at tile stake
or the pr otiou of lad es aid children
coming alone, and to shower Ilelephou•
orders Respect f ully 'mare,
w8.2t ASA B. COFF.Y.
- -
NEXT REUNION HE
The reunion of the B'ne &eoliths Gray
at Princeton the last three day e of last
iweek was a great suocess. Tl e Chris-
tian county veterans who attended
speak in grateful terms of tile many
courtesies extended them. Th next tre-
union will be held in this 
cityi 
the first
part of October, 1900.
RI
......._
TWO HANDSOME RESIDEPICES.
}entree & Bro. closed coutralts Satur-
day for two handsome reeieenIces. One
is that of Mr. J. C. Detre. arid his lot
on South Main street was cleared for
the foundation Saturday afteen000. It
will be colonial in style, brickIveneered.
The other will be built for Mg. George
Calton, on Seventh street. 4 will be
of brick throughout.
CHALLENGE TO HORSEtIEN.
W W. Goddard, of Harrod
lisuei an interesting challe
ern of trotting horses in Kent
offers to sho-.v his stallien,
Mel, and twelve of his get
like exhibit of any other trot
Kentucky or any other State.
reit to be #500 or $I,Otio
agreed. The show to be m
Lawrenceburg or the Thu
fairs.
burg, has
to own.
cky. He
ed Leaf,
gaiust a
lug sire in
The for-
ms, b-
e at the
ille, Ky ,
bIG REAL ESTATE DAL.
T. J. Hammond, for manly years a
merchant at Calelouia, Trig county,
has purchssed the general uerchaudise
store of E. Y Peed & Co., he Gracey,
this county. The deal alio includes
Capt. R. S. Pool's mill, the Lice Hotel
and some other property in the town.
Possession will be given December I.
1 REV. RENO DOWN R.The NasLville Atnerieen s ys: "Rev.
B. R. Downer, of Keutuckyi who is sup.
plying the pulpit of the Baptist cherch
in Hopkinsville ells JunicusITI. spent Fri•
day with friends in this cit . He tookier
Mhis academic course at Van bilt U,
varsity and his theologies course at
Rochester, N. Y. Churcheslin Tennes-
see with vacant pulpit. woud do well to
consider Mr. Downer.'
wesse---3--
MR. HAMPTON F X.
_
Mr. Hampton Fox, form . if instruo
tor in the bronuese departm nt or South
Kentucky College, is in lbs city. He
will teach a short hand el , and will
also be prepared to do all kinds of copy•
lug and general business cos esponlence
lsfor those who may desire it services.
FIRST FOR PHILIPFHNES.
InThe thirty-first infantry, ow at Fort
Thomas, will be the first of the new vol-
uuteer regments to sail fo the Philip-
pines. It may start as earl as Septem-
ber 1.
There are fifteen or twee
ville and Christian county
regiment.
jsalou. for tho laurel, won in the
uuuciatiou of Lord Cestlereigb :
-I met murder on the wily,
He had a face like Oastlereigh ;
Very smooth he was and grim,
elevea boodhouuds followed him
Ail were fat aud well they might
Be in adute-able
Fur one by one and two by two
He 6.144i them buumu newts ;ache*
Which brow his lung cloak he drew
This is not less hitter, if a trill-r more
classic. than Mr. Csoebel's enemies have
put it. So depicting his powers for evil
they must Mee. I him w ith III.. powers of
a demi god He is lode leas in power
than Jove, according to thou-, with hi•
throne on (,)iyuipris
"High heaven with dread the fearf
summons takes,
Aud all laympus to its center obekes."
The Nsw lee t had no levee for Mr.
Goebel before the L uisville convention.
1; did all la its power te defeat his po
litieel a-piretions flat there cannot be
found in the tiles of this paper an ue
tcrance that belittled his genies or tend'
ed te detract from Lis ability. While
we did not 'eve Lim, there was that in
his character which Exacted adruiratiou.
•osle had done b true screice for the
State." That, we recegni; el, and C3111-
mended. profouud and penetrating,
with the gift to ale and the courage and
genius to counteract the conspiracies of
our common enemy, he hed demonstra-
ted his title to leadership through long
years of service in Je Senate.
We were not ungrateful for hi. service
to this city in more than nue emergency,
when be smote, as with a mailed baud
those who sought the sit, jigatiou of the
nest element to the wont in this cow
itienity. There are trtbates to
Oaf kiwi, anti esprueslons of grateful
gentimeut. PA the stuborustorisl now.
illation we supported another nian ; mit
whose unwavering derettou to party
tenets end whose life lougservice In the
cause of Democracy appeared to us to
give hint the greater prestige. It was
not that we loyal Goebel lees but Har-
din more When the Louisviile conveu.
lion held acted, we did not go behind its
action or look into the lighte and shad-
ows of those shifting scenes which cul-
minated tu Goebeler victory. That cue
veratiou was called by the party author-
ities, duly constituted, and a moral as
well as a political obligation, we
thought, rested ripen all who participat•
ed in its deliberations, to abide by its re-
sults. We hoisted the Deinocratie ticket
to our masthead, and there it has re-
mained. Ceder the device ef the party
our ballots shall be stamped and all the
itflaence at cur command shall be ex-
erted for the victory of the ticket and
the triumph of the principles it repre-
sent,.
As for Mr. teciebee ye esteete him
personally, and in common with the
organized Democracy of the State are
proud of his courage, his genius and his
umehood. We glory iv the principles to
whioh he is pledged and in his manner
of expounding them. We are proud of
a republic where such a career is poss:•
ble; we are proud that there is in dsruoce
racy no aristocracy save that of intellect,
to which the humblest boy may attain,
and in which our candidate for Govern•
or is a bright particular star.
ANNUAL
Meeting Of the Hunting
Club.
DINNER WAS SERVED.
From Sat tinily'. dully.
The 49,h annual meeting of theChris-
tian County Hunting Club was hold at
Hotel Latham on Wtdnesray of this
week to arrange for the customary hunt
this fall. Fourteen out of the elghteeein
regular members were present. Thete
were :
Capt. S. R. White, Frank Beaumont,
Capt. P. B. Pendleton, Do Brady,
C. F. Jarrett, J. It. Caudle,
W. A. Glass, Walter R tdford,
Hay Ranson, Jas. Meriwether,
tleter Barker, Lyman McComb,
An elegent dinner was set by Capt.
Lloyd Whitlow and greatly erjeyed. A
vote of teauks was tendered Capt
Whit ow The club then adj turned to
meet at Hotel L tttam again next year
.
Sulphur is known to the medical pro-
fession as an invaluable therapeutic
agent in all Wood and akin diseases,
Littell's Liquid Sulphur is a clear solu-
tion of Dissolved Sulphur with all its
medicinal and hygienic iiialities retain•
el. Latch's Liquid Sulphur Remedies
will cure any skin disease on Huth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hives, Nettle Rash,
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most ag-
gravated case of skin disease. For sale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ifee
tel Latham. wtf
ty iforikins.
bo) 8 in this IP:docage 'lour I...weld 55'1.11 Caocareta.
car” (.1,f111 I palion foreveV.
1 10C. See. It C. C. C. tall, druagieta rwieud
AD.
SESSION
Of Board Of Trade I.as.t
Night.
VACANCIES FILLED.
Work of Furthering Inter
ests of Community Will
Be Resumed At
Once.
Saturday's daily.
The Hopkinsville Board of Traie,
pursuant to a call, held a se ;Mee last
night in the board room of the First
National bank. President M. 0. Forbes
presided, and E. It Bassett was secre-
tary pro tern The ol j No of the meet-
ing was to fill vacancies existing on the
old Board, and the election resulted as
follows :
R. E Cooper, Hunter Wood, Sr , J
H. Anderson, John T. Edmunde, Dr
T. W. Blakey.
T C. Underwood was elected per
manent , secretary.
The personnel of the fell board fol-
lows:
Jobs A. Gunn, W. R. Howell, Bailey
Waller, Geo. 0. Long, A. Bentley,
Net Gaither, E. B. B assett, S. G. Back-
ner, E M. Flack, W. P. Wiufree, It. E.
Cooper, Hunter Wood. Sr J H. An-
derson, J T. Edmunds, T. W. Blakey.
Resolotione were se kited endorsing
the free r, ads movement, cud tendering
to the citiaeure committee, having the
matter in charge, the heavy 03-opera-
tion of the Heard in its effort to secure
free turopilo s ter the entire coui ty.
;6 it the purpose cif the tickaa to en.
eagestioally end intelligently resume th•
work of furthering the best interest of
the community, and hereafter regular
meetings will he held.
PINED IN MATRIMONY.
cum 51011.1.6y 'w W.Ily •
Mr Michael °Olin, a leading tobee-
couist of Peducah, formerly of this city,
and Miss Kate Breathitt, daughter of
Judge John W. Breathitt, were pined
in the bonds of wedlock et two o'olock
ibis afternoon at the home of the It ides
father on Serith Main street. The cere
reony was performed by R or. Father
Hill, of the Catholic. church. The guests
were limited to the members of the iiii•
mediate family. The Nippy couple left
immediately after the ceremony on the
L 0 train for Paducah which will be
their future home They will be fol-
lowed by the oJugratulattabe of a boil
of friwnds.
UOOD GAMES PROMISED.
The ball games this week between
Sturgis and llopkiusville will doubtless
be the moss interesting of th season.
All of the local players are in excel-
lent condition, and will play better ball
than ever before.
The Sturgis team is one of the strong-
est amateur clubs in the State.
The games on both Wednesday and
Thursday will be called at 3 o'clock
The Pleasure Seekers.
At this season of the year, when all
who can get a vacation a:e takng it,
Sunday's discourse of Pr. Talmage
which appears in full on page 2, is tug-
geskive and appropriate. The text is
John •, 2, 3: "A pool, which is call-'
ed in the Hebrew ,eanguage Bethesda,
having five porches. In these lay e
a great multitude of imretent folk, of
L.;incl, halt, withered, waiting for ti
moving of the water.
-  
 _
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The Nichu!s-Shei id
TRACTION ENGINE
Nothing that helve to riake a perfect road and thresher engine has
been left out Of slighted in the construction of the Nicliols-Shepard
Traction Engine. Evcrythiug his been done that science, skill anei
experience could suggest to tied to lit effectiveness, power, durability
and safety from explosion f,Lft, The boiler is of the very best selected
steel, thoroughly well made met- provided mitts every approved s:.fety
appliance. Thu fire-box is suiroundcd by water-top, bottom and sides.
The draft-damper is so twee that s; arks and'ashcs emit drop out. 1.1:3
the smoke-stack is fitted wit:i patent 1,1:::et am"
pint is strong, durable and is thorough:y tested.
Detailed descriptions and many illustrations of the Nichols-Shepard
Traction Engine and of the Nichols-Shepard separator aiid (steer
threshing machinery are contained in large eatelepe-meilcd free.
NICHOLS & SHEPARD CO., Daftly Creek, WWI.
Branch Houses; NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE,
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Rather than take chances
-112
)1 4i
of carrying any ovor we will
14ti sell the remainder of our
Straw Hats at
1-2 Fa---A 11-2
Hot Weatha Lilt.
-.117
55
9#te4
Pas*
".• "ISAPA3 414 VA* 11.4:11
halkat ewasA sordiS• - 9411
We doubtless have sold
more straw hats this season
than any two houses in the
city and still have on hand
out of that immense stock
we bought last spring
Quite A Few Left.
1-2 Half Price 1-2
Come Early To Cet The
Selections,
I T. Wall & Co.
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Beginning
July 31
The Moayons' Big Store
will offer their entire
-stock of all
Summer Goods at
Your Own Price!
as we do not intend to carry
over any of our spring
goods.
Our line of Lawn Diminity and Organ-
dies are the largest in the city.
Our stock of SHOES is complete in
every respect.
THIS IS NO
FAKE SALE!
As we do not believe in deception.
We are over-stocked and want
to close out our summer goods. So-
netting your trade, we are Resp
The,'
Mayans' Big Ire
BLOODHOUNDS
Failed To Track Jim Hord,
Colored.
ESCAPED FR011 JAIL.
A Pembroke Woman At-
tempts Suicide By Tak-
ing Carbolic Acid And
Laudanum.
F I otida 'w
Jim Hord, colored, escaped jail Sun-
day morning. When Deputy Kinney
T3 ler opened the door of his cell to give
him a bath, Hord dashed by hint, coat.
less and hatleee, and, running in the di-
rection of the I 0 turn table, soon dis-
appeared from vlew. Jailer Williamson
acid his deputy and other oflioers scour d
the county for the negro yesterday, but
found DO trace of him. Bloodhounds
were put on his track, but soon loin the
trail. Hord was in jtil on a charge of
shooting at a railroad man near Crofton
on June 211
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE.
Pembroke Lady Swallows Carbolic Acid
And Laudanum.
Mrs. Joe Johnson, of Pembroke, at
tempted to commit suicide Sunday aft-
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Dora Ed-
dins, near Fairview, by taking a mixed
dose of carbolic acid and laudanum,
says the Clarksville Timed.. Great med.
ioal skill wee used the entire night to re-
lieve the suffering lady
Mns Johnson made an attempt to end
her life about two weeks ego by cutting
her throat with a roe )r.
Mrs. Johnson is in a bad state of health
and is also suffering with a cancer, and
it is supposed that was the cause of the
rash acts.
COMING AROUND.
The Oinciuuati Er quires says:
Mr. John R. Green, of Hopkinsville,
Ky., • travehng man well known in
many putts of the country, was at the
Emery.
-I was for Hardin in the gubernato-
rial contest,'' said he, "bat I shall vote
for Goebel and bell' ve he shall be elect•
ed away tie in the figures alter a fa-
mous fight. My brother, the tobacco
(tester at Hopkinsville, has lien a yen,
ardent Goebel man all along the tine,
Some of us are ions, but, we will come
around all right
--ewe
tik,LED BY LIGHTNINO.
'rola
Mn, B. H. Claggett reoe!ve I a tele.
gram this week stating that his
nephew, who lived in Illinois, had beeu
killed by lightning. Thewictirres name
was Mack Hobson, a sou of Mr. Oleg.
gett's kiiteg. He was twenty-five years
old.
WilkLTER BAKER & CO.'S
Breakfast Cocoa
TIRADE-MARK.
Costs less than One Cent a cup.
Ik sure that the Package bears our Trade-Hark.
A Perfect Food. Po, Nutrition, Deices:.
WALTER BAKER & CO. Limited.
Established 1780.
DORCHESTER, MASS.
swerwm.v•••
•
BETHEL COLLEGE.
( INCORPORATED.)
RUSISELLVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Next Session Opens September 7.'99
Classical, Literary and Scientific Courses,
Able Faculty. Thorough Instruction.
Libraty 4nd Reading Room. Laboratory equal to ;ill
demands. Superior Athletic Field, Tennis Court, Electric
Lights, WaLer Supply and Baths.
Special tention to Boarding Department. Tuition free
to Minister' sons and LicetWatks. Expenses moderato.
For illustrated catalogue or information. address
1E. S. ALDERMAN, D. El„ Pres.
••••••••••••••••••••••••111••••••• 
Refrigerators
AND-
ice Boxesr\
AT
COST!
Kitchen & Waller.
Bethel
Female
College,
Select Home School for Girls.
Session Begins
Sept. 4th. '99-
Eight Academic Schools. ilusis,
Elocution, Physical Culture.
Eleven Instructors.
Graduates of Leading Institutions.
Electric lights. Hot and cold
water throughout building. All mod-
ern conveniences. Healthful, refin-
ed, accestil)le.
Terms Moderate. City Patronage Solicited. Cata-
logues at Hopper Bros.' Book Store.
EDMUND HARRISON. A. M.,
WM. H. HARRISON, M. A., President.
Vice President.
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Past Experience
Has demonstrated clearly to the
farmers of this section that IT
PAYS to buy FERTILIZERS,
and the better the fertilizer the
better it pays. Experience has al-
so satisfied the farmer on another
point, viz: th4t he will make no
mistake in buying either
Armour Bone Mea
Homestead or
National.
These three brand$ have been handled by us
with highly satisfactory results to our patrons
for a number of years. A t.mour's seems to be
the most popular brand.
We Sell Fertilizer Only On Order,
so if your friends wish to be certain of getting
their fertilizers they should give their order
for it either here at our store or to our travel-
ing salesmen.
IN DRILLS
We still handle the two reliable makes, SU-
PERIOR and EMPIRE, with or without disc.
Call and leave yOur order. Last year they
gave out before thie season closed and some
were compelled td., take other makes.
Forbes & Bro.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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-I E IEW F R A' Aguinaldo should now pla
ce a lass yer
at the head of hie War Depadtment and
i proceed with the fight.,
New Era Printing & Publish'g Co
HUNTER W000, President.
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
litres* near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
itecelirod at the postotEce Sn HopkIns•11l1!
as seoond-class malt unattel
Friday, August 125, 1
- 
ADVERTISING RATES: -
(Me Inch, first Insertion II
One Inch, one mouth 
Ono inch, throe months   I klu
One Inch, six months  v
One Inch, one year  iSo
Additional rates may be had by applies-
lion at the oMee.
Transient, advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
eolleeted quarterly.
Ail advertisements I nierted without epee-
time will be ch..rged for until ordered
out.
A n nouncenionts of H•rt tag.. and Death,.
Dot o tcoodIng liv.. lin., cud nut Ice• of
preaching gratis.
Obituary Notice., lie.olutIons of Itospoct.
Rad oiler similar nutters, rive COD le p4.r line.
- 
CLUBBING RATES: -
The WIIIIKLY New /6AA Lind the following
paper one year .Cinaliacinnati Enquirer.  Si be
semi-wetly tit. Louis Republic  1 Tb
demi-Weekly tilotos-DssuvocraL.  I 7i;
HOMO and !arm  I V6
Weekly Louis% Illy Dispatch  1 Ott
Ladies' home Journal  IOU
Ma-W leek Lousier-Journal 
'II m
eekly New York World  I pis
Special clubbing rates with any inagasiete
or newspaper published In the limited Mates
C;OURT DIRECTORY.
Outotere Cocirr -Fizst Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Seto
sember.
ItiARTIVILY COUNT-Second Mondays
in anuary, April. July and October.
Fusceo, Count -First Tuesday in April
and October.
OONTY Couirr-First Monday in emery
month.
DEMOCRATIC:TICKET:1.
7011 00VIRNint,
WILLIAM GOEBEL,
of Kenton.
FOR LIETTIN it t dovsneoa,
J. U. W. BECKHAM.
Of Nelson.
701 ATToirmisT CIENERAL,
M. J. BRECKINRIDGE,
of Boyle.
TOR •C'firrOlt.
GU 0. 0OULTER,
of Grave/.
roe TREASURER.
JUDGE S. P. HICAUER,
of Boyd.
IrOlt SECRETARY or STATE,
s BlitECK HILL,
of Olark:
7011:0011iNISMONLIt OF AGRICULTURE,
10Le B NALL,
of Jefferson.
70R MTPERINTINDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
HARRY B. It'OlIESNEY,
of Livingston.
FOR Radii-ROAD COMMISSIONER.
First District,
J. FLE l'OHER, DEMPSEY,
of Hopkins County.
Free turnpikes would make old
Ohristian the moat prosperous county in
the State.
It looks ais if me hope that is rattling
around in Mr Brown's head is first to
defeat Goebel and then turn hie patri-
otic attention to running against Black-
baru foe Senator. Maybe if he could
get • little more time he would secure
somewhere a bolting nomination for
President and run against Bryan.
The Democratic campaign handbook,
which Las been carefully oompi led un-
der the supervision of Senator Black-
ball. is now in the hands of the priater
and will be completed sometime this
week. The book will contain valatble
campaign matter and every Democrat
should own one.
Mr. (Mules E. Barker, of Pembroke,
who keeps his eye@ wide open, writes to
the editor of the Owensboro Messenger:
"Since writing you some time ago, I
have looked areand a good deal, and I
aim now oonddent that Mr. Goebel will
get more votes than Mr. Bryan got in
1E96, more than Cleveland ever got, and
mad more than any other man iu the
State could have gotten had be been
Innominated. The 'Brownies' have no
following at all here, only some , en
who bolt annually-who ki .k simply be-
e:mom they have the jaekamical inclina-
tion Mr. Goebel will meet a hearty
welcome here in Christian county."
Petitions requesting the county jaege
to order an election on the free roads
question are being prepared autl will
b• circulated for signatures at once.
We are glad to note that there seeme to
be no opposition whatever to the move-
ment. The seven and a half cents tax
on the one hundred dollars tax is so
insignificant when comperel to the in-
estimable benefit that free roads and
new pikes in Ohriatian county will at.
ford that the measure shoald and doubt-
lesrwill, meet with general appreval
and enthueiastic support. The tax
sr, for instance, who pays on an a.
meat of $10,000 will only pay $7 30
*7.
see-
ad
Gitional for free turnpikes, and they
will be worth twenty times that mach
to him.
IVA)
ACTS GENTLY ON THE
Now and then the death of free silver
Is announced, but no one ha yet pro-
duced proof of the corpus del cit.
•  -4
Was there ever a panic of Idard times
when the masses were employed at good
wages and an abundance of qurrency in
the pomesaion of the producing lasses
It was wrong to detuand a solute and
unconditional suireniler of !the Unita
gent Filipinos. What we should have
done was to offer them indiespendence
outer our protection. War proulti have
thus been averted
The ten sub-committees i charge of
the Dewey celebration are ompleting
rapidly the arrangements niarked out
The chairmen of the comeeittees are
now in session and it is safe to predict
that the Dewey celebration will prob
ably be the greatest popular demonstra-
tion ever accorded to an American
Navy nicer. A monster parade, in
which all the organized
societies of the District of
military, civic, and fraterna
'bodies and
Columbia,
are to par-
ticipate, is cue of the restates. Dewey
elight will had the capital one gigan•
fool of illuminatian and fireworks,
THOROUGHLY AROUSED.
Reports come that the te utral ani
asEtern parts of the State . re aroused
ai In a presidential year. Tdeisre is little
else talked about than pblitice, and
good, solid, earnest work id bsing pat
in for the ticket. The vast 'crowd that
thronged to hear Mr. Goetedl and Sena-
tor Blackburn at Mt Sterlidg on Mot •
day is but an indication if how the
mountain Democracy is 'titled, and the
magnificent reception to ongreastuan
Clayton of Alabama, and , oogreesman
Evan Settle at Georgetowel shows the
feeling that exists in the lillucgrase re.
soon.
The Democrats are golbg into the
campaign vigorous e and aggressive
They have nothing to dodge and noth
ing to explain. They hay, a positive
platform on matters of vital interest to
the people, and they have "leader with
the courage of his convietions. He
neither dodges nor evaded( isauss, but
has pitched his campaign 4u bold, ag-
gressive lines that pats tb opposition
on the defensive. GoebdI is a vote
winner-a leader who inspired conh-
dence in his followers and puts the 0th
en fellows on the explanatien bench.
The Western part of the State, wher-
ever Mr. Goebel and Senate:1r Blackburn
have spoken, shoo no less enthusiasm
than that remarked in other sections.
The effect of their campaigt ing is last-
ing, and with the large 
nun 
ber of able
speakers now aiding and aid them'
the Democrats of the State 
t 
ill be got-
ten into shape for an old-tidae land-slide
v ictory. -0 wensboro Ilea ger.
A QUESTION.
Are trusts good for the chuntry? Let
censumers answer the glestion after
reading a few facts gathered by the Si.
Louis Republic.
Today the average cost 4 the neces-
saries of life is 15 per cent higher than
it was twelve mouths ago.
Slit, which before the S t Trait was
formed, soli for 83 cents aI barrel, now
sells at $1.50.
Meat, one of the main fcd staples of
our labering population, .has in the
American market been arbdtrarily forc-
ed to an almost prohibitivel price by the
ice trout and the beef coibbine; while
in England, notwithstanding the cost
of freight and refrigeratioa, it is selling
at from one and a half to two cents per
pound less than is dema del in the
United States.
Carpets are 50 per cent higher than
they were before the Ci.rptd Trust was
formed.
IPractically all the mills n New Eng•
Land are controlled by a rust. Print
cloths of every kind are selling for
three-quarzere of a cent pek yard more
than they were a year ago
The average increase in the price of
their products made by Ur Iron, steel
and copper trusts is 43 per cent.
The anthracite coal respou is under
trust control. This tree ordered an
Advance of 25 per cent abut' a mouth
ago, and since then it has ut on an ad-
ditional 5 cents per ton.
About 300 trusts are no4 in an aciive
state of extortion through at the coun-
try, compelling consumersiin every in-
stance to swell the dividebds of their
stockholders.
State of Ohio, Oily of Tol4do, ;
Lucas County.
Frank J. Cheney makespath that he
is the senior partner of tile firm of F.
J. Cnerey & Co , doing buiriuees in the
oily of Toledo, county and! State afore-
said. and that said firm will pay the
sem of one hundred dol ars for each
cud every case of catarrh, that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure. FRANK J OHENEY.
Sworn to before me andIsuleicrined in
my presence, this tith day dif December,
A D., 1aeti.
ssAL 
A W Gj.,EASON,
Nodary
Hall's Catarrh Cure is t•ken internal-
ly and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the s mem. Send
for testimonials free.
F. J. 0HENY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by druggist., 75c.
Hull s Family Pols are the best.
BETHEL BAPTIST AS OCIATION.
Front Tu.-.day'A
The Bethel Baptist Aseociation met
today at Olivet churce, in the Garrotte-
burg vicinity. It is the largest associa-
tion of the kind in Westetu Kentucky,
and iuclades churches in Todd and Lo-
gan as well as in Chridtiau county.
Several Hopkinevide Rai:ands are in
attendance
The girl Is the /antler set woman jiot
as "the boy is the father Of the man."
The period when wornaoly tu Alton'
begiu is one to be careful!, watched and
KIDNEYS, LIVER -"4"."4/' Irregueerity! or de-range
OVERCOMES 4\/
h
ABIT L C°85 
"male weakness "
PERMANENTLY
ITS BEN
AND OWELS
cLEAN5ES THE 5YSTES.1
cp- EFFECTUALLY,
Di
sPELs .
COLV Oa"' Ep5
r eV
manhood from the cruel bdiecisge of -fe-
10 GE,' ge
EFICIAL Eff`"/Ivy nog GelePIVIP4( MAW/0 ey
S.
fic Y1?%/1'@
vOs' 4`-e" to• gle-*Ars2*0
sea•14 sA.. 91111019 AAA SO 1101.111, falo, N. Y.
!Dent at the+ time may be itowptly wet
and cured by Dr. 1.1.-ree's Favorite Pre-
scription. But neglected at oda critical
period may entail 3 Isere of future suffer-
ing. "Favorite Prescreieson" acts di
rectly upon the womanly Organs giving
them perfect vigor and abiindant vitali-
ty. It removes the obetructione to
health and happiness, and celivers wo-
You pay the poetagn. Dr Pierc
gives you the book. The People's Com-
mon Sease Medical Adviser, pages,
700 illustration be Kent free on reeetpt of
stamps to defray cost of Mailing only
Send 21 one cent stamps for the paper
bound book.' or 31 standee for cloth
bound. A idrem Dr. R. V. Pierce, But.
WHERE
Christian County Teach-
ers Are Assigned.
THE REVISED
POLITICAL MATTERS. MILLERS
Bryan will appt an in the field to use
all his iufl lellee for the regular noun -
nee, aud ills prob Able that with this
pewerfal ally, Goebel will be able to
Ii MI the party together and seat himself
in the Gubernatomal chair. If he does.
LIST 
 
the cause of National Deruocraco will
Giving Their Names and
Addresses--The School
Work Will Soon Be
Begun.
Below will be found a list of the
Christian county teacher!, their post-of-
fice addresses and the schools to which
they have been assigned for tho eneuing
term oe live months.
Ay the first of Septerubsr all of the
ccunty schools will have began. Sever-
•1 are already under way, and a good
many will resume .work this week.
1, Leng, D. Y. Keith, Crofton.
2, Kely, R. A. Cook, Kelly.
3, Macedonia, Miss Minnie Brasher,
Crofton.
4, Pleasant Grove, J. W. Morgan,
Crofton
5, Numbsr Five, W. E. Gray, Crofton.
6, Ooneolatiou, Mrs. Olive M. Rogers,
Era.
e. East. A. L Dukes, Larkin.
8, Cannon, Mrs. Mau le 0. Purcell,
Pon.
9, Pleasant Grove, Lewis Oittes, Hop.
kinsville.
10, Newetead.
11, Pembroke, R. T. Holland and Miss
Louise McClanahan.
12, Dade.
13, Pisgah, Miss Emma Leigh Prioe,
Sinking Fork.
14, Weed, Miss Line Owen, Kelly.
IS, Wood's Chapel.
16, Forked, Mies Margaret Wilmot',
Church Hill.
17, Sunny Slope, Miss Ora Benoit,
Pee Dee
Is, Pee Lee, !dim Witte L. Szithsott,
Pee Dee.
19, Bennettetown, U L. Clardy, Ben.
nettatow
20, Morris, Miss Jennie West, Hop-
kinsville.
21, MeKinney, Min Lillie B. Ray,
Johnson's.
22, Cone, John Keith, Empire.
23, Major. Miss Ale E Lander, Ho; •
kinsville.
24, Empire, Miss
Empire.
25, Mitchell, T.
26, Oak Ridge,
kineville.
27. Fruit Hill, Miss Carrie Brasher,
Fruit Hill.
28, Davis, Miss Myrtle West, Crofton.
29, Lafayette, E M. Murphey and
Miss Nettie Hord, Lafayette.
30, Perry, H. H. West, Llytonsville
31, Walker, Miss Elizabeth N. Ed
moods, Pon.
32, Cox, L. W. Guthrie, Beinbridge.
33, F' ears, Miss Margery Berry, Carl.
34, Shiloh.
33, Flat Rock, Miss Belle Parker,
Mannington.
3.3, Carroll.
37, Hopkinsville, L. McCartney,
Supt.; Mesdames E. W. McKenzie, R
M. Brarnhain, Mary P. Ware, Berta I,
Gant; Misses Lelia Mills Julia Arnold,
Harriet Dietrich, Susie Rutherford, Lo-
la Graves, Ruth Penn, Mary Walker,
Martha Walker, Daisy Rice, Mabel Dry-
er, Susie Cox, Edna Smythe, Dora
L reheardo Lottie McDaniel, Acielia
Clifton. ilei kineville.
3i, Mt. Era, Mrs. Nora Williamson,
Cerulean.
39, Parker, Mrs. Annie Wright, Man.
nington.
40, Oaetleberry, Mrs. Nannie P.
Keith, Empire
41, Haddock, Miss Ida Brumfield,
Hopkinaville
4e, Faller, Mrs. Ma-tic B. DOSS, Sink-
ing Fork.
43, Poplar Grove, ;Henry J. Miller,
Haley's Mill.
44, Dogwood Chapel, Miss Amanda
Taylor, Pou.
45. Highway, J. U. Wright, John-
son's.
46, Brick Church, Miss Edwin Elliott,
Eiopkinsville.
47, Blue Ruin, Miss Ella Griffin,
Kirkmammille.
4$, Lantrip, Paul Keith, Clardy.
49, Johnson, W. H :Cornelito, Sink-
ing Fork.
cee, Rose, Miss Mary McCulloch-, Hop-
kinsville.
51, Bald Knob. J. L. Manire, Haley's
Mill.
52, Adam., Frank Ashmore, Crofton.
53, Crofton, Muss Gertrude Keith,
and Mies Fairleigh Bowling. Crofton.
Gracey, Miss Mary Penn, eteracey
5e, Church Hill, Jawed M. Calm'',
Church Hill.
G6, Patumn, Cecil W. Juhuson, White
Plains
57, Mt. Carmel, R. 0. Hopson, Haw-
kii58", Howell, Miss Llettie Knight, How-
ell.
9, Iron Hill, Mies Berta Iliser, hop•
kinsville.
6.), Boyd, Mies Kate Clark, Pen.
61, Sonny Side, Miss Lelia 0. Dila-
gold, HopkiuSville.
62. MeKnight, Wal is D. Durham,
Crofton.
6.3, Mourland, Geo P. Oranor, Mace-
donia.
61 Mt. 7.. .ir, Miss Buchanan, Kelly.
65, Gary.
66, Boa Spring, Mrs Hattie Robin-
son, lieley'e
67, Hardy.
6.4, Atkins( ii, L E Price, Red Hill.
69, Robert's, J E Brown, Crofton.
714, Oasky, 3liss Ella Shadoiu, Hop•
71, Herndon, J. W. Knight, Church
Hill.
72, Laytonsville, Miss Georgia Fruit,
Hopkinsville
73, Concord, Miss Ermine Octirtney,
Elopkineville.
74, Black Jack.
75, Garrettsburg, Miss Mania King
Garrettsburg.
76, Bell, Miss Sallie Bailey, Bell.
77, Coercion Field, Miss Laura Ligon,
Kenredy.
75, Beverly, J W. Itascoe, Be verly.
79, Longview, Miss Doyle Andersor,
Longview.
SO, Elmo, Erneet Murphey, Elmo.
SI, Belcher' I. Miss arrie A Wood,
Pembroke.
82. Oak Grove, Miss Mary Stoner,
Oek Grove.
Si, Park Spring, Mies Pearl Jenkins,
Kiremanse.lie
434, Macescionia, E Earle, Mace-
donia.
55, Lenderman, J M Barnett, Peni-
br°41017Eci. we'd.' Mill, Miss Nora Greer
flop-insville.
437. V.111Clere, MIAs Addle BrUnitiold,
Llopktueville
S. West Seminary, 3lies Eileu With-
er., Kirknaensville.
Me Pale Mine, Miss M tilde Blaine,
Sinking Perk.
PO, Raskin, Miss Katie Townes, Hop-
kIns-v ills.
91. listeker'e Mill, Miss Georgia Mex-
ley West Fork.
Emma Stephenson,
B Walker, Az
Orville Goode, Hop-
-•0111e
-O -Wan.--
PRINCETON. FAIR DATFS.
Editor New Era:
Please add to the list of Kentucky
Fair Dates, "Princeton, Ky., Sept. 20-
4 days."
I lit visibly strengthened, and Bryan's
personal leadership almost mien ceil If
the ie sae turns. aer Oust him, it uterine
the hiitiiiLia,„ of disasters for the ',Arty
at large, and the probable deposing of
lire an froiu the leadership of the list-
tonal DemocrAtie patty.
Goebe.'a defeat cal have but one sig-
nifauce as to the governehip of Ken-
tucky Brown will never win it. It
means simply the election of a Repub-
lican Governor, followed later on by the
electiou of a Republican to the United
States Senate. The utmost that the
boltere can hope to win from their ef-
forts to displace Goebel Is the satisfec-
tion of the dog-in-the manger element,
which unhappily exists in every politic-
al party, and which results in ruin
where it Cit11120i rule -Clarksville Lsaf•
Chronicle.
— -
Democrats should not overlook the
fact that by the defeat of the State tick
et the defeat of ex-Senator Blackburn
for the Selate is also likely to occur, as
such a catastrophe would necessarily
whittle down the Democratic ntejority,
if indeed it should not result in wiping
it out entirely, aud ag tin place the Re-
pnblicaus in a position to 'send another
Deboe to the Senate. Rumor is already
rife that John Vi nug Brown has his op-
tics on Lindsay's seat, hoping to carry
a few legislative districts, which, added
to the Republican votes, would elect
him --The Pend etcmian.
---
A call has beam molt, for a meeting of
the Bolters' State Central and Executive
Coma:Mee, Thursday for a discussion
of plans for the campaign in all of the
Republican ticket. The meeting Is to
be held at the Galt House instead of at
headquarters, jilt a square below, at
the L & N. °Meas.-Time- a
REED HAS
RESIGNED.
(Specie] to New Eat )
AUGUSTA, MAINE, AUG. 22 -
SPEAKER. THOMAS B REED TO-
IlloisAS a REI.D.
DAY OFFERED HIS RESIGNATION
AS A MEMBER OF CONGRESS, Ti)
TAKE EFFECT A F out SEPT. 4.
Armstreug & Ducker, the 0th sty t
undertakers can embalm a corpse and
iteep it as long as desired emd,viom
- -
Commissioner's Sale.
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
The Mutual Life
Ins. Co. of. Ky. Equity.
Against
Frank R. Moore. 1
By virtue of a eulgment and order of
sale of the Christiau Circuit Court. ren-
dered at the February term thereof,
1899, in the above cause I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the c urt house door,
in Hopkinsville, Ky , to the highest bid-
der, at public auction on Monday, the
4th day of September, 1899, at 11 o'clock
a m , or thereabout, (being County
Court day upon a credit of six, twelve
and eighteen months the following de-
scribed property to-wit : A certain tract
or parcel of laud lying and being it.
Christian county, Ky., on the Hopkins
mile and Clarksville turnpike roan
about twelve miles from Hopkinsviii.
and et-ieg the same f Arm upon whirl,
Frank K 3duere now reside-se and coal
tains; eile acres, 2e7 a res cf which lie-
on the Wee side of said turnpike one
Motes the pert upon w hieh the dwello g
is situated, and the bi'ance of lei acre'-
lies on the East silt. of salute. (For a
more particular description of said Lied,
reference is here made to the ja !fernery
in this a-lion
Or snMcient therrof to produce the
eon's of noney ordered to be made,
amounting to te.740 00. For the par
chase price. the purchaser aunt execute
bond with approved surety or securi-
ties., baring legal interest from the day
of sale until peid, and having the force
and 11T-et of a Replevin Bond. Biddi re
will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms. FRANK RIVES,
Master Commissioner
FLEEINO FROM FLIES.
Vs' B II ilotte, of °risky, Ky., is In
the city to day. He is pa-sing through
Clerksville on his way to seek pasturage
for his cattle, in order that he may re-
move them freer the Christian county
pastures, where flies are worrying the
lives out of them -Leaf-Chronicle.
COATS! COATS! COATSI
The very best Clay Worsted., Tri
co a, Meltons, Casicuere and Cheviots
only $1 50 each at The Pawn Brokers'
Agency,No. IS, 7th St. A22 dltvolt
ANOTHER DIVORCE SUIT.
Maggie is seeking a divorce from
Charles. Their j iiut name is Hampton.
and they are colored. The current of
connubial events was IPA smooth There
were many riples on the eurfaee and
many pe bbles an I boulders at the Lot
tom of their doineetio life , See wants a
divorce ori the grounds that Charles wee•
faithless. The petition was tiled at a
late hour yesterday.
CooltheBlood
In all Cases of Itching
Burning Humors
with the
CUTICURA RESOLVENT
While Cleansing the Skin and
Scalp with hot baths of CUTI-
CURA SOAP and healing the
Raw, Inflamed Surface with
CUTICURA OINTMENT.
Complete Treatment, $1.25
0r. Soar. Ss i=1D". TM:7d LT,. p,....*`9...51"
fleet And Form Organi-
zation.
IT IS NOT A TRUST.
Prominent Flour Mer-
chants Of West Ken-
tucky In Session at
tlotel Latham.
Flour merchants from a score or more
of towns in this region and several from
other tections of the State and Tennes-
see met at Hotel Latham this morning
at ten o'clock.
They formed an organization which
will be known as the Western Kentucky
Association, and the following
oftieers were elected to 34 'rye daring the
ensuing year.
Patsioxer, F. J. BROWNELL,
SECRETARY, 0. E. HARNESS.
A committee was appointed to draft
bylaws, and will report to the body this
afternoon. The morning session was
acljoarned at twelve o'clock and the
members partook of an *xcellent dinner
served by Landlord Wbitlow. H12.intia
was resumed at two o'clock and the ex-
ecutive session was still in progress at
the time the New Era's local forms
were locked.
Among the prominent millers present
are: F. E. Hayes', Lentsv.11e; F. J.
Brownell, Crescent Mills; R. H. DeTre-
Mlle, Acme Mills; J. H. Cate, Custom
Mills; Itufflau, Guthrie; 0. A. McGow-
an, Uuloutown ; Robert Wickliffe,Wick•
Lift.; W, T. Boughton, Malawi; Win.
Tutt, Madisonville; W. F. Cromwell,
Mayfield; J. E. Staff, Corydon; James
Schoonover, Madisonville; John Legit,
Uniontown ; J T. Hancock,Uulentown
W. S 13ampas, Pembroke; W. M. Far
Low, Providence; John T. liobbeth,
Clarksville, Tenn; W. 0. Binn,Pee Dee.
Letters were read this morning from
many other millers endorsing the as-
scciation, and askiug to be enrolled as
member's.
The members of the eseoziation state
that its purpose is to advance the inter-
ests of the busiuesa by holding regular
met for the exehaege of opinions.
and that it is in no sense a trust or cow
blue. 
A BAD MAN.
Front la 3's
lu comrneetiog on the killing of Creed
Perkins by John Williams near
Kennedy Sunday, the Clarksville Leaf
Chronicle says:
"Perkius had just finished a term in
the penitentiary for killing • man. anr
had shot another man while in the'
institution. He sill a bard cafe
generally, and there sre few In that sec
tion who do not breathe more easily be
cause he is forever out of the way. The
sentiment of the community is veers
favorable to Williams, whose life hat;
been threatened by a deem rate charac
ter who had been iu a number of shoot
Mg scrapes and had killed his man be-
fore, and there is a strong probabilits
that he will be acquitted."
HERNDON HAPPENINGS.
HERNDON,,Ky. , Aug. 21 -Editor!.
N'itve ERA: Herndon never witnessed
-mob a throng as gatherel Thursday tee -
to witness the famous cake walk ant
partake of fuzee] dainties. Warmest o'
praise should be giveu Mesdames klesoi
and Winfree for the artistic skill dis
played in the arrangement of the pro
gramme, and they also deems- e grea.
credit for the charming umener ii
which they enterta'ned their guests Tb.
evening was a prouourced social sue
;men. The cake walkers were well drill
eel and loud y apioaaded Master Food
Canuingh on and sister took the cake ii
• very close contest with oche. s. Mr
Thereto!' Pace and Mills Howe I deem v
special mention, as the ir walking a-
secouti to r.one other. Mrs Al are m
Mason'• mueie pupils acquitted then -
melees With inner, credit, each Lamb
being espetidilly interestie g and show.'
to a marked degree the work of ti,.
teacher in careful training. The We
string band was quite a good feature re
the conceit. !dr. Frank Books Songhai
has been with us drilling the elite in the
intricacies of the cake walk and maker',
the towu lively.
The public kehool opened Monday
with Mr. Walter Knight as teacher. He-
ld a nice gentleman and an experienced
teacher.
- —
Miss Susan Sypert is spite sick.
--
Miss Bee Dimon is ill.
Mrs. Toni Winfree and Mrs. Sarah
Breathitt "went up to town" to attend
the Ceriffith-Breathitt nuptials.
Our town is quite • healthy locality,
but our good Dr Stone le kept busy in
surrounding neighborhoods.
The farmers are kept busy with to
bacco 'worms.
COOst.
LOCAL BANK TAXES.
.'ranchise Assessments Hate Been Re-
ported.
County Clerk Prowse has received the
following coneninuication from State
Auditor Stone :
-The State Board of Valuation seed
Assessment lute made the following ax-
sesement sesame% corporations for fran-
chise tax in Chrietian county, as per re-
port of Dececuber 31st, 1598, for sax of
1899.
Bank of Hopkinsville. Hopkinsville,
$256 460.00 assessment.
Oily Bank, Hopkiusville, $121,799 00
aseessment
Planters Batik, Hopkinsville, $51,•
790 00 aseesioneeit.
Bank of Lafayette, Lefeyetie, $7,
i00.00 asset orient.
Pembroke Depcsit Bank, Pembroke,
$33.096 00 assessment.
Farmers and Merchants :Bank, Pem-
broke, $15,547 43 assessment.
The tax rates on the foregoing as•
semuneute are as follows:
cents on $100; State, bel e cents; c ;
$1 25.
Dr. and Mrs le A. Onattin. of Earl-
tegton, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jas.
H Atederams.
Saving extra freight, agents' commission
County, 42i,
and have the best of workty,
CI FICERS ELECTED
And Other Business Transacted By the
Bethel Associatiog.
W bun the the. Bethel Baptist Ammo*
lion convened at Mt Olivet church, all
bet thirteen of she forty-nine chat:id:les
included in the bo:ly were rep7eseuted
by delegatee. Ocher delegates are ex-
pected Inlay. The Hark iii.eviIl chureli
is represented by M j J o Ferrell, le
0 Cottrell, John It. Kitchen and hi
II. Abernathy.
'The elecoese whica was
the first bueir eos transacted, remelted as
follows :
Rev. Dr J. U Bow, of Pe ubrole,
Moderator.
Prof. James Fuqua, of Russelltille,
Clerk.
The rest of the day was consumed In
leading reports from the various
chuirbee. Chureto s itt three onneties,
Ohrietian, LisrAti and Todd, arere-Ire•
misted at the meeting, whieh will eon-
chide its atiiii0fis this evening.
%ORK OF FIREBUGS
Lau)er Rebt. Lacier, Col , Looses
[In Ming House.
A dwelling brior giros to Robt.
Lander, col, on Heye • street, was
partly destroyed by tire last night The
thou' was Sull'itle I at II o'cloeloand
tioe Item tirrirri ad the fire ii, tart-
ins-lit and II:. ir fli lent work saved the
tmilt.ing firm total ..iestroCtion. No
oe.e ass in the house when the tire
broke our.
Meet of the furniture was removed
but nearly all of it was conoderably
damaged. The loss will between $600
and $7o0 '1 he house and contents were
insured. The fire is believed to have
been of Incendiary Origin
'NE BEST
ashing Powder
NOT 10011T I
prim* We 11TO waking 4)11 our SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE hal; caused at great des1 of wonder:and surprise,
RCOmplrison of our prices and goods will convince
the most sceptical it Is to their advantage to do their
purchasing with us. We mention but a 13w of our
extra inducements :
4
 
n for Hamilton Red Cali-
U coes, worth 7c.
lA for new Outing Cloths.u worth 10c.
for Checks, wth.5c . 
41 n for good quality of 31;21.• in. bleached and un-
bleached .1)omestics.
0n for balance of our1.; beautiful fine colored
ORGANDIES, %void'
25 and 35c.
Table Linens
At prices leas than can 1,
Cr ma I. e mat.aa'aL.-
tUrer. :
Corsets.
4 I c for all 50-cent quali-ties.
59 for11 75-centquali-c ties.
$ 1 . 3
refrocir,s, oh$, tro.ttos 0,
fwa.,rtla 75
35iceforon ec Sumouoc ,3on
75c formaen;:jof osuhri Shirts.
and 50e.
.00 
I Oc for Sruilenders :leap
for 
fur S,ouspenders cheapI 2c
2Snespenders cheapI 8c forro 5
35c for 50c.,S(7.spenders cheap
3c fkoernil ei oIrvcoorlt;(115Hc.and
ln for plain or cord. Handu kerchiefs, worth 1Cc.
Hosiery.
4c f-oci: goods worth 5c
Oc fe°,1;itris
I n for goods Worth 2r,9U cents.
for all $1 50 for Beauty Pins,
I C worth 3cities.
ger-Don fail to see out beautiful new EMPIRE, l'OM
PODOUR and SIDE COMBS. See our line oi
TRUNKS before traveling.
ROYAL DRY GOODS CO.,
North Main 5,treet, Wholesile & Retail
HOPKINSVILLE. - KENTUCKY.
Knowledge
Concentrated
boiled down, pressed to-
gether is what you ge
the New Werner óition
of the ENCYCL EDIA
BRITANNICA. e facts
contained therei are reli-
able, the statem ts author-
itative. The i dex which
accompanies ach set of
books enabled you to find
the information you want
quickly, and you can rely
upon it, for even the courts do not question its state-
ments. You can secure the entire set, complete ir
thirty superb octavo volumes, of the
Encyclopedia Britannica
for One Dollar Cash
and the balance in small monthly mt. nts.
FOR SALE BY
HOPPER MOS. Main Street.
SEND US ONE DOLLAR
tea wisi .040, •if /LOD, ..4,,. Warmed ••• tad. LW
11711.04114 •CM 41 5115 IdLOI 1111.14•11. ey 1••••51C.. O. l....sjs_es.
Olamloallems. lou .en el•none It at 7 on, rational,' freight
iand 31 you find it e a aetly sa repreae•teil. equal to onrane t;d4
retail at ;tiro 041 Iv • 11111.1141, the wreateat value youever maw and
far batter Unto organ* ad. ertused by nt term at more MOneT. pay
too freight ngerd ear specie/ 50 days' offer prices 131.76.
I.. the 51.4, or 1150.31. wad fie'. ht cLaczea
$31.15 IS  OUR SPECIAL 90 DAYS' PilICE
peke eltarg•
.45,.'h.,. Mach au off•-r as Se,,, .,.de br rare.
THE ACME QUEEN is ooe or too..., et MAULS AtO !mail urt
11331111 lasoeme•I• wee made. From the illustrati.d3 shown. • lisen
I. engraved direct nun sA,botootrapla,y•ol can f orn7 •onne Idea of ltic
beetitiful appe•rdinft Madded from solid quarter owned
mil.. anti/ Ile 1111,tte healdaoniely decorodcol and or11•115ented.
!steal 11411s at y le. Till AC'S 4It 515 Ise 1,1 5
• Incl.., long, 531.,I,,. tide and weivhs 314) pound. •
alu• S ten& • es, II 44 ps, as I'd .1Idd S: Inseam., Priories
Deldaaa, 11•1•11a, eleee. la. («spier, IrC..
eerier, Peewee Ione aed Tot II•modoo I Delete t eel, • r •
I Tour 54•11, I arsad 0.gos emelt, 4 bets Orchestra
Soweto." rips 14•••111. ltssas, I Free( 17 Cure sosel
&ed.. I 34.1 .4 5) eo-soaaly pr1111•81
4 ghee Menem 31•••••O thap•••• IOW*, 1
left Ilviodlees erlerlgol Heeds. 'Ills: At %.
oddtdolat of tide vele shed 4••••1111..4..
,se it,, the lajthemt tale inetrunaents, 3.3; ,4 Slam.
mese 4ftelve• •ed II•4 lilveasa, also Not I,,dre fen-,
of the beet rubt der cloth, 3 /07
bellows store 0.011 Ilnest leather In sallies. illE
ACME eel:MI is fad nighed elth • 5.14 la,cled
.tate reeneh mirror. nickel plated pedal le-ernes
•std e'er, nao•k•rn Itnprovemeilt. C. feral•l• free • 54.5
wee *ream Waal tad tee hoe etas taalrectiee heel, 5s53141•441.
GUARANTEED 25 YEARS. ,`,e1,:Iseelearsel,I,
re,. • eilitlIS binding Sayear ru• rotate, by the
terni• and , ma or which If any part gives ous
••• repair It free ar•lhorffe• Try It one ddh and
we a ref ,o,r ni,aey If you are not pee:'er`tly
SILII•fhlel 500 of these olvan• Will be sold •t sam. is,
Oititiftt AT •Nl'ff. IIIELAY.
OUR RELIABILITY IS ESTABLISHED It esseIt • • e
hot dealt with u. soda r natbridlvdr about os..rite
tho poblieher t paper or if•tropotitan Nstionsi
Sank. or eorn Ischoust• Nat Bonk. Oiler; or eman rash•nee Bank. Nee York . or 11112y r" •1 I 
111P."--
• -14::le of see:nee • -
o
to
worth 1.5
To Buyers
f Dry Goods!
It will pay you to call at my store and get
extremely-low pa ices on all Spring and Summer
goods in every line, such as :--
Silks for Waists. Colored Piques,
Fancy Organdies, Colored Lawrs,
SWLSSCS, Dirnif VA,
Dress Covert Cloth, Linen for Skirts,
Ladies Furnishing Goods, Gents
Furnishing Goods, Parasols, etc.
Cut prices seem to be the order of the day,
but Good Goods at Low Prices is my motto. stiG„isc
T. M. JONES,
ell-m,
Ma n- Street. tiorkinsville, IS ser,ow,
kwJust Received:--An elegant line of New
Carpets in Savonneria, Moquette, Velvet, Brus-
sell and Ingrain. Call and see them.
"*..k
MIMItiMMIWAWMVP Ai
Finest Farm in
Irhe County
I For Sale.
ilee'd., e offer for sale his home place, known es Rich-
loIn rder to wind up the estate of Dr. James Wheeler,
!and, situated five miles South of Hopkinsville on the
t
Kentucicy and Tennessee turnpike. This trct of land
cotatainit 450 acres, is surrounded by a fine hedge fence
and is a ne of the most fertile and productive farms in the
State. There is on it a fine brick residence of nine or ten
rooms, fwi!lt halls, bath room, pantry, cellar and kitchen,
costing originally' $17,000 to build, and now in good re-
pair. Igo five large tobacco barns, tee servants houses,
stud all needful outhouses. It lass an abundant and un-
failing supply of water. No more thsirable suburban
ii.home c n be found anywhere. Its soil is unexcelled in
. -
produc aveness, yielding in ordinary seasons 1,000 lbs.
tobacccl, 25 bushels wheat and 8 or 10 bbls. corn per acre.
Terms made to suit purchaser. Apply to _
W. G. WHEELER, Hopkinsville, Ky.,
or C. K. WHEELER, Paducah, Ky.,
or W. F. BRADSHAW.
4;. 5; r•znr war: -
;"' a • ' • . .1 • -1 • .! 7. •
• 0atig•../ • G. f
&to See Ourss a b.,•• 41.1g2
eikViVikteiViN „
The most choice line of Black Ore- • •-•
pons and Fancy Drf-ss Goods in the :',;;;
city, Our Waist Silks arc as beautiful •‘-.1.
as the manufacturer can wea:e or tint • -1 - • • a
-
and so we may as truthfailly speak.of our ,
_French Organdies and Piques.
Lovely Ginghams, Challies, Wash
Goods, Etc. • • el
The trade may feel assured that what• g.'111:g
e•wit
ever they buy from us is r:
Correct in Style, Qual-
ity and Price.
-.
ei\S ei\f„ • ikfii`
The Richards Co.:!:•!li ,....: ;4,,,;!:44...;!:•ent:e:;1:::;r0,:;,:ionr,•:;7:;Ivali.....0;,. i• SI Sllse.4) 0.0. • 'i.e., • .1  0.* • II .4  •0 ia •,S cs e s ce•V°
.: of; $,,........r,„ .;,-;_••..::-.•. '...;r:•....;:-.E. .....r.,.1.44.141!" -1 • •••
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Why Not Buy Monuments
And Tombstones at Home,
tar AT THE, LOWEST POSSIBLE. MEE—
You will find yourself well paid by dealing
with the home shop. Yours truly,
ROST. H. BROWN.
And will continue until stock is re-
duced to a certain amount that is
necessary before this change can be
effected. In order to make this
change quickly we offer our entire
stock of Dry Goods, Notions and
Carpets at prices that will go down
in the annals of commercial history
as the greatest bargain-giving sat)
ever conducted in Hopkinsvilly.
While this firm changes let us say
now thot the new firm will be a
stronger one, and that the business
will be.conducted n a larger scale
than heretofore Everything in the
house is included in this sale. 'We
would have you particularly bear
in mind that our stock is new anal
tile best.
'7.3'4,4)E€ 4 1
xso
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L • -"4
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L DROP FLAT
Effor to Lead Kentucky Dem-
ocrats Into a Bolt.
'
LOVA MEN FULD' AROUSED.
&mister' Motives of Dissenters Dragged
lo4o the Glare of Public Print.
NEDITO REVIF.W THE SITEATION.
Never ilefore in the History of the
State iDid the Party Have a Candi-
date iina Thoroughly In Sympathy
With the Masees as Is the Hon.
Wilibim Goebel-Press a Unit For
the (*leant Leader.
The gfforts being made to lead the
loyal Elemocrate of Kentucky into a
bolt a
will
thorou
and wit
Oyes of
to all.
east their splendid state ticket
fiat. Loyal party men are
ly aroused all over the &LOCO,
see to it that the sinister mo-
he dissenters are made known
ever in the history of the state
did•the party nominate a candidate so
thoroughly in sympathy with the mass-
es or explicitly committed to meas-
ures wr eh promise relief to the over-
burde"h41 taxpayer. as Hon. William
Goetmetind the attacks made upon him
at presentearaesure to recoil upon the
lbeads o his defers.ie
The mocratic newspaper press of
the stet is almost *unit for the Lou-
ieville ticket. Past records of the bolt-
ers are daily being dragged into the
glare ofi print, and no one need be in
the dart as to the designs of the men
who woind destroy the party organiza-
tion of the state and cause the Chicago
platforre principles and Bryan to go
down in, defeat.
From the newspapers over the state
the following extracts on the situation
have been gleaned:
BIROWN'S CANDIDACY.
Ills Chief Alm Is to Weaken the
1 Dernorratic Ticket.
The eifort that is being made to lead
Bemocrtts into a bolt against their
state tieket is an attempt to disrupt
the Deneocratic party, and if successful
could bilve no other effect then to de-
feat Brian in Kentucky next year.
That is what the Louisville and Nash-
ville waints. Never before in the his-
tory of the state did the party have a
candidate so thoroughly in sympathy
with the masses of the people, or so
explkitIn committed to the measures
which ptomise relief. Parents, do you
want cheaper books for your children!
Shipper* are you in favor of enlarging
the powers of the railroad commission
so as to:enable it to prevent extortion
and discrimination, or do you want the
railroad* to enjoy such immunity as
will exeilapt them from all liability for
the impOsition of rates that will rob
you, and ehbject you to the payment
of the iligliest freight rates that the
traffic will bear, these eormorantz get-
ting exclrbitant prices for shipping
your prdducts and all the profits that
are justly yours besides?
Williatn Goebel stands for the enact-
mere and enforcement of statutes in-
tended go provide cheaper books for
your children. the book trust having
robbed the parents out of $300.000 last
year. and the limitation of the powers
of the eommon carriers of the state
to rob vsou. He Is the author of the
law making gambling a felony, and of
the etatete which crushed the life of
the lottery octopus.
John young Brown, the bolter, is not
in reality an aspirant for governor. He
is posing as a candidate against Goe-
bel, while in fact Joe Blackburn is the
man he is trying to defeat. Everybody
knows tat Brown can not possibly
hope to elected governor. His can-
didacy cen have but one effect, name-
ly, to weaken the Democratic ticket
and make the electipn of a Republican
governor and legislature possible.
The diel is for Brown to aid the
Republicens to elect a governor and
legislatute, and, then, as reward for
his perfidy and treachery to his party
this Reptiblican legislature is to elect
Brown United States senator over Joe
Fliackbueo. Is it possible that Mr.
Brown den stoop so low as this!-
Jacksorrilille Hustler, Aug. 4.
14(.1100LBOOK BILL.
A Study of the Reform. Proposed by
'the Chinn Measure.
In vie* of the fact that this is the
season of the year when the common
schools Of the county are beginning
the fall terms, and parents and guar-
dians are buying new books for their
children and wards, now is a good
time for them to make a practical
study of the reforms proposed in the
Chinn schoolbook bill, which bag been
Indorsed by the Democratic Mate plat-
form and condemned by the Republic-
an state platform.
This bill was passed by the Demo-
crats of 
).) 
tit branches of the last leg-
islature, nd would be a law today but
for the Imo of Governor Bradley. It
is therefere no fault of the Democrats
of Kentu ky that it is not the law now,
but it w II be the law next year just
as certal ly as Goebel is elected gov-
ernor, ad that is almost a foregone
concluslom, because when the people
of Kentncky have made themselves
thorOughlY familiar with the reforms
Orcposed by the Democratic state plat-
form ttl will ralle to the standard
Of the p ty advocating them in such
humbers as will sweep the Republic-
Ins al It Sir feet and make the major-
IT y for Qoebel so large and over-
tehelmin that no ettempt by the book
trust to ebaueh members of the gen-
eral ease bly will be worth trying.
The question of cheaper schoolbooks
for the trildren of Kentucky is oneMIthat S erlally affects every man,
woman or child in the commonwealth.
Fand the ri oat surprising thing to us
I. that a ybody-Democrat. Republic-
an, Pc pu 1st or Prohibitionist-should
be opposed to any measure affording
any re:le whatever in that direction.
We do nt believe the rank and file
of eiteer arty will be opposed to such
a measur when they are familiar with
the prow lone of the bill, and before
this campaign Is over it will not be the
fatale on .e Democrats if t1oey are not
funnier Olth the reforms in this di-
rection adeocated in the Democratic
platform.
In the first place the Chinn bill pro-
vides that, within cli•s after the
bill tee-cmee a law, the gotornor shall
appeint a commise:00 of see en citi-
zens of Kentucky who shall be chosen
with special reference to their schol-
arly ard burettes:: qualifteations. one
member to he (thriven frown each apron-
late district and net mnre then three
of Omni belonging to the eame polit-
ical patty. This commission ',hall be
known as the "Kentucky School Com-
mission." Their term of office shall be
for four years. and their compensation
shall be fe per day and traveling ex-
penses while in the actual discharge
of their duties. No session of the COM-
gAssion shall exceed 20 days at one
nme. As soon as the commission
shall have been selected the superin-
tendent of 'stabile instruction shall ad-
vertise for bids from all reliable pub-
lishing houses in the United States
for furnishing books for the schools
of the state for a term of five years,
each bid to be accompanied with a
sample of the book or books proposed
to be furnished and a deposit of $600
with the auditor for damages for fail-
ure to enter into a contract with the
state of their bid is accepted. The bids
shall state the kind and price of books
to be furnished; the price at which
they are supplied to dealers and the
price at which the dealer is to sell
them to the citizen; the price at which
all books now in use in the public
schools of the state are to be taken in
exchange for new books, and the price
at which books will be mailed to pur-
chasers. Before this contract is en-
tered into the publishing house shall
file with the secretary of state a bond
for $10.000 for the faithful perform-
ance of the contract.
The bill then fixes the highest price
which the commission shall pay for
books to be sold at retail. ,These
prices, as compared with the prices
now being pad for books of the same
class are as fellows:
PrIee Fr lee
Paid Now. Chinn 11111
Speihsr $ IT 1.10
First Reader 
 
.17 .10
Second Reader .....  eel .20
Third Healer 
 
.42 .710
Fourth Header ..... .50
Fifth Render  .72 .50
Mental Arithmetic 
Pritetiesi Art? ii .50 .40
F.lementrry 1;cography .55 .40
Geography i'oniplete .... 1.20 • .S.1
Elementary Grammar ... .42 .25
English Grammar comp . .45
Physiology anJ Hygiene.. 1.00 .45
Primary History I'. S... .50 .4o
History United States... 1,00
Composition ..... NT2
Laurrszoge Lessons. I .15
Language Lesson., II :21)
Goverument 
 
.15)
Totals $14.72 . $1;•1 0
6.80
Amt ativod by Chinn bill.F2.92
This saving of $2.92 applies to every
child in the state of Kentucky, and
amounts to hundreds of thousands of
doliors. Take Barren county alone.
There are in the public schools of this
county. in round numbers. 8.400 chil-
dren. A saving of $2.92 on each child
means a saving of $23,360 to the pat-
rons of the common schools of Barren
county alone.
This one plank in the Democratic
platform ought to be enough to insure
the election of the state ticket by an
overwhelming majority, and we be-
lieve, when the people have been made
thoroughly familiar with the ques-
tions at issue between the parties they
will give the ticket headed by Goebel
the biggest majority received by a
candidate since the war.-Glasgow
News. Aug. S.
ATT et K ON GOEBEL.
Greed Masquerading Behind a Cloak
to Fecape Destruction.
The misunderstanding of the char-
acter, both public and private, of Wil-
liam Goebel that exists in the state to-
day as deliberately and cruelly planned
months ago, and has been executed
without regard to decency, justice or
truth. A few powerful and special In-
eteresta in the state long ago recognized
his intellectual force and his indomit-
able purpose; they were perfectly
familiar with his public record as a
fearless champion of the interests of
the people against all schemes of plun-
der and injustice, and they noted with
apprehension his rising power and his
extending influence. Greed is never
slow to recognize the hand that will
take it by the throat, and early takes
precautions to save itself and strike
down its foe. When it became known
that Goebel would become a candidate
for governor, there was arranged by
these special interests a campaign of
slander and misrepresentation such as
was never seen or heard in Kentucky
before. It was never intended he
should be nominated, if by any means,
fair or foul, it could be prevented; it
was never intended. if nominated, he
should be elected. if by any means.
fair or foul, it could be prevented; it
was never intended the Louisville con-
vention should be a peaceful one if
Goebel had a show of nomination; it
was never intended there should be
any unity among Democrats if Goebel
should he nominated. These things
were as deliberately settle° months in
advance of the convention as was the
fact of Goebel's being a candidate. It
is not denied that a great many excel-
lent and honorable gentlemen sincerely
believed, and perhaps now beneve,
that the turbulency of the Louisville
convention was due to what is called
the "Spirit pf Goebelism," and under
this delusion may vote against him.
when the real facts are that the word
eGoebelism" was merely coined by a
lot of political buccaneers as a cunning
mask, behind which to plot and de-
ceive and mislead the people. Gen-
eral allegations of wickedness are diffi-
cult to meet and disprove, but every
specific charge affecting Goebel's in-
tegrity has been successfully met and
overthrown He was charged with
being a ree-handed murderer; the
facts show le acted in defense of his
own life when in deadly eerie He was
charged with being a gambler and the
friend of gamblers, the feces show he
never indulged in any form of gam-
bling in his life. and that he was the
most potent factor In the legislature in
expelling from Kentucky the largest
gambler in it, the lottery company. He
was charged with being an infidel; the
facts show that he has been a church
member since his childhood and is a
believer in the Christian religion. He
was charged with being a libertine;
the facts show him to be one of the
most decorous men In public life. He
was charged with being a goidbug;
the facts show him to have been the
largest individual contributor to the
Bryan campa.gn fund in Kentucky in
1S96, and to have performed the most
effectual work for Bryan in Kenton
county in that year. He was charged
with treachery to Blackburn and with
sinister des'gns on Blackburn's seat in
the senate: the facts are that he was
cad ha Blackburn's most trusted
Wend and has his cordial support.
This crusade of slander and rmsrepre•
sentation is not the result of the pall-
pions arntierd by ordinary or even re-
traordinai y political agitation. It Mei
a deeper significance than that: It has
more leferral and malicious origin
than that. To theme not blindel
the dust raised r"1 ret erafened by
nte elatnor made by special interests,
,rtil appear that all the infamies of
*he: campaign nf lire are but the cloak
:•nrl magi, behind whit h greed ii mate
eurrading to save itself from deetrum
lion. It is nearly always a safe rule
to judge of a man by the character of
his enemies and opponents. Let the
'temple inquire who are the real ene-
mies of thebel in this fight, the ene-
mies, not who rnalie the noise, but who
furnish the money and brains to com-
pass his detest and they will not hesi-
tate a mcuaent to rally to his standard.
--Baidstewn Record. Aug. 11th.
IIIIVAN AND BLACKBURN.
Bolters W ILL lindeavor to A(.1.0111p1141
'their Defea t.
It is clearly the intention of the ag-
gregation of bolters calling themselves
Democrats to defeat both Bryan and
Blackburn. At the outset, none were
louder in their protestations of loyalty
to both these gentlemen than 'the
handful of soreheads and kickers now
attempting to turn the state over to
the Republicans. As the conspiracy
has progressed. however, they have
thrown off their disguise and are now
showing themselves as they are-
bolters, disorganizers and the allies of
Republicanism. The proof of the pud-
ding is the chewing of the bag. and
the following telegram, published im-
mediately after the adjournment of the
Lexington conference last week, un-
covers the designs of the crowd that,
masquerading as Democrats, is in real-
ity knifing Democracy at every turn:
"Lexington. Ky . Aug. 3.-Ex-Gov-
croon John Young Brcwn of Louisville.
who will be nominated for governor at
the anti-Goebel Democratic conven-
tion, which is to be held in Lexington
Aug. 16. now is regioded by anti-Goe-
belttes as a presidential possibility.
"It all depends on whether W. J.
Bryan comes into Kentucky to make
rpeeches for William Goebel. If Bryan
keeps out of the bluegrass quarrel, ex-
Governor Brown will continue to be
ex-Governor Brown, for even his most
ardent admirers do not believe he can
be elected. But if Mr. Bryan ignores
the score of letters which have gone
out of this town today advising him
not to come into Kentueky during the
present campaign the anti-Goebel
Democrats would repudiate him and
go to the national Democratic conven-
tion with a delegation bearing a ban-
ner'
" 'John Young Brown. Kentucky's
Choice for President.'
"The conference of the anti-Goebel-
ices which was held in the auditorium
yesterday afternoon adopted resolu-
tions, the first paragraph of which in-
dorsed tfie Chicago platform, and de-
clared that W. J. Bryan was the true
exponent of every principle enunciated
by that platform, and, further, that
those principles should be affirmed,
and he nominated and elected in 1900.
"This opening paragraph was the
mark of Democracy as recognized by
the Democrats of Kentucky upon the
conference. But two of the men whose
names, as members of the committee.
were written under the reeolutIon,
said:
-"That declaration has this much of
a string tied to it. It stands if Bryan
has sense enough to keep out of this
fight. If he has not, the name of John
Young Brown will be inserted to fill
the vacant space left where Bryan's
name is scratehed out. for Governor
Brown was a silver man before Bryan
was ever heard of."'
Not content with this treachery to
Mr. Bryan. the leaders of the bolters
and buck-jumpers are now urging that
candidates for the leislature be put on
the Brown ticket, or that combinations
be made with the Republicans in legis-
lative races. The intent orthis move
is plain. Blackburn is to be sacrificed
for Brown, who proposes to win by a
combination of a few Democratic legis-
lators with the solid, straight Repub-
lican legislative vote. Or. failing in
this. a Republican United States sena-
tor is to be elected by the same delect-
able combinstion.
Bryan and Bjackburn are marked
for slaughter by the bolters; but the
bolters themselves are marked for
%laughter by-the voters. Not so much
as a memory, or a grease spot. will be
left of them after the November elec-
tion.-Glasgow Times. Aug. 7.
KENTUCKY CONTEST.
A Tennessee View of the Worth of
Stands rd-Bee rer Goebel.
Another deep-laid plan of the Ken-
tucky bolters has come to naught. The
end of their strenuous effort to alien-
ate the influence of Mr. Bryan from
the support of Mr. Goebel comes in a
warm and widely disseminated in-
dorsement of his candidacy. Thus
have his foes, through the very bitter-
ness of their opposition, contributed
signally to the success of the Demo-
cratic nominee.
It would be strange. indeed, if these
enemies of William Goebel had left a
stone untureed in their effprts to de-
feat him. They have camped upon his
poetical trail from the day the Demo-
crats of Kenton county determined to
send him to the state senate. There
has been no artifice too dishonest, no
treachery too deep, to serve their pur-
poses. They Meow him: they have felt
the strength of his arm; they justly
fear tho conreque es to them of. his
election as gov of Kentucky.
In the short ri f 40 years Wil-
liam Goebel has • from the bum-
blest poverty to item command-
, Goebel is doing the same thing.Ing the widest ntl respect the Jackson was execrated by the aristoc-people of a great e monwealth can racy, the politician and the chronicbestow. lie has built up the largest office seeker. Goebel is hated by thelaw practice, the most loyal phalanx representatives of any system of rep-
ot frieads, and, above all, the most pression. ..e people were for Jack-highly creditable array of enemies, son, so they are for Goreel. Jacksonthat any man in Kentucky can boast. had to fight his way by slow degreeslie has gained these things by un- to success. Gobel has bad to do theflinching loyalty and sturdy blows. same thing. Jackson reached the pres-From the moment his first candidacy dency. and Goebel, we tiOnl.. will do
was announced, those corporate Inter- likewise. Abuse and vituperation can-eats of Kenton county that were accuse not stay his onward march; he is atomed to further their ends by political man of diatinctlen.-Tood Ccuntycorruption, knew they had a fresh and Tees.
resolute foe to vanquish. Before he 
had sat in the legislature for a week I Thompson Shoots It Into Brown.
their allies of the rest of the state Special to the Times.
saw that their victim, had gained a Cincinnati. Aug. 4.- lion. John B.
champion who fought a foutrance. j Thompson, a leading KentimIty
To the death the struggle has been crat, who is in the city. deciares that
waged from that day to this. William he is no bolter nod will vote the Item-
Goebel gives and asks no quarter. If °cratic ticket from top to bottom.
It Is yonsible for that corporate and "Will you take the stiamp for the
private wealth which makes the cor- ticket?" he was asked.
ruPtion of legislators and executives a "Yes. I shall make several speeches
part of its (muteness, to compass his de- in cur county-Mercer-and elsewhere.
feat this fall it will be done. If he is if desired."
elected. there are representatives of "Weat do., you think of the bolting
movement and personnel of the pro-
posed ticket!"
"I believe that John Young Brown!
is the weakest man they could put up.
Granting thet Goebel is everything
said of him by his enemies, he is a bet-
ter Democrat than Brown; Goebel !
Bever was accused of disloyalty to his
la November They know he stand%
Tor public. ittaereet against private
greed. and toinde too boldly fee the
rates rf petite al perditii n tn piecall
Beatrice hie'.
In ail Ineetioky there ei no man so
vceciable. none Pn venerated as Chief
Justice William Pryor. For inure than
a quarter of a century his name has
stem] a I yronym for nil that is wire.
incorruptible. enimpeerealste. When
the demiloek in the imuieville enneein-
lion scorned to threaten disro•ter to the
party the eyes of many turned to the
honored chief justice as one on whom
all (meld unite, add he was asked to
allow the use of his name for that pur-
pose. His declination was as prompt
as it was emphatic. "I ani for Senator
Goebel." he said. "I know him, and
therefore I am for him. I would rather
see him governor than be governor
myself. Such a man Is needed in Ken-
tucky today."
words of this discerning judge
A'otted tho sentiment of all teat is best
among the people of our sister state.
There are enough men who think as he
does to make William Goebel Ken-
tucky's next governor. Keep your eye
on the November election returns if
you doubt it.-Chattanooga News.
STONE'S APPEAL.
Kentucky Democrats Should Put All
Personal Differences Aside.
Henderson Gleaner.
The fdliowing letter from ex-Gover-
nor William J. Stone of Missouri on
the situation in Kentucky is second in
interest only to the recent letter of Mr.
Bryan, who not only indorsed the plat-
form and action of the Kentucky Dem-
ocratic convention, but gave a strong
personal indorsement to Mr. Goebel
from his knowledge of the party and
public record of the man. Governor
Stone is the vice chairman and acting
chairman of the Demuciatic national
committee, and is one of the best
known men In the country. His letter
possesses peculiar interest at this
time:
St. Louis, Aug. 2. 1899.
Hon. l'rey Woodson. Owensboro. Ky.:
Dear !Gr. Woodson-4 have your fa-
vor of the 27th ult. It is entirely clear
to me that Kentucky Democrats should
lay aside mere personal conaLderatiere
and strive to elect the ticket nomi-
nated at Louisville. I have no doubt
that many good Democrats were disap-
pointed at the result of that conven-
tion, and I have no doubt many feel
that the convention was not conducted
with that degree of order and decorum
which should characterize the pro-
ceedings of such a body. But it must
be remembered that it often happens
that the proceedings of large bodies,
like the convention at Louisville, are
characterized more or less by disorder
and seeming% unfairness, especially
when a personal rivalry becomes in-
tense. But after all it rarely happens
that it becomes a matter of supreme
importance whether one candidate or
another for party honors is successful.
I believe the state of Kentucky would
be safe in the hands of either of the
distinguished gentlemen who sought
the nomination of the party. While
the party friends of the different can-
didates naturally would feel a deep
interest In the success of their favorite,
the candidate after all is a matter of
secondary importance. What the De-
mocracy of Kentucky and of the na-
tion is most interested in is success at
the polls. The loss of Kentucky at
this time would be a serious blow to
the party in the nation. It requires
no argument to prove that statement
true. The truth and the importance of
the statement are alike self-evident.
Therefore. I say that the Democrats of
Kentucky should put aside all personal
differences for the time being end rally
as one man to redeem the state and
put it again safely in the Democratic
column.
So far as I can be of service to you
I will be. Proud of my old native state.
and loving her people as I do, I can
not contemplate with any degree of
patience the possibility of defeat at the
ensuing election. Very truly yours,
WILLIAM J. STONE.
Soul of Honor.
When the late Governor John W
Stevenson placed the property of his
wife and, daughter in the hands of Wil-
liam Goebel as trustee, without bond,
was one of the very strongest proofs
of the latter's worth as a man that
one man could give another. Gov-
ernor Stevenson, as everyone knows.
was one of the ablest and best meal
In the state. When be was an old
man. Senator Goebel, then a boy, be-
gan the study of law with Governor
Stephenson. His success in his prac-
tice was phenomenal: he was soon
taken in the tirne and his office door
still bears the old sign, "Stevenson &
Goebel."
Governor Stevenson, always a pru-
dent man, made a will, and by its
terms placed the property of his wife
and child in the hands of William Goe-
bel, as trustee, the will -specifleallv
stating that he was not to give bond.
The property consisting of $250.000. or
more, is still in the hands of Senator
Goebel. What greater proof can be
given of a man's worth! Goebel, with-
out influential friends, a young man,
to be thus trusted by ene SO careful
as Gevernor Stevenson, is unparalleled
in the records of this or any other
time; and, better. Goebel is still the
trustee of Mra. Stevenson.-Bracken
Chronicle.
malign influences, who so regularly
rendezvous there, that will tremble
when they again approach the state
house.
And he will be elerted. The people
who carried hen to his magnificent
victory at the Louisville convention
will sweep bits to a yet grander one
Figure of elackeon.
Senator Goebel resembles Andy
Jackson more than any other elan in
American history in his opposition to
centralized power, and the encroach-
ments of wealth. The corporations of
that day hated Jackson just as those
of today hate Goebel. Jackson stood
by the people. and defied monopoly.
party. I should seer have voted for
Urtiwn In the convention under any
cirremetateces. Ile helped 10 throw
Wat Hardin down in 1595. lie was
teroseng etinkpme At Hardin all One
time, and much of the ammunition of
the Republicans is said to have been
furnished from his office.. He is in
no shape to call for Demoeratic sup-
port. especially from Hardin men.-
Clasgee Timer. Aac.e7th.
Goebel Refutes a Charge.
The tiaducere of Mr. Goebel have
their last prop knoi ked from under
them. It has been published broad-
cast over the land by his enemies feat
"Goebel is an agnotatic." The Leader
editor has always believed the state-
ment a base fabrication, but in order
to be certain, sent a query in regard
to the matter to Mr. Goebel. His reply
is typical of the man--frank and out-
spoken:
"My Dear Mr. Ayres: Is response
to vonr inquiry I have this to say:
am. and from my childhood have been
a member of the congregation of St.
Paul's Lutheran church of this city-
the church to which my parents be-
longed in their lifellme. I am a be-
liever in the Christian religion and
the divinity of Jesus Christ. • • •
"Very truly.
WILLIAM GOEBEL."
-Fulton Leader.
_
Brown an Old Offender.
This is not the first time Governor
Brown has been an obstacle in the way
of party suceess. In 1896 he opposed
fusion and advised Major Johnston not
to deal with the Populists. Bryan
wanted fusion in Kentucky. and after
/Ardor Johnston had refused other
members of the committee opened
negotiations with Parken, and soon
came to terms on a district basis. Ma-jor Jchnston and Governor Brown, his
adviser, were given to understand that
the Second and Third districts wotild
make their own fusions on the elec-
tors and they reluctantly yielded
Major Johrston insisting that he
"washed his hand, of the whole
affair." Subsequently. he officially
indorsed what had been done.- Hop-
kinsvIlle Kentuckian, July 28th,
A Trust Fighter.
Gcebel's record as a fifghter of trusts.
railroad extortions and corporate
greed stands unchallenged by his most
devoted enemies. The fight the Louis-
ville and Nashville railroad is making
on him is making friends for him
among the farmers. the merchants, the
laboring men and all that large body
of voters who refuse to truckle to the
rallread political machine. Every rail-
road attorney in the state is fighting
Goebel, newspapers have been bought
by the railroads to fight him, and
money is being lavishly spent by all
the railroads to bring about his defeat.
for well they know that with such a
man as chief executive cf the common-
wealth the rights of the people will be
protected at all hazards.-Clinton
Democrat. Aug. 10.
Tribute to Goebel,
In n private letter to Mr. W. R.
Howell, Hon. Robert L. Taylor makes
this refertnee to Senator Goebel, the
Democratic leader in Kentucky:
"I em glad to see such a man be-
trothed to curb a state. He is a rising
star, as brieht as shines In our constel-
lation. I hcipe he will redeem the old-
time majority for Democracy, and then
he will unlimber that big brain which
be carries around in that big head of
his, and give to Kentucky the best ad-
ministration she has had for years.
"ROBERT L TAYLOR.
"LlopkInsville, Ky.. Aug. 11."
lett Explosions la Siberia.
A recent Siberian traveler relates
"At Sadoliak in the intensely cold
nights the sileuce was sometimes broken
by a loud report as of a cannon. This
was the bursting of one of the ice bob-
bles in the river, a phenomenon I had
neither helot] nor read of before. The
streams couaiug dowp from the hills
were frozen on the surface some six to
nine inches thick The water beneath
flowed faster than it coold escape, and
the pressure, on the principal of a by
draulic prem, became irresistible
First, the elasticity of the ice was seen
by the rising of circular monocle from
six to eight feet in diameter and from
fonr to five feet Mgt. The bursting
point came at last with a report like an
explosion. The water escaped. bait soon
froze again. I have seen scores of these
ice hillocks in a few versts of tbe
A BRIGHT IDEA.-t-
SW Weary'. lard Vona& a Fats,
Flaw In be Selects,.
"Pete." exelainied Ileanderin Mike,
"I'm gittin rereless:"
"Don't do it. Take CIngs eas while
ye kin."
"Ever since I dropped into chat lec-
ture hall last wine,' to git wenn' I've
had moments on me mind, smut can't
git it loose. It raukies In e con-
'science an uverheites we wit' a-MIM-
I:a sense of de resistiessumes el fate.
les life ain't uuttin but oue ha lock
story any way you take it. But a man
of bralpit kin scenetimes git de twin of
de situation."
'lest lecture mus' of sunk Igto yer
system deep."
"It did. But I've gut a scheme distil
help out, lie nex' tnue we thkee a
freight traiu we'll take one guin
east."
"What fur?"
"Did you ever hear of vekmiti?"
"Sure. Dey's got t'ree wheelat an de
kinchens tries to run over yclu wit'
"Date close to, but net next. Vela.-
ity is what de world moves wig'. It's 
go
so many miles a second. We're in it
all de Bane, shovio from west tre east.
an when you Clarke yore restin l's on-
ly another delusion an a snare. Ye
can't stop moviu."
"Well." asked Plodding Pete. iliscon-
tentediy. "what're you going to do
abont it?"
"J's' what I told ye. De Morld's
movin from west to east. De only
clianto to neutralize de swiftnegs is to
MM. a train goin from east to *eet. I
(-Nano as we kin hope fur any actual
repose, lout it's de only chancre I see
fur comln auywheres near It."
"It's a bright idea. but It won't do."
"WM- not?"
keep on ridin west forever. A t'ink
"It only works one way. Wt can't
 
of de double exertion when wil have
to turn aroun an come de other way!"
-Ne aehington Star.
OLD SOL'S RIDE IN 1849.
Flower, Weather Predictions if tk•
JuernaMsts of Long Ago
In these days of practical uewspa-
per writing. in which bald as are
expressed iu the plainest and tersest
form. the flowery language indulged
In by some of the ejouruallets" half a
century ago sounds peculiar. The
following poetic convulsion was nopled
by one of the local papers Croke the
New York Tribune in 1S49 as Worthy
of a higle place in the newspatier lit-
erature of the day:
"On Saturday evening at 17 milnutes
past 11 o'clock the sun rode ealinly
and mildly over tne autumnal eguinox
and cast his golden anchor on tbt win-
try ',oast of autumn. But as yet the
vast ocean of air through whieth he
sails is glowing and transparent with
the memory of the long summer days
that have ;mimed over IL darting their
rich beams to its very depths. !Even
as we write, however, the remeue
brews fades, like the sky's blatchlug
souvenirs of sunset, and in thr dis-
tance. the cold glnesth of welter; glare
and wave their frozen wings. terbice
creak on icy hinges, while lit the al-
lento of midnight a prophetic vdiee of
wailing and desolation moans titftilly
at the casement."
Few people can contemplate this
specimen of literary archltecture!with
out f.xperiencing a feeling of aMe and
sachems, with a few cold shivcars ors
the side. It is proof positive t t the,
profession has in some things 4ained
by what it has lost -Albany Argus.
A Chair at racleisss
Unelebood is about the hardest hood
man has to wear.and, all I have Amery-
ed uncles and their habits, they pither
rpoll or repel the small chaps and chap-
pelmets who happen to be made their
nephews and nieces by an accident of
river."
birth. l'uties are either intensely
genial or intensely Meltable, and ha Air
as I am concerned it is my belles' that
our colleges should include in their ear-
rietalum a chair of "uncleism."
Unclehood is a relationship that mita
has to /Accept. It is thrust upout nine I
Ile can't help himself. To be a Other
or a mother is a matter of volitfort. But
even in a free country Like our erten. If
a man has a brother or a sister, he is
liable to find himself an uncle ai any
time whether be wishes to be ohe or
not. Then when it happens he's cot to
reason out a course of procession, real:t-
out any easel in previous experietwe.-
John Kendrick Bangs in Woilaau'e
Home Companion.
A Translation.
"In one of the schools of this
says the Worcester Gazette. "the leach-
er. intending to relieve the monetony
of the regular exercbtaa, asked tiee pu-
pils if they would not like to singi Of
course there was an instant Manioc in
tele affirmative, and then the teecher
asked what song they would prefer.
One little boy, In his eagerness to make
the seleetiom spluttered out some hing
which the teacher did not catch.':'urn-
log to the boy across the aisle, she ask-
ed what Johnnie said. 'Please,' rams
the unexpected answer. 'he ea* het
wants to sing "His Country, "1' s of
A Bridge of
When the British force, were march
lug to Peking id 1860. after the captnre
of the Takn forts. one of the rivers be-
came so swollen with the beavy rains
that it was rendered almost impassable
While in this quandary a bright idea
suddenly struck one of our officers. 132.
lug well aware that the Chinese gener-
ally order their coffins years in advance
and keep them on time premiaes and also
that they are perfectly airtight, he con-
sulted with his bretber alters, with
the resnit that orders were given to
search all the houses of the village and
collect every coffin. With the aid ot a
few empty casks the soldier, construct-
ed a pontoon beeigeof coffins sufficient-
ly atrobg to bear the artillery, and the
river was thns parsed in safety
nosy to Open a 'New Book.
Bold the book with its back on a
nnecth or covered table: let the front
board down, then the other. holding the
:eaves in one hand while you open
few learee at the In, k. then a few at
the front, and a go on, alteruatme
opening back and front, gently Kenichig
open the sections till you reach the
center of the voinine. D.) this two 01
three Butte and you will obtain the
best resnIte. Ocen the volunie vielently
or carelessly in any one place and you
will likely break the back and cause a
goat in the leaves. Never force the
back. If it does not yiel4 to gentile
opening rely upon it the ba,ck is too
tightly or strongly lined.
A connoiseear many years ago. an
excellent costumer of, mine, why
thought be knew perfectly bow to hen
tile !melts, came into my office when
bail an expensive binding jaet brought
from the bindery ready to be sent home.
He. before my owes, took hold of the
vellum, and tightly holding the leaves
in each hand, instead of allowing them
free play, mulebtly opened it in the
center and exclaimed. "How beautifully
your bindings ()pen :" I aluset feinted.
He had broken the back of the volume.
and it land to be reeonnel..-" Modern
Bookbinding Practically Considered.'
by William Matthews.
Malaria's
Major Roes said in a recent 14ture
at Liverpool that malaria was net SO
dramatic a ditiense as cholera: it did
not kill so weekly, but it killed far
more people. In !utile it killed gbout
5.0imemil people a year. It was also
a politically important disease, beqause
it checked the progress of civilizetloa
In districts the richest in the asturicki
killing more of the English army FULA
were killed by the enemy.
Resented.
•Anti how did you come to marry
him?"
"I didn't come to marry him,' ane
metered the womanly little womaili ins
dignantly, "he came to marry
Chicago Post. -
.? •
,
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PARTY ON 1RIAL
Thity of Kentucky Democrats In
This Vital Contest.
NO TIME FOR PETTY STRIFE.
Loyal Men Must Adhere to the Stand-
ard of the Gallant Goebel.
BOLTERS AID THE ENEMY.
• Bryan and Chicago Platform Principles
Endangered In This State.
BURNING WORDS OF BLACKBURN.
National and State Issues of Mighty
Moment Clearly Defined by the Elo-
quent Senator at the Formal Open
ing of the Campaign at Mayfield.
'Trusts and Other Scourges of the
flay MereDewily Flayed in • Mas-
terly Philippic and Before a Great
Crowd.
At the formal and highly successful
opening of the Kentucky Democratic
campaign at Mayfield on Saturday, Au-
gust 12. the stirring keynote was
soun4ed and national and Mate issues
eloquently and clearly defined before a
throng of 1,000 of the faithful of
Graves sounty. Senator J. C. S. Black-
burn and Hon. William Goebel, our
gallant standard bearer, were the ora-
tors of the day and were accorded a
welcome such as only the stalwarts of
the banner Democratic county of the
state can give.
Senator Blackburn, in his speech, ex-
haustively reviewed the problem now
confronting the citizens of the state.
and lucidly outlined the true position
of the loyal Democrat in the present
vital contest. The dissenters came in
for a large claire of attention. Na-
t...nal questions, however, were not
overlooked, the speaker severely ar-
raigning tbs pretentious and misrule
of the Republicans. The money power,
trusts and the domination of railway
corporations received a merciless scor-
ing, the eloquent senator's burning
words repeatedly bringing the vast au-
dience to Its feet.
Other leading features of the sena-
tor's address were his eloquent tribute
to the worth of Hon. William Goebel
and candidates on the ticket, which he
predicted would sweep the state from
Mills Point to the mouth of the Sandy;
his vigorous and courageous handling
of vital state questions and severe ar-
raignment of the bolting element.. He
also demonstrated how difficult the way
of the political boas on Kentucky soil.
The speaker'a introductory remarks re-
fer to the sudden indisposition of Sen-
ator Goebel, who was momentarily
overcome by heat while speaking and
forced to desist.
PARTY ON TRIAL.
Prayers, Not Execration, For the
liasittag Klement.
Mr. Blackburn, upon being Intro-
duced and when the applause had sub-
sided. proceeded as follows.
Ladies and Gentlemen and Fellow
Democrats—Do not be alarmed about
Senator Goebel. No harm is coming to
him. This is just a piece of stage play.
He and I are doing this thing by turns.
Some of the lying newspapers of
Kentucky—and God knows there are
enough of them left—have been telling
you that I 'was a sick man. Goebel
one, wanted to correct this misstate-
ment and let you see I was the well
fellow who had come along to take
the place of any one who got over-
heated.
1 have read in more than one news-
paper lately that I was not going to
be at Mayfield on the 12th, that tht.
Lord had luterfered and stricken moi
down, and that I was not to be upon
the stump for some weeks or months
if indeed at all during this
campaign. I will tell the truth about
It. I anyjust out of bed, where I have
been confined for two weeks past, but
I never was sick enough, and I do not
believe I ever shall be sick enough to
induce me to miss a rally of the Graves
county Democracy When the Demo-
cratic party is on trial. I admit that
I am here in the face of the orders of
my doctors and against the protests of
my family and friends, but I am here.
and I know that every Democrat in
this grand" old banner Democratic
county would know that there was a
funeral going on in central Kentucky
if I failed to enter an appearance here
today. Applause.)
My party is on trial in this contest.
ani if I had the right to pick the jury
before which to try a Democratic is-
sue. I would not hesitate or fail to se-
lect and impanel as that jury the un-
bought and unpitrchasable Democracy
of Graves county and try the Issue
there. I am here to speak in behalf
of that party. I shall conceal nothing.
I shall tell the truth, let it cut where
it may, and let It hurt whom it will.
If there is aught that is not to be de-
fended in the records or the methods
or the principles of my party. I will
avow it. I am not here to abuse any-
body. I do not know the personnel or
the makeup of this crowd. I do not
know whether there are any bolting
Democrats in it or not. Some of the
newspapers tell us that there were a
thousand unconvicted bolting Demo-
crats gathered here in your four-hun-
dred-capacity courthouse on day be-
fore yesterday. I do not know bow
many are here today, but I take it for
granted there must be some. I do not
see Low you Lau gaZlier eutti a crowd
as this %Rhino ketoil:g some sinaers
In it. inayreh•cei I
New, if thcri is a Ingle misetilded.
erring Democratic be thPr within the
sound cf my vice, If there is one sin-
gle. solitary, unburied mother's son
of them who -propose e committing po-
litical treason hrd theide next No-
vember. let IMP nppr
takeri loethetr. I
toilet, >nut Droll gel
&Way: I (11 not grin
kind word about you.
fur you. I KAM to
%%Ala to play With
)c.li to jeln with me In
lion to the Lord to at
1 to Foe, mi.-
rot firing ie
:tea: ti o uu
tit I-ay an ion
I feel too sorry
ray over you. I
. I want to get
an humble p.ti
teh His divine
merry to the temoet in order to re-
claim end save rem I am net goine
to (Live you aa ay: if you go. I swear
you shal not say I drove you off with-
out telliag an unregene-ate Le. I am
nut goit g to abitee anybody. I hope
there aoe so h people in rhis crowd.
If theme we: e this nitiey Democratic
ballets in Graves ccunty and the First
congrresicnal distritt of Kentucky. I
woo d be glad to knew that every
God's bieesed one of them was here
and that there was nobody else.
"Christ never came into this world to
call the righteous but sinners to re-
pentance." and they are the people
Goebel add I are after. 1 want to talk
to these people and I won't indulge in
any harsh language. either. Hard
words never made votes, and votee are
what we are after and votes are what
we want, although votes are not what
we absolutely need, as we shall show
you we have enough when November
comes. But let me argue with you.
Before I get through I am going to ad-
dress myself to that element, if you
are affected with any such.
am not here to preach any new
doctrine, but to tell the same old story
I have been preaching to the Democ-
racy of this great old county for 20
years and more. The same parties to
the conflict are still in the field. The
Issues between Democracy and Repub-
licanism have never been settled.
There are those who will tell that sil-
ver is no longer a live issue in Amer-
ican politics. We shall see We have
heard that before. There aro those
who tell you that Bryan's Democracy
Is that of the specialist, and that the
currency, question is to be relegated
to the roar and that other great issues,
developed by the Spaillith war, are to
take the place of it. It Is not true, my
countrymen Don't Ilstein to these
false teachers. The currency question
Is as much unsentled today as It has
been at any time since 1873. when the
Republican party, under the leader-
ship of John Sherman, robbed and pil-
laged and plundered the American
people of their liberties and interests
and rights by striking down and de-
stroying one-half of your money, That
money issue has net been settled any.
more than it was in 1896. and, by the
Lord Harry. it never will be settled
until it is settled on the side of jus-
tice und right, the side of the people.
and not dictated by the money chang-
ers and bondholders of this govern-
ment. The very same identical issues
upon which you made the fight of 1896
are here. unsettled between the parties
now
Hydra-Headed Trust&
There are other issues that have
arisen since Chet time Which I admit
we are not skulking and dodging or
avoiding discussion and settlement of,
and those are the war lammed. We are
courteng the fight. We have thrown
clown the gauge of battle and dared
the Republican party to lift it from
the earth. The Democratic Tarty
stands today 811 it has stood for more
than one hundred y the Cham-
pion of the people onetC; issue that
has ever engaged andedivided the at-
tention of the political partiee in this
country There are other issues that
are to be met. I grant you. Since 1896
the,,truet has raised its hydra-head
among our people and frightened and
causes the masses of our citizens to
fear for the preservation of their lib-
erties and their rights. I am here to
speak for my party, apologizing for
nothirg. denying no responsibility, but
defending and maintaining every sen-
tence. every line, every word and every
syllable that was uttered at Chicago)
in 1e9e end re-enacted at Louisville
on the 26th of June. We apologize for
nothing. Pick out any plank in that
platform you please and as a humble
but \honest exponent of Democratic
faith I am here to defeat] it. That
platform tel's ycu that we demand the
restoration of silver at the ratio of 16
to 1 free of mintage. without discrim-
ination on even terms with goid, with-
out asking or caring whether any other
notice on this earth staleds by us or
not. That plat( irm 'eels you that We de-
nounce tFo Us irpation of the products
of labor tov aegregated wealth and its
creed and tatoacify as represented by
the combines and trusts. [Applause.]
MANLY DECLARATio.IN.
Why Blackburn Favors the McChord
Dill suit Goebel Law.
Your state p:atforrn tells you that
we indorse what is known as the Mc-
Chord bill that passed a Democratic
legislature and died at the hands of a
Republican . governor's veto. That
platform telle you that we indorse
what is known as the Cbinn school-
book bill, which put the knife into the
vitals of the American schoolbook
trust and protects the pocket of the
poor parents of the common school pu-
pils throughout the limits, of this com-
monwealth. That platform tells you
that we indorse the newly passed e:er-
tion law known as the Goebel bill, and
each and every God's blessed one of
those measures 1 am here today to de-
fend and uphold.
I was milted in the weetern end of
Kentucky in a great audience like this,
by some ome in the crowd—aaked po-
litely—if I would answer—and I told
them at once I would—wbether I wail
in favor of the Goebel election law,
and if I was, whether I would kindly
give the reasons for my support of
that measure I acknowledged my ob-
ligations to my unknown friend for
the favor he did me in asking the
question, and I told him it did not em-
barrass ire at all to answer it; that I
wai in favor sof the Goebel election bill.
not simply because a Democrat c legis-
lature had passed it. although that
recommended it to me--nut simply be
a Republican governor vetoed
it. although that to my mind was proof
conclusive of its merits—net because
a Democratic legislature had passed it
over a Republican governor's veto. but
I was for it as an original peoposition.
I believed it was a good bill, and I fa-
vored it on its merits, and I had ex-
actly 40 good reasons for supporting
it, but didn't propose to give him but
one, but if that one did not satisfy him,
that I would give him the other 39.
I ani for that Goebel election bill be-
cause I do hot believe that under its
operations there will ever be any more
stealing of elections in the state of
Kentucky. but if the political thievery
is to continue in Kentucky, in spite of
Cat Corbel e1eition lave. 1 sin willing
to rarest). the taker teliew will not de
etraoirg. mid appianeel
HP 0, LS Scit f-ned rd ..at id not
go any further. I am nct bele, my
fiends, to argue the question cf the
tureen( y. I am not bee teilay to a '-
tlict ;his crowd in the; sweiterine
weather with a presy, musty argument
cin the curetien of the teriff in contra-
eierieriree to the r tivo theory rf
tee iteptotoito an pit 1.11CP• T113tf.eP
have be..ti iii4••t.SPA for yea's anti
Yeats that 1:e behitd We I an not
Lele to tenth epen yeur patience Cr
%este or %ear away lay strength by
eoit g trot° a detared etatereent of
evelythirg thnt occur ed la the con-
ventien recently held by my party at
[A voice--You ?VP )te-e to er.t a
orard welcome from us.]
Mr. )31a-1G:urn - The tik yo:1, for I
Lpp.et late it at l am rretrfoil fur it
I Lvov., mere ale those among at
who have hitherto b•en good Derio-
mate Vita tit, not eatieltd with this
ti Let even if they are atisfied a ith
the platferm of the patty. This is not
the fl•st time Poet yru rr I have teen
threatened with belts by Demecrats.
We have heard that thunder before
This is not the first time that self-coa-
stitutcd political purifiers have assert-
ed their right to purge Democracy of
its impurities ard save it from its own
sacrilegious and suicidal hand. Pal-
mer and Buckner undertook that vol-
untary act in 1896, and a very *worthy
gentleman by the name of Hindman.
from Adair county, followed in 1897
and offered himself 89 a sacrificial vice
Lin upon the altar of regenerated and
purified Democracy. We are told that
there are some self-sacrificing patriots
in this state today who are willing and
anxious to follow in the footsteps of
Bueltmr and Hindman.
But I am not going to say anything
about that. for I thank God that Ken- thing I ask for. You say you do not
lucky is not cursed with such a polit- like the present political situation.
Ical abort'on as a third party bolting Well, for the sake of the argument
Democratic ticket. They tell us that will admit what is not true, and say
we shall he on next Wednesday, but that I do not either. You say it is had,
Almighty God, who made this world and for the sake of argument I will
In six days, can surely save Kentucky say it is worse. We are agreed that
in four days from burh an affliction, far and now I simply want to have
If he has the mind to. If it is to come, you answer me a question.
Why Dissension 'Pthe day should be the good as is the
let us remember thet sufficient tint()
It.What are you gulls to do about It?evil thereof, ard we won't anticipate Are you going to help things? Are you
PA Pt' III Emus. ping to cure the sick patient by call-
ing In the Republican doctor! if youSonic IleeortM to Ile Dragged Into do, Instead of quinine. he will give you been much behindhand. for It has notstrychnine and arsenic sure. There isthe Glaring Light of Doty. been my fault. that I will swear. for 20no sense in that. Is there anybody years from every stump in Kentuckywho believes that there is a system of
' If I have not exhausted the Englishpolitical bossism in this state! For language. I have at least exhausted mythe sake of the argument I will admit power of invective in trying to get
e
to be true what I know is false. and ven with those papers. They have nowill sayre. "yAolul r gi go hi ut Ir. I
How toagrceerethietc'e 1131.; want them to make any. and I have no
apology to make te me. and do not
volatiyngevtehn ae Republican
artektkoeldt 
.
.!caOahl,eanon'.1
They arein the College of Experience. Wise supporting this Democratic ticket to-
not want me to make any
apology to make to them. and they do
,A
men can learn without going through day. and I am glad of it. I want themwith the experieace, but people like we to do it.
who are not bright can only learn in They are not doing it on a contractthat college.
on that state ticket. nor have I. or any
with Goebel or with any other man
York represented by Tammany from other Democrat within the limits of
Have you not seen bossism in New
the time of Boss Tweed down to the this state, ever made any concessionspresent, overthrown and trampled in to them or any bargains or any prom-the dust of defeat time after time. and lees. They are supporting it becausehas that defeat of the bosses' ticket they want to do it. and I am glad of it.cured bossism! There is a practical and I am not going to abuse them.emit that tells you you cannot do it If they keep on supporting Demo-that way. Hut If we are to have a sys- mettle principles and platforms, I
'tem of Democratic bossism here, for never will abuse them. I have
'God's sake don't swap the witch for never abused them for anything ex-the devil, don't jump from the frying cept getting away from just princi-pan into the fire, and take Republican pies and platforms, and if they or anybossism. [Cheers.] repentant sinner comes back and
But, gentlemen, these are makeshifts wants to show his repentance this
and subeerfuge. They are not honest way, I pat him on the_atoulder and
reasons advanced by, honest men. bid him Godspeed—go- W.e In this
This is too big a questi fight for my party and its ticket I want
ured upon the compara t lye merits of 
o to be meal-
the support of every newspaper in this
state, no matter what its antecedents,the men. What matters it to you.
no matter whether goldbug or Repub-what boots it to me, whether Wat Her-
Bean or what not. In this fight I wantdin or Stone or Goebel was nominated
for governor of Kentucky! All three the support of every man within the
limits of the state, be he goldbug,of them were decent mei. There is not
one of them who would not make a Democrat. Republican, white, black or
respectable, efficient and creditable yellow. I want them all. That is
governor. What difference would it what we are here for: and there is no
Republican in thp state black enoughmake to the people 50 years hence, or
for that matter. 10 years hence, of skin or black enough ot heart or
whether the one or the other of those black enough in recore that I will re-
worthy aspirants hal succeeded in fuse his vote for this Democratic tick-
winning the nomination! Not a whit. et, if I can persuade him to give it
without treading on my principles aud
convictions. [Cheers.]
TRIIICTE TO GOEBEL.
am not wiling to believe that you
can with a search warrant find a Dem-
ocrat in Kentucky who is fool enough
to take a nomination at the hands of,
a bolting lump convention like that,
but if they do organize it and put it
in the Ceid I tell you now I am not
going to say an unkind word or a
harsh word about a soiltsry man who
:cies fit to follow its flag. We may
have occasion to say something about
the misguided feliows who accept
places on that tiekrt. I have no doubt
.hat 150 Democratic spcakers from
now until November from Mills Point
to the mouth of Sandy will be exam-
ining into every faulty buckle in the
harness of every fellow who is fool
enough to allow himself to he put on
that ticket Wednesday. I give notice
here and now that I rt.all be at it. I
don't mean to ubuse them. but I mean
to do what's worse for thent. I mean
to tell the truth on them, and If there
are any sore spots in their public of-
ficial political records, let them hug to
their souls the assurance that until
the sun goes down on the 7th of next
November 150 or 203 Democratk ora-
tors on the stump in Kentucky will be
telling the people about it every God's
blessed day. [Applause ]
Now I want to ask you, my frienes:
I don't want to mortify you by asking
you to hold up your hands fa this
presence and making profert of your
apostacy: but if there is a man within
the bound of my voice who expects to
follow the ignis fatuus and bolt, what
are You mad about! What has hurt
you. anyhow! Are you not satisfied
with the De mocratic platform at Chi- It makes little difference to you or me
cago! Are you not satisfied with the today whether one man wins or an-
platform adopted by the Louisville other man loses. It does not matter
convention the other day! If you are much to the people of Kentucky
not. in God's name go and go in peace, whether Goebel and the rest of the
for you du net belong inside of the state ticket shall rise in triumph in
Democratic party. But let us argue to- November or go down in the dust of
gether. If I am wrong I want to be defeat and disaster. It does not matter
set right and if you are wrong - God much to the people of Kentucky or of
only knows how anxious I am to set this country whether I win before the
you right. If you are not mad with next legislature of Kentucky In my
candidacy for the senate or go down inyour poatfcrtn. what in Cie dicleene is
It that ails you! et.e y.0 mad with a long and lasting defeat. It does not
the tocket! If so, t,hat picot of it! Is matter so essentially to the people of
it the head of it cr the tall cf it that Kentucky or of this country whether
you can not swallow! Are you mad I the great and matchless leader of the
with your candidate for governor! If Democratic hoets, the incomparable
so, go to him like an honest man and Nebraskan. William Jennings Bryan,
tell him what your objection is te him, shall be elected or defeated in 1900.
Is it because you were out for Goebel! but it does matter. and matters much.
Bolters, apeak Out, to the people of Kentucky and to the
people of this country whether the man
who represents the principles for
which Bryan stands, for which I stand.
and for which Goebel and this ticket
stands. shall win or lose in the conning
contest. [Great applause.]
NO EXCUSEno excuse. You can not afford to bolt
your ticket because you did not get Has Any Democrat For Abandoning
-- -
your preference in a fair and open Ills Party's Faith.
fight for the nomination for this office.
Is there anything -about Goebel's rec-
ord that you tee not like! If there is abuse heaped upon what is known asput your flue on the flaw in all his the Goebel election law. I am not 
.
go-record, I coallenge and defy you to Lei to argue that to you. Goebel saiddo it He toss been in public life; and enough about it. All I want to sayunder the calcium light of criticism ott the subject is this: A Democraticfor the past 12 years, and if there-is a legislature passed it. and a Republic-single thing to his d:scredit, if there is
a single utterance that has ever Mien
from his lips, if there can be shown a
single piece of apoetacy or treason or
any failure of fealty or loyalty to his
party, point it out. I dare you and
defy you. You can not do it for it is
not there.
Then, if his record is clean, and if
the platform suits you. if you can not
find a flaw in the record of a single
candidate on the ticket, I ask you
again as honest men, tell me what In
the devil drives you out of the party!
[Applause.]
Are you going to answer and tell me misrule. Let them carry this state in
you do not like the Louisville conven- the coming election and elect their
tion! Don't plead the baby act, state ticket and carry the legislature.Be
a man even if you are going to be an and I will bet my right arm against a
apostate Tell the truth and don't counterfeit nickel: I will bet my hope. 
skulk or hide from it when it con- of my soul's salvation against a cotta-
fronts you. If pour platturtn suits eerfeit penny that with the aid of a
you, and if you cannot put your finger search warrant you cannot find un-
upon the flaw in the record of a single buried on this earth a single solitary
candidate, what is the matter! "We Republican who would not jump in the
don't like Redwiee's rulings in the river before he would yote to repeal
Louisville convention!" Let us be fair. the Goebel election law,
can afford to be, for my conscience I am willing to believe that it is pos-
tells me that I have truth and right- Bible for a Republican to tell the
eousness on my side. and I have no truth sometimes when he tries. and it
reason to skulk and dodge. You don't is an assured fact that it is not going
like the rulings of the chairman of the to hurt him much if he does. I am
Louisville convention. Is that a jug- willing to stretch my liberality to some
tification for bolting your party? Is extent and to believe that it is possi-
the election of a Republican adminis- ble for a Republican. "then all the sur-
tration in Kentucky for four years a rounding, are favorable, to tell the
proper remedy for Redwine's rulings truth by accident. but I would not be-
In the convention! Where is the man lieve the best Republican the Lord
who respects himself and fears his God ever made, if he ever did make a good
That is not on explanation. A very
large majority of the Democrats of the
state of Kentucky were not for Goebel
and a very large majority were not
for Stone and a very large majority
were not for Hardin. That is no apol-
ogy. That is no justification, that is
or hates the 
aen s paltry an ex-
devii, who win look me one, Le would te:: me lie would vote ' os,e n7m a "in the fat— d atter
cuse as that!' o 
to repeal the Goebelthe themle he Elia made, and byelection law after o
POLITICAL possEs. 
the Republirans once got possession. ! awhnoemmo(heralti whilia:idsi,74pebdecinre * 
the 
-
You know bitter than that, and so do fine: tgancyyerotufi tecnoltauye.ky1'ahserheeanle.iel.yer ha3ores-
I. and so dces anybody who ever had
agepaRsseipnugbiaircaqnuapinotiaitnicieanwith an aver-
dicapped as that candidate is now. He
Now I want to ask you. Is there any has the serr ed, unbroken ranks of the
justification. is there any defense. is Republican aa.ty in front of him to
tight. He 1 threatened with the de-there any excuse or any ap_ology for a I
ferticn of th belting Dt nICI•Tet3 on hitDemrcret refusing to ficecert this
ticket if he 1.7 (erred to Remit that
tfiallirek.ont't.mtioe nptialcind, r‘cninmtor!eljilekramiiro7arld-every syllable In the platform of the
and the co orate wealth and peweeparty meets his indorsement and that
of which h has spoken. In an en-there is not a candidate upon that deator to el ae Lim down end defeatticket a ho has a faulty buckle in nis him. He 151 tallying eN'el!, hatedieapharness? Is nut that complete! that v.as e4er eut upon a candidate.I might go into a detailed statement but we are hot lhining about it. andof the facts in relation to the late we do net pcpcge to do so. We willDemocratic state convention, hut it is meet the cclrrhned opposition of allnot necessary. I neter saw a Demo- our *imitate from witheut, ard therrat nor a Republican nor a Populist cowardly fl I; movements of traitorsnor a Prohibitionist nor a Woman's from within. We will meet sad grappteeuffragist convention in my life that in with corpor te wealth and cot vrateIt s methods and rulings was a Young power and c oporate exa.t ons; w eei'lMen's Christian association or a Sun- meet the wo id the flesh and the devil.mouth of Sandy. I saw the one- day schcol gathering. If you answer and teach them tt`Pt, in snite of all,time idol of the Kentucky Demo- and say that is not a justification. I ad- Democracy a united and is the realcracy, John G. Carlisle. try it nut it. just as you can not defend and and dcmina frig party of this state,once. and I could not. if I wanted justify many human events, but I (G 
tried tota'1; to ^ou abeut
to, tell you where he is today. All have this to say, and no man will un- He
est cheenTbas 
that I can tell you now is that he is dertake to controvert it, that there is trusts—don'a be &armed. I am not go-not in Kentucky. and that the Louis- not to be found in the policy or meth- ing to talk te you much loeger. Goebelvine and Nashville raliroad system. of ods of that convention either justifica- has his secend wind, and he keep,which Mr. Goebel has been telling, has tion or excuse for any Democrat aban- winking and blinking et nse to letnot an eight-driver engine that has cloning the faith of his party and refus- him have the flecor. You have come telpower enough to pull him across the ing to spport its ticket. [Applause.] see him arcl en have I. and I neverOhio river into the state of Kentucky.
But somebody says he is afraid of
political bossism. Now, I am willing
to be fair; I am amiable today. The
truth is I am too weak to fool men
anyhow. For the sake of argument I
will grant anything that you claim. I
will admit every postulate and con-
cede every premise, but you will allow
me, please, to beg leave to dissent from
your conclusion. That is the only
No Man Ever Saw the Day He Could
Handle Kentucky.
Do you say you are afraid of polit-
ical bosmetn in Kentueky? If you are,
you are a little too timid. 1 am net.
I know that the man never did live
and never will live who will ever be a
boss in this grand old commonwealth.
Henry Clay never saw the day that
he could boss Kentucky politics, and
Juhn C. Brecklerridge, the biggest and
brainiest man that ever grew on Ken-
tucky soil, never saw the day that he
could hoes the Kent itch tans in politics.
1 saw Henry Watterson try to be a
boss once, and I need not tell you
where he landed. I saw Bradley try
It once on the other side. and- I need
not tell you where he is now. A gov-
ernor without a follower. even in his
own party, from Mills Point to the
I know, my friends, that you have
heard a great deal of criticism and
an governor vetoed it. Every Repub-
lican on the stump today is demanding
a repeal of that election law. Every
Republican newspaper and every Re-
publican orator and every Republican
candidate swears that the Republican
party will never rest in peace until it
repeals the Goebel election law. All
right. Let them win this fight in No-
vember. if God forgets to be gracious
to us and if • reign of the devil on
earth is to be inaugurated and Ken-
tucky is to be doomed to four more
years of Republican Incapacity and
KENTUCKY PRESS.
Why It Is supporting the Ticket
Named at Louisville.
But there are those who tell us that
we have gotten into bad company;
there are those who tell us that they
cannot support this ticket because the
Louisville Courier-Journal and the
Louisville Times are supporting R. I
confess that strikes me on my weak
spot and my short suit. It is an open
serret.eand I do not need to repeat it,
because anybody who knows anything
about me knows that for 20 years past
the Courier
-Journal and I have not
been making love the one to the other.
If there is anything in the shape of
abuse. misrepresentation, detraction
and denunciation that the Courier-
Journal und the Times have not plied
on me in the last 20 years, I know
that they are now ready to apologisefor having failed to accomplish their(holm. anti in that respect I have not
Kentucky Democrats May Well Be
Proud of Their Ticket.
Now, my friends, you have a ticket
you need not be ashamed of. There
is not a man on it whose record is not
clean. It is well divided geographic-
ally. Every section of your common-
wealth is represented upon it by
worthy sons. You of the First dis-
trict have your candidate on it, and
so it is evenly and fairly scattered
throughout the limits of your state.
But the head of the ticket is com-
plained about. I have never heard
anybody object to any candidate upon
it. except Goebel. and I uave never yet
been fully able to find what the ground
of the objection was to Goebel. Has
any man ever charged him with be-
ing lacking in integrity and honor!
If so. I have never heard it Has any-
body ever charged him with being
lacking in fidelity or truth! If so.
I have never heard It. Does anybody
say that he lacks capacity or intelli-
gence! I have never heard it. I have
heard Goebel charged with • good
many things, but I will swear I have
never heard him charged with being a
fool. Then if he has ability and in-
tegrity and honesty, if he has party
loyalty, and if he has courage, tell me,
in God's name, what reasonable objee-
tion - can you urge' No man impugns
his courage. and courage is what the
Democratic hosts in this district ad-
mire. The truth is, the peApie of Kell-
tucky can not be induced to support
a man who lacks courage. and I hope
they never will. If there is one thing
that is demanded by the Anglo-Saxon
race of its representatives and leaders
It is manhood and rourage. From the
day when the craven Saxon king crept
from his beaten army, the army that
was beaten, but not disheartened, from
that day down to this, no scion of the
Anglo-Saxon race has ever been rallied
to the standard of a coward. There is
not a man upon your ticket, and espe-
cially the head of it that does not com-
mand the respect of Kentucky and all
her people. his political allies and po-
Utica! foes, because of his outspoken
courage and the manliness of his ca-
reer. [Cheers.) Do the people of Ken-
tucky fear the domination of aggre-
gated capital" Have corporations and
combinations and trusts any terrors
for you! Are you honest When yOd
say that you are afraid your liberties
aren bday 
the greed of 
and about.0mbtintd 
rind 
to corporattonp if: you are epposed to
sorbed 
i 
combines: if yea] would rather prefer
aggregated wealth in this country! Are that the peoplei of Kentucky shall
you hunting for a leader upon whom shape its pollen,* and rule its destinies,
you may rely to protect you from the than for the cOirpOrat10118 and corn-
throttling grasp of eorperation and bines and trusta get a man and make
trust greed' If an. there sits the man. him governor who will stand with tee
who. by his record. is the one. It is people and aga eft trusts, and we o
not I. it is not heeler. It is not 011ie
James. There sits the man who by his
public record is the first and foremost
representative of the rights of the
masses against the daises. If you
people owe him a debt for nothing else
heard a fella' doing better tie mini
the time cf Ithe break.
--- -
TOne of the .G141t:eHulls of Moc:ers
Times Blereilesely Flayed..
Goebel wig telling you about the
trusts. I do1 not want to take it out
of his rnout . He can describe theta
better than J can. hut I want to aay
one word about them. No man can
overstate th dangers that threaten
the per pie c this state and country.
Listen to rue. my ccuntrynaen. He
told you thekthe Republican patty W23
the party of tt l uatsk. haonwd stohmate adoeubRte,..ctit. I did
publican party Is unalterably Opp -ised
to the snow' . expansion and develop-
ment of fru, . I can not doubt IL be-
cause hicKtriley told you so. And if
that were n t «inclusive, he proved
it by Math hanDs, and if that did not
end the con roversy and tane it out
of the relied of disputation. I bad a
talk the othOr day with Mr. Griggs.
this New En land or eastern attorney
general of t e Republican party, and
he told me that the Republican panty
i
intended to btamp out the trusts. I
mired him veto, they hadn't done a tit-
tle of the stamping. They have been
in this last three years, and they have
almost staMped life out of Amer-
ican trusts. i I speak by the reeord,
and if any enan disputes it. I stand
ready to mere it. There is no well
informed male in this country that
don't know I tell the truth, and there
is not an hottest one that don't admit
It, The Repeblican party is so dead.
set on crushing out trusts that under
Republican domination, with both
houses of corgress, the supreme court
and the presidency all in the hands of
the Republican party. within the last
18 months there has only been $6.800,-
000.000 gone Into trusts in this free
land of ours. They have not been able
to get quite $7.000.000,000 into trusta
in the last 15 months. because ef the-
unconquerable opposition of the Re-
publican partly to trusts. Stop and
think' Only 37.000 000.000 have gone.
into trusts inithe United States in the
last 18 months. Why. a clock is al-
ways busy, bbt a clock in 3.000 days
won't click ofil as many mieutes as theo
trusts have Organized dollars in the
last eight months under Republican
rule in this country. Think of it and
you will real* the debt of obligation.
you are auder;to the Republican party..to
Deeill'e Invention.
There are jut $8 000 00e000 of money,.
gold and silv r. in the u-orld all pat
together. A d rotwithstanding the
unconquerabl cppcs tiun of the Re-
publican pert to trests with Repub-
lican domination, with every depart-
ment of the government in the hand
of that party they have managed to
gather into t e safe investment of
trusts cute. .000.0e0.000 within the
last 18 month Some pc-cple tell you
that the trust ha the cruel, heartless in-
vention of th Republican protected
plunderers anki thieves. That in a
elander. The trust is not a human in-
vention. In its condtruction and dis-
covery. like ill its operation. it is a
double-barreled, automatic, ecif-ad-justing. back-action machine. No hu-
man or mortat brain ever devised or
discovered the trust. It required la
Its construe:lop and discovery a corn-
Written of Mermen ingenuity, supple-
mented by deyilish rna'ignity. and It
tcck both man and devil to create the
eyuet. It is he only machine ever
known among Men that robbed at both
pees at _Hee sable time, and you met
stop It. A trtait robs the producer at
that end tiy fixing the price of the raw
produ t. The flour trust robs thefarmer
of Graves county and the tobacco true.
cobs the tobaccO raiser of Graves emir-
ty by fix`ng srbltrorliy the price of
wheat and to cco. The tobacco and
flour trusts say to the farmer at that
end. "I will fl e ‘ou so much for Your
tobacco and act much for your wheat:
Lake it, or you iwill not sell it. I have.
made a cornerion the market.
 I arms
the only buyer. You take my pries
or you take rFne." That same to-
bacco trust arid that same flour and
wheat trust tans to the consumer cia
the other side rd arbitrarily flees the
price for which they will supply the
trade.,'They ay to the chewer and the
smoker. "we Ihx arbitrarily the price
at which you i an buy your tobacco.
and you will ay that price or youv
must reform . ur tobacco habit. for
we have • corner." That same wheat
and flour trustisays. ".,1 am not going
10 rob son. and you have no business
oomplalaing." 1 And the tobacco
trust says. "I am not going
to rob ally tobatco grower. T steal the
•heat and the obacco by tekleg it at
ayu
i
own price nd 1 am goirg to give
an arhitra y price. at which You
II have to buty or starve. for I have
a career on thq flour market and yon
can not tone aneywhere else." Now, if
you don't like the trusts, if the Repub-
Henn part) get$ in power amain, ard
will only keep ion fighting the trusts
like they have! been for the last IS
months, there Will be twice as many
dollars in the rotted States covered
by trusts Its the
among the civil
the whole habi
If you don't
don't like the
e are dollars of money
and people throughout
ble world.
Ike the trusts. if yon
omination of railroad
you come to fln4 that man. let me Ls!
you you don't reed to have a search
warrant. The emocratic convention
has found him f r you. raid here he is,
and we ask you to make him governor.
[GI eat applause a
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, FREEDOM
....eete''eeee'tdeReaele.e.
Of Ilopkinsville For Street 4
g 0"ossiderFair
crzam of tartar.
Made from pure
- -
GIVEN BY COUNCIL.
he F st Week in Otto
_r ‘Viil Be a Gana
Period-flerchatas
!lust Co-operate.
From Thursday .•
tiopainsville will have a free Street
fair.
It wit' be held the first week in Octo-
ber, and there ha no rea•on to doiett that
Ii wail be a Ppleudid snout se.
Lest night there W114 a milled meeting
of the Oity Celled te coueider the mat•
ter. A committee of Imemeas men ap-
peared b .for toe melee sail Jmate
Jeueee Breathitt explained the plall.,0•83
beeedet of tee fair. The ;senestion
a freely dtscuess d, and, by • unaui-
erene vote., the (.0 rued offered to the
Prot:teeters of the movement the use and
llreedJM of the "trews and to exhibitors
etee privilege of presenstog their enrage-
lions without the payment of license.
1;iiTo day a meeting of ce sees interest-in tee free fair will be held, and all
prel.mmary arrangements made.
The dates have been decided upon.
They will btOetcber 4, 5, 6 and 7 That
time will be a gala period in the cone-
tuauity. The streets will bi beautifully
deaorased and, as night, brilliantly
lushted. Seared of exeelleut features
will &street theaeanit of peeple to the
city. There will be plenty of fun and
aetractions for everybody. The
fair will be held on the priacipal ba•i
Ilms 
streets, aed there wsil be entertain-
g perfortniuces in progress all the
*me. Aercbrts and j whirs, traps z i
performances •nd .act rope walkers,
IS amen ring ea/lagers and ho.- z ante!
bar artieti gal‘r a will be here. Balloon
aszenslons wit be in ide every day, to-
r
thee with thrilang parachute jumps.
T aere will be tent *hews that caneot
fail to please the crowd.. Mille Otaris-
slae, the two headed reghtiugele wilt
warole catching deals; the vanishing
Lady will cause ax dametione of RAIWII-
ilb went ; genuine gypsies will tell
foam' fortunes; tueviug pictures will re.
prodace the beetles of the Spanish.
klmerican war; Oriental dancers will
idellatht at. There wires a baby show,
perhape a public marriage or
swo. The that of attractions is
• -,
nearly ins zhacstible. There will be
tin:ye:sal jell ty.
, The , fri mut services of Ool. A. P.
R sdietre, of ileudereon, ha v" been *-
cared. and ea will taco charge of the
work of seem-lug out of-town antic-
is and the general management of
street feature". His experience Is wide,
and he has been nuifornely successful
...raring the past tee) year', be heti at-
tended over forty events of th s kind,
and was toe of the proms:re" of the
greet Evanevide fair. A'l over Ken
(0047 etreet fairs are Leiter g Vet), arid
uo equal to thmn bas iv -r 
w 
a n foam%rt
ae a are* of pleasure and a business
I rotuoter.
•
TO CAI/tale Tan sTa rata
Effeetn•lie, yet gently, when cintive Of
Ii tieme, to permauently OICTOUtila bib.
isuel coueopatioa, to awsketi the kid-
wry' anti liver to a healthy activity,
a iteout irritet lag or minket tag Veal,
to depal headache., colds or evers, ime
Syrup of Fie, wade by thel California
hag Syrup (Jo.
1 
NOTES ABOUT riEOPLE
From Thursday s tia.ly.
B. Niir.lsoa, of Madisonville, is in the
0157.
1)e. Wooaley, of Sinking Fork, is in
the city.
R H Petiningtoa, of 0 vcasboro, is in
It 
44 W. E M erted, of Guthrie, was in the
city Oxley.
Mr Jute W Fearderf Claureh HiP,
I. in the city.
Mr. Boa Ll .yd, of Pembroke, is here
on busmen.
R. 0. Wall, of EVSCSVilk, is a pest
at the L 'ahem.
Mrs. Sill Moore, of rh 3 Square, was
in the city today.
W Br. wo, of L uisviile, is regis-
tered at to- Latham.
Mn John 0 isley. of "Riverside," i
shopping in the city.
Lisa Mat B:amenstiel reeurned from
Nialavilie last night.
Mr Wiliam B Seeley will leave SO-
Lie let ter Milwaukee, W is.
Mr. E 0 Cale* hits returned from a
ten day.' ail turn to 1344V WA.
Mr.. Richie Burnett has gone to Cadiz
to -testi Judge R. T. Baum/it's family.
'Mos B Mitt Showers, of Elkton, is in
the city, visiting Mrs. Bailey ih'iiker•
_
_
LEAN
,PEOPLE
Cltailisess Kees
with h,1 all h. If we
have eatarrh avt)-
_,,_ where CV Citit-
';'‘‘'' sof de eche.'ai
ehere.
Make eestetn-
stile efforttO
e 
t., ea, be free fromse
U. a d: Tcating
Itsel•ic. Mrs L. A. Jelire'rn,
Illharn tin 1 ripley Ste., ateeteene ry.
Ala,, tel:s h, r t titan it
of the stomach and hoer Le w
'• I wall-Vs to row that I bare
=red:
talica eight lottlee yerr I'eeru-aa
and two of dlaa-a-lin rt:-.-1 readee te eke
Go I Mewl Ter. Eartmanih 1 Pe-rrena.'
An I I eueiestly a evere 3 'i that
has donomo more ono 1 Costa any mea:.i-
eine I hese ever Lee, n is rey life. l
preseeibe it to ever : enel I meet who
as se Leiria, ce Cle beet neelleete in
the veurla. ant li i:e con-
vert; who ts.•o n,w• rz•jo eing la the
greet soot which Cley hare derived
Irene the same. I can tall e-oa that I
sea *onset entirely re-110%3e' of indiges-
tion. that great fam whicle has tortured
me so nmay years, and can now eat
anytMag I de•drc withoutiit is fruita or
emsething
enderienna the weentifie section
of ly 1-Dil It is I e•-•.. Litve Dr. Hart-
le '• Leek for vvone n dais
t a rrh. These Looks
are „Ltd..
en*
Pie•ru-na Medi-
I 'o'.it m has. 0. All
-9-101114.
lafeguards the f
against alum.
Murn reeking powders are he indeed
Cltaa:413 to health ed liiii resent thy.
...fr... PO', •••111•0 POWD1t, •Sir
SOD.
Mrs. I. P. Gerhart and Mrs. Bunn
spent yesterday in 
Hopkiusi 
ille -
Olarksvele Oeurier.
Messrs. J. Nick and George 1/honias'
will go to Marion totuerrow to !Peed a
week with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Richards returned
yesterday from a two weeks trip to Vir-
ginia and &astern cities.
Mies Maggie Graves, of Trento s, will
he the guest of Miss Noreen N -ill, on
Finale wee t mat week. •
'Messrs. Gus Rogers and enest
L whey returned this morning from
tiopktneville. -Pesinoah News.
Mrs. J D Russell. of West 9111 St
wtut to Nashville tbi 1 munitig, meet
Mr. Raitiell, who has arrive4 from
Id asiesippi.
Mrs. Max J. Lowenthal, I&is. Ike
Liars and Harry Lipatiue have r urued
from an extended visit to Niagar4 Falls
and other points of interest in the East
Mr Lowenthal, who accompanitect the
party, stopped ever in Oineinuatl
J. 0 Metcalf, professor in the depart
went of Eighsh lenge age and Liters-
tare to Georgetown, Kr. Collegle, who
has been the guest el his sister-in law,
Mrs D. J. Metcalf, on Gre wood?
evenue, left this morning to vi it re-
Wives in Christian county 
-01a
ksville
Times Journal.
Mrs Alex Warfield and 'children have
returned from Idaho Springs, Lear
Clarksville.
Miss Bailie Ermine Rives !passed
through Clarksville yeptereay du her
way to leinpkinsvilee, where eb.e gams to
meet an old friend, Poet Wheelek, who
ha. just _returned front the Klondike
country. Miss Rives will spend some-
time with relatives and friend.; it Hod-
kinsville before returning to her home
In New Yon! 
-Q1arksviile Lesf-bbroe-
Pele.
e• V
tla 1 ra C,T: 1"u Dø AI-ta!t E ..zkr
uteri
el ZIA:sett:7'4?
A TEXAS WONDER.
Hill's Great Discovery,
One sena'l °settle of Hall's Greet Me-
ese-eery cures all hidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cares diabetes',
morainal emission, w !alt and lame back,
rheumatism.and oil irregulariem of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women. Beguletes;bladder trouble in
children. If fat sold by your druggist,
will be sent by ma 1 on receipt of 81.
eerie small bottle s two mooth'd treat-
ment and will (-rum any case, above
mentioned. E. W. 14SLL,
aole manufacturer, St. Louts Mo.,
formerly Waco, Tozer.
Sold oy T. D. Armiatead,
Hopkinsvilse, Ky
READ THIS.
Clinton. Ala., SI srcne3, 1827. I cer-
tify that I have been cured of kidney
and bladier troubles by Halt'iti Groat
Disc-every, St. le lass, Mn,, and I can
telly reenumend In Bev, L.. B. 'mind.
.=...-...-...aa..0.<011.•••••.•••••••
'TIIE CANDIDATES
il FOR GOVERNORz: .1 ..•••. :.•'. ••.:  ;-• r. • "."-- 1 . .....• - - ..-7.. ,- : .-^- •'.,-.:.  ,••• 4-  r:•- ...- :. .:..• -4k
, TAYLOR NOT IN t r.
It has been hinted souiewhete that
there is • man named Taylor !Manure
fOr Governor. From our Derdocratic
az :hanger however, it appears that on -
Ii Goebel, Brown and Ellen N. tare on
the track.-Cyntbians Democrat
FOR BROWN ONLY
Let any man stand up and say when
end where he or anyone els t eve
(llov Breavis'• voice raised unlei
in support of John Y Brown to.
heard
it wes
office,
or else in denunciation of some other
Democrat. A el it has be-n levity raid
of htto that his defeat of Hardin aroieleht
him at mach delight MI did his own
election four years previeut-lio lgen•
rifle Herald.
--
AMOS Y4' (I 4.
John Young Breen le an anau_ing old
WU'S. He demanded tu his ea
Lexiegton that the Democrats
their ticket, refer the matter leick it
the p•ople, have a new cenventlou and
hose:artiste a ticket with which a barmo-
hions party would me forth to ; ictory
He would withdraw and h name
termite not go before the new couveu
lion. If toe Deinen-,creta do n accept
the prope•itioo, the blood 
won!ii 
be on
their hands Poor old fellow! What a
lorry figure he cuts and what a fool he
makes of himself trying to se TO two
masters.-The Stanford Interi r Jour-
nal.
etch at
call off
A i rift Tug RECORD.
Palmer and Buckner carried ast one
,precinct ii Kentucky in 1891. Brown
i 
and Johnston ate after this ecord -
Cy isthmus Democrat.
AA ILL C-Lf.' IN C.
We are not a prophet or a *a of a
prophet, but we predict that b fore the
B1st of October, that the re n ticket
will coilap•e and the el • tey Ild Ma-
chinery of the L. dr N. retailed will
be thrown to the support of the Repute
licau ticket. -Morgan Couuty aleseete
ger.
PRETTY WARN.
Goebel may be cold•naturede but the
L. & N. railroad thiuke he is tolerable
warne-Marray Ledger.
.4 rOLOR r DOW.
The Governor's race is bet een the
Browns and Black, on one side ant the
Whites on the other.-Oltut en Demo-
crat.
-..-
BRAVE MEN FALAI
Victims to tow
troubles es well as woen, an ell feel
sech, liver RI kideey
Woolen
the resale; in lose of ap estate, .)43ipitin in
the blood, backache, nervousness, head-
ache, and tired, listless, ratediewn feel-
ing. But there's no need to feel like
. that. Listen to J. W. Gardner Liaville,
Ind. He says: -Electric Bitter. are Spe:ial attetitimi given to collectionli
just the thing for a man whet he is all vb.,diniii itesectutueentir..:our(t)prii;r-echz,tbile,seaf end iioLsii;
ran down and don't care w ether he Lk kJ/Court House. "
lived) or dies. It dil mere to give me _
I
new strength and good app site then 1 c,
anything I could take. I ca row eat
wowasseinsaawee wwwwwwwessallemeeee.wee•
__
BETHEL
Association AdjourriLd At
Noon.
SZORED CIIAS. jLEWIS
For Attacking Rev. Dr.
kerfoot--W ill Meet
Next Year At
Trenton.
Fr. in Thuisdity's
The Bethel Beptist Aseociation, whit h
has been in ses.ien three days at Olivet
church in the Gsrrettsbarg vicinity,
cosacluded is labors and adjourned at
noon to day.
The attendance was large each day,
and the exercises were prcilteble and
enjoyable. The visitors were greatly
p.eased with the kindueesee and courte•
saes extended to them by the hospitable
people of the neighborhood. Three
sumptuous dinners were seived on the
grounds.
Yesterday's leneiness session was de-
voted to the reading of reports and the
transaction of such beelines as mime be
fore the body. In the forenoon, Rev. J
N. Prestride, editor of (hi Baptist Ar•
gue, and formerly pastor of the Baptist
church in this city, preached in the
large grove adj scent to the charch lot.
le lieu of the regular appointee, Rev.
Dr. Barnett, who was not able to be
present, the annual sermon Was deliver-
ed by Rev. Moore. Yesterday afternoon
Rev. Dr. T. T. Eaton, of Leaisville,
preached in the grove. The discussions
of foreign missions and Sunday•scbool
work were eepecially iutereetittg. The
report of the couditi)n of Bethel Fe
male College was highly encouraging,
and many speeches were mide pledging,
earnest support towards advancing the
interests of tho institatiou.
A resolution was adopted denonncing
the &neck in the Shelbyville Sentinel on
Rev. Dr. F. H. Ktefoot and extending
sympathy to him.
Another resolution was rassed prate
irg President McKinley for his favor
able attitude in the matter of almliala
ing army canteens.
The ttext meeting of the rssociatiou
will be held in the Baptist church at
Trenton, Todd county. The time was
ehanged to Tuesday after the fleet Sun-
day in August MOO. Formerly it has
been Tueeday after the third Sunday in
that month.
WEEKLY CROP BULLETIN.
The week opened moderately cool
and showery, but clear, warmer weath-
er immediately succeeded this and con-
tinued throughout the week; these con-
ditions followieg the rains of the pre-
ceediug week were N ery favorable to all
Crops.
Corn improved very rapidly and the
late corn now bids fair to make a good
crop. Early corn will be light, due to
the drouth of July; sonic corn will be
tete in ma•oring Atli will be in danger
from early trouts.
Tubanuo has made excellent progrees
sod Is generally lo very Now condition;
In some hemlines worms are 'Orli g eon•
oderable trouble, 8otne tobacco Is now
Wag out, The crop will he a little
short, due to Nary from graeshopp t a
iud drouth earlier in the season,
Irish potatoes are only fair, but sweet
pueloes are looking very well. Fruit
MU oat isfletOry. TIIPTO are It
peaches; apples and pears lievieg fallen
off badly and are wormy and Inferior in
quality In most localities. Pastor- s
have improved and are lolling well it
most sections.
Plowing for winter wheat is progress
iug fairly well Filet are ve y troubo -
some to stock, being so bad in some k •
calities as to Interfere with plowing
HOGSETT
Military Academy
Danville, Ky.
The Body
The Mind The whole 803
The Character I
Most delightful location Preparetior
for beet Universities, Colleges!, Govern.-
merit Academiee. Cute, 1.1 NICK!, Su-
perintendent, formerly of Georgia Mili-
tary testi' n'e. 47,scl3t
Hughes' Tonic.
Imaroved. ratable.
Splendid General .Tonic
If "run
-down,"-"played
just what you netd. Promott
bealiLy appetite--elrengthens
You wall feel better after M.COD
dose. Try it.
Better Than Quinine because it
Regulates Liver and &week,
Invigorates the Whole System
It will do the work--no after
depression, no ear buzzing or
deafness ('ER rAIN cure for
CHILLS and MALARIAL FE-
VERS. Guaranteed. At drug-
gists. Don't accept any in heti-
tu te. 50c and *I 00 bottles.
For sale by-
Robinson-Pettet Co., (Incor
p( ,rated I. Louisville, Ky.
wows
Don't vou want to
OWN '/OUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Association of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., will bu•Id you a
house on easy monthly pay-
ments. For part:milers apply to
Henry C. Cant, - Pres.
J E McPherson. Sec & TrEa
&turbine end bevel a new
life 0 ily 50 met.. at L. I.
K It 0 Hertiwie '
Cook." and A. P Harness' dria
Every bottle guaranteed.
F. V. ZIMMER,
Attorney-at-Law,
stch.opatia.7-
loassi OD iSt.Lioeuu, rtahl vu(si el soe treated
gins,(1. .1 
 
Mrs 
JON. Iota Old-
a, J. dt 'Am.. rid:111 4 Of. /i 41.7 t DI ."):
g stores. Ka Mo. lull,-,' let 1-1•14: dep.. Of Mrs,
tonsil! muou and ex unrillaiten free.
Ir. Th.unitio, eolith temente attest.
tily
South Kentucky College,
HOPKINSV1 LL, KENTUCKY.
•=111.1.111111111111.rk 11‘.1*-
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FACULTY. :
nt--1i S. S. W 00LWINE-Engli11 • aid
History. 
 / .-,e,••-•
i A 0. KU YKENDALL -Mattemattes. elle-
- >la teise/ J. P. B ALLAN-Latin and Greek
H. F. BrEnsruAGEN - From b ,..-._
3 1;-
1 foe-
.
a FtlANOIS M. BEEBE-Piano. „......g EVELYN GORHA-M-Voico tree-
1 1 e (Pe-_80PHIA11. SCHOOLER-Slocu• 5 cis'..tion. 
and Gerinitet.
*J. C. DUFFY-Science.
5
MARY D ()ALLIS-Preparatory. gam.,
•
hes.gned
Male Department with all good features of a male school. Female Department with all good features of a female school.
Unusually Pleasant and Healthy Location.
Much itidividuel attention given to the Pupils. Thorough courses leading to graduation or preparing for
University entrance.
Board and Tuition 1 Year: FOR YOUNG LADYFOR YOUNG MAN.. ....
Next Session Begins Tuesday, Sept. 5th.
S. S. WOOLWINE, Principal Female Depaitment.
A. C. BUYICENDALL, Principal Mace Department.
PUBLIC SALE
Public Sale!
Of Valuable
TRIGG
COUNTY
LANDS:
We will, on Wednesday,
September 20th, 1899 on the
premises, 3 miles below Can-
ton, Vv., oi the Cumber
land River offer for sa'e at
public auction to the hi .host
bidder, 630 acres of fine land
fronting about three-fourths
of a mile on tbe west s de of
the CUmberland River.
This land ranks among the
beg in Trigg County, and is
fuels' adapted to the growth
of Corn, 'Wheat, Grass and
Tobacco. About 150 acres of
this land is cleared, the bal-
ance in timber. There are 5
double kg houses, barns,
stables, cisterns, etc , on the
land. It will be sold in
tracts, as shown on platte,
and then as a whole, the best
bid being accepted.
Terms: balance in oneOne-thin ,1 cash,
and two years with C% inter-
est. Good title gui-ra 1teed.
Witheo a Knight
Agts. of Mrs. M. G. Hopson
Sale Will Begin at H
O'Clock A. M.
5
a
110 Acres 
110 Acreg. 
I It) Acre 
100 Acres 
100 Acres 
-esnoe 0
I.••
8
0.-
n
3
umb.riond Rivrr
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-.iFOR SALE -
AT PUBLIC AUCTION
Fine Busincss Property.
We will offer at public
auction, on the pr,m-
ises, on
Thursday,
Sept, 7th,
1899,
THE
Oro wish
Property
Fronting 155 loot Olt
9th street, 105 feet on
Water street, and 100
on 10th street. This
property will be sold
in lots, AS shown Ill
plats, and then as a
whole to the highest
bidder. The property
has a good residence
on it, suitable for a
liotel or boarding
house. '1'lle 9th street
front of this property
is desirable ii )siness
property, suitable for
store houses, and the
10th street lots suita-
ble for warehouses or
other business purpos-
es.
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-'me-thud eash, and balance in 1 and 2 years.
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RESOLUTIONS.
„P. HATS,KNO Xw oSTRAWrto  a $1 2$5, sizes 7 & 7 1-8 k • 5
STACY, ADAMS
I & Co.'s samples,
g all 7's, A to III lasts
i111- ,.Aulmoo&Co
When an advocate of a worthy cause
-s at length lest to that cause, when a
voice which has animated right senti-
ments is at length silent, when a life
which has been a moral and spiritual
force is at length ended, it is eminently
fitting that the sense of such loss fcd
expression in some tribute of regard;
therefore be it
Resolved let, That we, the mession of
Casky congregation of the Cumberland
Preebytetian church, Oasky, Kentucky,
recongnize the invaluable service rend•
tired to the church with which we ere
connected by Brother Geo. W. Winfree.
As representatives of the church we de-
plore the death of one who via a
staunch and wotthy friend of the cause
of Ohrist everywhere, and we desire to
express our high appreciation of his
character as a man, as a citizei and am
a chriettan geutlaman.
Resolved 2nd, That we recogn -ze I
Brother Winfree', worth as an elder
and Sunday-school worker. As an elder
I:e faithfully served the chnu.dt, d Aug
what he coti'd for the advancement of
his Master's cause. He was also well
known in the Suudav•achool work of
the chnrch, always ready wheu called
upon to tontelhute of hie time and
means for thy suareas of the cause he
lured so well.
Resolved drtl, That as Clod In his great
whidotu.1181101011 fit to veneer! from our
midst Brother Waif tee, one of our test
and WONT sealoa• nietaibere, that with
due reverence aud subtuisston we bow
to His I o/y will, knowing that he doeth
all things ; that we endeavor to
drew our appreciation of his virtues by
Milt ether hts 'sample amid recousecrat-
ing ourselves to the cause of the Master.
Resolved -Via, That his memory mill
ever be lot ihgly cherished in our
hearts and by tete congre,oetiou. That
hie wife has lost a true companion and 
'aq' ekehis children a loving father.
Resolved 50%, That to the wife, child-
ren and relatives of our deceased co-
iabcrer we tendet our sincere sympathy
in cur bereavement and commend them
to a loving Heavenly Father's care. We
recommend that a memorial page ofenr
church register be eet apaat te the mew -
IT
• •• loth
ory of ierother Geo . Winfree, that
these resolutions be placed thereon, and
that a copy be furnished to the family
of Brother Widfree and a copy sent to
-the county pr.* for publication.
F W. FOULAKS, Pastor,
add Board of Eiders.
hIG DEAL RUMORED.
; -
There is a rumor current that the Au
cadia hotel property and the famon•
springs thereod at Daweon have bee!,
sold to parties leresurnably representioi
the Illinois Cetitral railroad company
says the Paduchh News.
Such a rumot has been started severs
times before, lefet this time there seem,
to be some fonedation for it. The re-
ported price paid is $100,000.
It is said the:new owners will spend a
great deal of laoney there and make
DAWkOla one of the leading watering
places of the Senth.
Mr. Holemal, the manager of the Ar-
cadia, will neither affirm nor deny the
reported sale.
SERIPIISLY HURT,
As the funeral procession of Ned Bry
an started frog! Guthrie SO the hullos
grounds, a bodes driven by Adolpho•
Platowtky beoitne frightened and rat
away, throwtni the buggy into a gully
Mr Pletowskyl had two young ladle
with him, and in trying to protect then
he was perioc4y 'Oared. The horst
kicked him Judi below the ribs. 111
(erudition is greatly improved, and hi.
friends entertitiln hope of his recovery
- - 
--•<•110- •
DENIES STATEMENT.
Southall Takes Exceptions to
Clatdy's Remarks.
1
'Squire J. fr. Southall, of Jordon
Springs, calleci at the Clourier ofliee this
morning and ki quested this paper SO
say that be wikhes to deny the state-
ment recently macie IL the press that
Pet Clardy had vlelted his home or he
had visited Mr. C1ardy's home recently.
He says they have riot ica changed visits
in live years, and that when his wife
died about eighteeh months ago, Mr.
Clardy cid not ccme to his home This
statement is made at Mr S'outhail's re-
,inest -Clarksville Courier.
HIS LEG CRUSHED
Gaither Says Brakeman Forced Him to
Jump OH der.
From Thursday's daily
William Gaitber. a colored youth
who lives in Caldwesl comity. met with
& serious accident this morning near
Gorsonville. His left ankle and foot
were crushed under sic 1. & N freight
'at. He was brought lk easy and
the injured member was amputated by
Dr. Jackson.
Gaither claims that he was bearing
weyeback home from Henderson,
.nd that when the train was approach.
ng Nortonsvilleot brakeman threatened
to *boot him if he Old not get off Hs
says he jumped and fs,, under the oar,
WILLIONIOGIVXN AWAY
Iii, mortathly gratifying to this public
St know of one concern lit the laud eel 0
ire not afraid to Le generous Sc tee
teedy and suffering The proprietor, of
Dr Kam s New Discovery for Consomi •
lien, Coughs and Colds have given away
over ten million trial bottle of this grail
medicine; and have the satisfaction of
knowing it has absolutely cared thous-
anis of hopeless oases. Asthma, Bron-
chitis, Hoarseness and all claimable of the
Throat, ()hest and Lange are rurally CIII'-
ed by it Call on L. L. Elgin,C. K, Wily,
B. C. Hardwick, J. 0. Cook and A. P.
Harness, druggist, and get a free trial
bottle. Regular size 50c and $1: every
bottle guaranteed or price refunded.
Have you seen Armstrong & Docker's
big line of undertaking goods? Neath
tilt: betsteen Virginia and Main.1.10d wlm.
 S24••••1111M.•••-._, 
10 DAYS SALE IT::: •WI:, C,ose Aug20th
That Will Movc rplils Stock in a Jiffy.
NEGLIGEE SHIRTS 61c Llufeotri lets4
: MONARCH : J25c l3allrai1 cirac ens A: thins 18for
  • 
Net Shirts
The Best in the World.
$1.50 glaoarlify go in this Sale $1.15
fl 25 Qfuoarlity go in this Sale 
$ I .00
41 tkl4fttoarlity go in this Sala 
 75c
$1.23 Siflokr Front Shirts $1.00
$1.0(.1 Silk Bosom Shirts 
75c
f
$1.00 Negligee Shirts, collars and 
75ccuffs attached, for . I 
75c Negligee Shirts, collars and 50c
cuffs attached. for
:toe ldeeligee Shirts, collars and re e
cuff!' attached, for „ JUL
50c Negligee :Mime separate col- re a
tars end cilia, for oi./C
$1. 50 Stiff 13090111 Colored
Shirts, for  $1.00
fl (el Stiff Bosom Colored Shirts
for 75c
;5c Stiff Colored Shirts 50c
:,0c Stiff orBosom Colored Shirts 
38c
ft Tse Monarch Full Dress
Shirts for  $1.15
.!100 Monarch Fall Dress Shirts
for 15c
90c Eagle Full Dress Shirts 
68c
fr
loot Eagle Full Drees Shirts
for50c
elee Eaglerr . .. . ....... Shirts 38c
50c Unlanndeeed Shirts 
  38c
$1.25 Silkine Underwear
for . . 
$1.e0 Imported Lisle Thread
for 
$1.00 Imported Colored Lisle
Thread for ..
75o Imported French Bon Bon
for
75c Imported Drop Stitch Shirts
for
50c Balbriggan Shirts
for
ele Balbriggan Shirt.
for
95c
68c
68c
55c
50c
38c
25c
25: Cotton Fish Net Shirts
for 
75c Scrivens Ilrawers
for
50c Pepperell rawers
for 
50c
18c
50c
35c
50c ()clot Suipenders
for   38c
..a.)C Wilson Bios 'Saspeudsre
for 38c
50c French bb Suspenders
for  25c
25c French bb Suspenders 
 I 8cfor .. 4...
10o French Webb Suspenders 07cfor.
$1 00 Bicycle
  65cfur. 
75c Hicvelo se 50cfor 
50c Bicycle I 8
fur35c
Men's Furnishings.
50e Neckweal
for   38c
e5e Neckwe
for    18c
50c Le titer Belts
for 35c
40c bliel'a Ls tber Belie
for 25c
25c Men'm Lehther Belts 
  18cfor .
Ora. Ladies' Leather BA..
for .   . 35c
25o Ladies' Lfrather Belts 
. I 8cfor.. • • • •••• . .....
85c Pare Lin n H S. Handker- 
25c
:Itr; Pere Linen H S. Handker-
chiefs    1 8c
25c Pore Leven Cold Handketo
delete   I8c
ibc;Linen Cambric Handker- 
10c
LinteliieftOe ns ambrin Handker- 
07cehief
chie•fs
Oec Linen Cambric Handka-
chiefs for 
  03c
The Silk Handkerchiefs
for 
 50c
50e Silk Handkerchiefs
for  
 3Bc
25c Silk Handkerchiefs
for    I 8c
Shoes Shoes Shoes
ALL LOW SHOES AT ACTUAL COST
$300 Oxfords, ten vesting,
coin toe, for  $2 25
$2 75 Words, black and tan $2 15visiting, ooin toe, tor....
$2.75 Oxfords, Wrack and tan. !V) I R
button strap, coin toe,. lhIgLI1
$2.50 Oxfords, black and tan,
eon tie, coin toe, for. $ 1 85
$2 25 Oxfords, black and tan, 
I 
75
son tie, coin toe, for... 
62.00 Oxfords, black son tie,
coin toe, for. $ I 
.
50
$1.50 Oxfords, black and tan t a
son tie, coin toe .... . I l
$1 25 Oxfords, tan son tie, cons nn
toe, for Ur:
$500 Ewe Stiff Hats
for $2.50$400 Kucx Stiff Hate
for   $2.00
42.50 Black & Bro. Stiff Hata
for   $1.25
41 50 Blank & Bro. Stiff Hats
for 75c$1 00 Biaok & Bro Stiff Hats
for 50c
$2.50 Black & Bro Soft Hess
for $2.00
$200 Black & Bro. Soft Hats
for $1.50
$1 50 Black & Rio Soft Hats
for $1.15
at 00 Blank & Bro. Soft Hats
for   75c
CLOTHING at NET EASTERN
OST
TRUNKS at N EASTEttN008T.
UMBRELLAS" NET EAST-
ERN 008 1'.
STRAW HATS at HALF
PRICE
TIIE IIUPKINSVI LE MERCANTILE CO
estweweveee4i;e1; 'ree21;jeteee-e-e-e--• ehe"Ceerether'dilligillt
a-
•
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TAKE YOUR
BIBLE ALONG
Talmage On Summer
Vacation.
THE TEM ATIONS.
Do Not Leave Your Re-
ligion Beitind.
WATERING PLACES.
WASIDNOTON. Aug. -At this Sell-
AM Of the year. whe all who can get
a vacation are takiug it. this disco rse
of Dr. Talmage is su -gestive and ap-
propriate. The text i John v. '2. 3 "A
pool. which is called In the Ile). en'
tongue Bethesda, haiiug five pore- es.
lu these lay a great inultitudevof im-
potent folk, of betel. halt. withered.
waiting for the moving of the water."
Outside the city of Jerusalem teen(
was a sanative watering place, the
popular resort for hivalids. To this
day there is a dry biotin of rock welch
ishows that there way have bee a
pool there 31e) feet keg. 130 feet Ide
and Te feet deep. This pool was ur-
rounded by live plazzhe. or porchese or
baleen; houses, where the patients tar-
ried uutil the thee iveten they were te
step Into the water. So far as eeln-
vigoration was vow-vaned It must llave
beau a Sara togn and a Long Brancli on
a small seale. a Leeneugtori anal a
Brighton combined -turelleal aud them
prude. TrailitIon.says that al a eer
tain season of the year there Witi an
°Mew of the goveruineut who weuld
go down to that water ana pour lit It
Seine healing litittlity. and after that
the people would collie and get the
it:went-aeon, but I pref. r the plain
Statement Qf Scriptureathat at a rier-
talu season an angel. came down and
etIrred up or troubled the water, and
then the people earn: and go, the Wal-
ling. That angel of I eel that stirrell up
the Judie-au waterlog place had his
counterpart In the eugel of healing
who in our day stern( into the mineral
waters of Congress. or Sharon, or !Oil
phur Springe. or rate the salt set at
Cape May and Nahent, where multi-
todes who are woru out with ("outliner
eat and professional anxieties, as *ell
as those who are afflicted with rheu-
matic. neuralgic and splenetic !ills
eases. go and are ceresi by the thou-
sands. These blesseel Betheselais are
scattered all up and down our country.
Tim Pseatio• 5.atioA.
We are at a eeason or the year When
rall trains are laden with passengers
and baggage on sheir way to the tn un-
talus and the lake* end the seasl re.
Multitudes of our citizens are a vay
fur a restorative abseuce. The ity
heats are pursuing the people -itli
Lona and fear of suustroke. The Imo
silent halls of sumptuous hotels all
abuzz with exceed art teals. he
antlers of Adirondack deer rattle un
der the shot of city spoetsmen. he
trout make fatal snap at the hoo o!
adroit sportsmen. who toss their pot
tett brilliance into the game ha ket.
The baton of the orchestral leader arks
the music stand on 'the hotel g n.
and American life ens put ob f ta!
arrey. and the rumbling of the ten
pin alley. and the etack of the I ory
balls on the green Isalzed billian ta
blea and the jolting of the bur ni
riblets, and the explesive uncork' of
the champagne bottles, and the hirl
and the rustle of the ballroom d nee.
and the clattering hoofs of the ee
course and other sieus of weal dis
slpation attest thee the season fo the
great Ameriean watering places I In
full play. Music! Flute and d n.
and eornet-a-paton anal slapping Ill
beds wake the echoes of the UlOtIlit.. Ins.
Glad am 1 that fagged out Amer can
life for the most part has an °pima
tunity to rest and that nerves reeked
and destroyed will find a Fe-thee-Oa.
I believe In watering places. 'ghee
recuperate for active seri-lee Wany
who were worn out witb trouble or
overwork. They are national resiora-
tires. Let not the commercial tints be-
grudge the clerk. or the employer the
journeyman. or the patient the peysi-
clan. or the church its pastor. a serison
eof Inoccupatloa. Luther used to spon
,---- with his children: Edmund Burke ;see
to caress his favorite horse: Tho las
Chalmers, in the dark bour of 1 the
churth's dieruption. played kite 1 for
recreation-so I was told by his tarn
daughter-and the busy Christ sa te
the busy apostles. "Come ye a re
awhile Into the desert and rest y ur
Pelves." Anil I have obeerved hat
they who do uot know bow to res de
not kw) r to work. But I hav tu
declare thi. ruth today that some of
our fasleonah watering places an
the temporal and teriuil dietniction of
-a caulteude t no man can ntim
bee" awl the eongratulations 01
tlirit .,a and the prostate of the de
parture it many of you for the eour;tri
1 must utter a warning. plain, ea esi
Led unmistakable.
Take Piety Along.
The first temptation that Is ap te.
hoeer In this direetloo Is to leave your
piety at borne. You will send the dog
and eat and (-vinery , bird to be ell
aired for soinewbete else. but the
temptation will be qo leave your re-
ligion in the room :with the bl nds
down and the door bolted. and then
you will come back in the autuni to
find that It Is istarveil aml suffer. ed.
le Ine stretched on nit. rug stark d ad.
There Is no surplus ef piety at the a-
tering places. I never knew any One
to grew very replete In grate at the
Catekill Mountain House. or Sh, ron
Springs. or the leallsiof elentmore V
It IX generally the ease that the le
both ist more of a ettrouen1 than any
other day. and there Ore Sunday w lks
an.1 elutelny rides and Senday a tut
glens. Elders and (leavens and in Oa-
he; of retizion who 'are entirely -on-
gement at herne. sonfetimes when the
eleenth dfitvos en teem n: NM tarn
rails or the White mountelns. take a
day to theraselres. If they go to the
church. It is apt to be a sacred parade.
anti the 4e:course. Inetead of being a
plain oilk slant the sone is apt to be
WOKEN IN TEGUBL.S.
The Approach of Motherhood is the
Occasion of much Anxiety to All.
Every woman dreads t ordeal
through which she mint pass in hectom-
ing a mother. The peal and suffei•ing
which is in stere for lier is a source of
constant anxiety, fear and dread to
say nothing of the danger whieh the
coming incident entail.. The jo taus
anteepatione with which she looks or-
ward to beby'ti cominh giver way t nn
indescribable dread of the ordeal a en
she fully realizes the erahal and tr ing
event which it ill aeon approach rid
Lave to be endured.
Women should hail with delig t a
remedy which inroires to there im-
tnunity from the puln, suffering land
danger incidental te child-beeudng
Such a remedy is now offered, land
childbirth. -Mother's Friend"- a
women need riot fear longer the hot ot
scientific lininient-atiti if used before
emitInenient, gently nod surely prepares
the body ter the great requirelets
and changers it is undergoing. ins rev
safety to beth mother and child, and
takes her through the event e Oh ouni-
terse ire ewe. tot.d eurofort. his won-
derful reinsaly is praiaed by e ery
woman w Ito hoe cued it.
What woman is set interested in
"Mother's Vriend'."' This wends. ful
remedy has been tested roan ita ice-
less values proven by the experie of
thousands of happ mothers vrhc
have used it during he most err real
period of vroman's life-the appreach
and culmination of motherhood.
It has wen their everlasting
for It gave them help and ho
their mien trying hour and her
meet needed. Every iveman may ' .me
day need hIlother'e Friend." The
little book, -Before Baby is horn,"
telling all about it, and when it should
be used, will prove of great interest and
benefit to all expectant mothers, ;and
will be vent free to an address Olson
=4711.thints, Os.to Use B Rev/atm
• -
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There arc time• when.' born knoe-e more
than a man; when imeinet s ruperier to
neeee The hors,. tie '1:. egainst being
forced COTT the brink ei precipice( velyi.•11
he cen see In the tisk
but sloth is veiled
from Ow' man's eyes.
It is often the same
with inane, body, it
fight- egaitod carry
mkt thi man over the
brink of the preci-
pice. d sease. When
the heart beats irreg-
ularly, when there
are pains in the head,
tinging in the ears.
cons indigestion,
loss of appetite and
lack 4 ere rgy- some
et all of thcet• symtp
tom,- 111. body t•
the blink of danger
and is ing " halt "
No ern need be
cbitoilrlikri.lioieiti.,,er al fa that!
will h •ed Nature's
warning and accept
her help. This help at its moet elm:tit-
le:01rd and perfect (erne is contained in Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical I hirovery. This
great alter:16'1'V extract comp e•telv modifies
et-cry abnormal cotidition the ait.ordered
digestive or alimentary Innen ins. It mikes
the stomach strong, the bawd rich and
healthy, builds tip the nerve .7-enters and sem
regulates the functions of a I the vital or-
gees. that they co-operate pejectly for the
health of the entire systeSn. "Golden
Medical Discrwery " continuo. no alcohol,
whisky or other intoxicant.
me Geo Minter, of 2231' Thompson Street.
IVA% terribly run flown. Nu erobla ailments
Philadelphia, Pa , writes: "brne time ago I
had been coming upon me on hy one. 1 de
ride,' to try ' Golden Aft diva' Discovery ' and the
Pleasant Pellets.' The tnmefitidrrived was be-
yond my fondest IV IN, I took Ift-e bottles ol the
Discovery ' and used thr ' Pellets ' whet, nears-
aura- During thy time uokina the fire tonics
as directed. I gained in weig ht 2 prninds. weigh-
imftmore than es, r in un y life • bri rg ht al t h
aid strength. anti removing these ailments. viz
Palpitation of the heart, steeple 4S might.. press-
ing and splitting pains. in the dogma in
the ears. with partial de...tbr.. throThirg.
nagging cough inoligestion. di Teresa!, of spirits.
loss of energy constipation a ti 'ed feeling upon
rising and through the day. appetite poor, sight
defirctivr. very nervous. etc. Those eeniert Jet-
ties of your Itimmeoerry aist tele • Pellets • re-
moved all those troubles. and ',tore. anti made
me as well at fifty as I have cv IlaVt betta
my Irk."
What Is called a crack settnion-tbat ts,
some discourse picked It of the ef-
fusions of the year as tiet one most
adapted to excite nelmirstion, aud in
theme churches, from tee way the
ladles hold their fans, you know that
they are cot so much itepreseed with
the heat as with the pletteresqueinens
of half dleeloseel feature* Four puny
souls stand In the organ left and moan
a tittle that thibisty klIOOVS, and wor-
shipers with Seettlel worth of illattioueli
uu the right hand elropet cent Inte the
poor box. null then the loquellethot le
prenouuceel. awl the fatee la ended.
The toughest thine I ear r tried to do
was to be good at a wt tering place.
Tie.. air is lawItelial wit tbe "wot-Id.
the flesh ate! the devil. "rhere are
Christians who in three er four weeks
lu such a place hare had suet) terrible
rents wail,. in their Chris tun robe teat
they hail to keep daraing it until
Christmas to get It mend el.
The health of a great matiy people
makes an annual visit tu stone neuerail
spring an absolute neceseity. but teke
your Bible along with yeas awl tak. an
hour for secret praye• every day.
though you be surroundal by guffaw
and saturnalia. Keep Icily the Sab-
bath, theugh they derille you as a
bigotee Puritan. Stand off from gam-
bling hells and those other Instittitiou.s
which propose to imitate on this side
the water the iniquities of Baden
Baden. Let your moral auei yeur im-
mortal health keep pante with your
physical reeuperut ion aid remember
that all the sulphur ate! chalyleate
springs cannot do you so much good as
the healing. perennial dieel that breake
forth front tlic 'Rock of Ages." This
may be your last sinumen If so. male(
It a Et vestibule of heaves.
Tart Abotulantilon.
.enether temptation ho rering around
nearly all our watering placies Is the
horse racing business. We all. admire
the horse, but we do not think that Its
beauty or specs! ought t) tie cultured
at the expense of buwai degradation.
The horse race is not o such impor-
tance as the human rac e The Bible
intimates that a man is better than a
sheep, and I suppose he s Letter than
a horse, though, like Job s stallion, his
neck be clotbed with thunder. Horse
races in olden times we re unele•r the
ban of Christian people, met in our
day Ow saute institutiou has come up
under fictitious tibl It is call-
ed a -summer meeting." almost sug
gestive of positive religious exercises.
And it is entice au "agri tultural fair."
suggestive of everytheir that Is ien
proving In the art of thrtnIng.
under three deceptive titles are the
-tame cheating, and tIte same betting.
aud the same 'drunken' este and the
same vagabondage. an I the same
abomination that were to be rowel
under the old horse mcine system.
I never knew a man yet who could
give himself to the pia, sures of the
turf for a long reach of time and no.
he battered in morals. 'They hook up
their spanking team and put on their
sporting cap and light their cigar and
take the reins and dash down ou the-
road to peniltion! The great day at
Saratoga and Brighton Beach and
Cape May end nearly all the other we
tering places is the day of the races.
The hotels are thronged, every kind of
equipage is taken up at ain almost rale
ulous price, and there are mauy re-
spectable people mingle g with jock-
eys and gamblers and libertiues and
foul mouthed men 411111 ashy women.
The bartender 'stirs up the brandy
smash. The bets rim high. The
greenhorns. supposing all is fair, put
in their money tenon enough to lose a
Three weeks before th ( rave takes
plaee the struggle Is deelded, an.' the
men In the secret know ere whieb steed
to bet their money. The men on the
honaes riding around Ion r ago arrang.
a-hc shall elp. Lear int: from the
stand or from the carrIne • are men and
women so abeorteel In the struggle of
hone and muscle and mettle that they
make a grand harvest for the pick
pockets, who carry off thy peekethooks
and the portemonnales. Men looking
on see only a string of horses with
their ridZas flying aroune the ring. but
there is many. a man cm that stand
whores- honor nn•1 dotnessie happiteese
anti fortune-ehite tunn b, white foot.
white flank-are in the- ring, racing
with inebriety and %Net fraud aud
with profanity and Wit I ruin-brack
neck. black foot. black flank. Neck
and neck go the 'melees In that moral
Epsom. White horse of honor. blietk
horse of ruin. Death milk, "1 win bet
on the black horse." Speetator says.
"I will bet on the white horse." l'he
whit.- horse of honor R little way
abend. The Nail horse st ruin. eaten
mounted, all the time gluing on hint
Spectator breathless. 'lay i.tit tie
the lash, dig the emirs There! 711.-3
are past the tenure Sates Just a* I
1.X pectin, It. The lietek ease( ef ruin
hag won the rnese and ti e galleries of
ilarkness "Iluzza. leuzettl" and the
devils come In to pick up their wagers.
Ale my friends. have selling to di.
with horse racing ilmaliations tee.
summer!
A Timely %%Weil IRK.
Long ago the EnglIsl government
got through Moking to Ole turf for the
111111;110n and IIII• mvnlry herme.
They eituel out that the turf depre-
elates the steek, awl It Is worse s-et
for men. Hug! es. fill. 1111•11.1-
her of pnrliameet ant the author
known all the world oven hearing flint
turf enterprise ease i-111:.: start-
ed In thiS ceuntry. wee.. a letter IL
Which fella "Iltinven I elp yoo,
for tif n11 the tenkies eitr eel eiv
Utz:item there Is mallet.: in thls coun-
try approaehing le 11111,1 1.111n/f
rase-alit% Haling Its head legit.
t thls belaumled itistestlen of the
British turf." Another femme' sisals.
titan writee. Attilv • many tine domains
ha VP 'Wen shared Minor* these Mate
of rapacious sharks dii-ing the last
?ie.) pare. and. lifeless rie s3-stetti te.
alt. red. how ninny niers aro doornini
Do into the sane- '?" With tie.
foillfighte of Spain an.1 i he bear bait-
mg* of the pit may the Leel teed an-
Mbilaie the Jura Melte ari'lli'sts1
Lorae racing of lenglane anti America'.
I go further aud sleek of another
tenipiatiou that hoVere -er the water-
ing place, unit that t IP template's'
to) sacialice pliysica I st rent:11i. 'Flit.
modern Iletlim'sola, Just lit,'
la of the 11•XI, Was 1/1011.1I'll to re
eiteeriate the plieeileals leiraltle and yet
how ma i• • from lie wa tering'
:alias their Meath lv eleetre.
en: city simpletons Ise a eve of ha v
isle lob.) eil eft gisissert of I rs wu
ter le u•.• brenkfast. Holies aemie
tomeil to ger to bed at 10 o'cl.s•k
aelit gesisipieg until S I r 2 o.1-111ek III
lie morning. Dyspeptice . usually ver3
autione aeeut their health. mingline
eiranis and lemon and lobster
,:ovAtiMA1:=
4Aie
 
• •
Onees eifl tip all their rebieset of lamen-
tatiou and protest. Ile-Mate women
anti yOUIL: tlandng
0(.11114'11es Into ert!gu and catalepey.
Thousands of Men and Wolliell yowling
hawk froni oar watering plueee lu the
autumn with the foundations laid for
silmerea that will last them all their
ore lime. yeit kuov, as well as I
that this the simple truth. In the
summer you nay your gaia health:
"Goodby. I am going to have il gay
time now fe.' a Ilttle while. I will be
very elatel re Fee you ageln et the all-
11:IIIII." Thi II IU the :tithing), cc hill
you are hare at Wolk In your °flea r
;tete en slice er (*.muting mom. lees)
'halo will cootie anti say: "II Inemelby.
I rail gor:114'.... Yen oo. eNelo re are yir!I
• ." "1 1.1.7 :4 6;00.1 111111111, "1
;.;...11.1 II11.1. 11 tat :Woe ' It is a
eir nee that tt tee %took heel
hays. al: I : gutol 1W:1th %%31 1,•31t•
it' : C.1111 tic an.I ea
- t rep rolot.11, Rh 3 our
III the summer time. :eel
.• eir gael healeh is co levitate, with
...el hi the Witizer thee. A freemen!
f 1.11.A clearge to the }eller would
se. an neer qs7-lete lase. lothea for ese
eetel reeeste a i'Vel y witty:env, plaee.
•100 11i;.'m If no earte."
Noelety Artifleln1.
Anotlea 1.•mpettiou Mite-rine eround
the vsaterito p'il,:e 1.4 the 1'01111:Ilk:II 4,f
hasty sae lithlong Tbe Wa-
ter;I:X ph.:( m•s are respioisible for inoi•mm
of the dowel:ale. mif this
lee-eery hi.  Ir. nearly all other things
Si:seiety is sti
that no sure judgment el' character
earl be fore.e:31. They elle leant com-
panionships email see circumstances
CO 11110 a l'ottery Wee.. there are eel
blatike to eve 'elev. In the seve•re tue
of life you emit more then glitter and
splash. Life is no; a ballroom. where
the music eleceleis the step and liew
and prance and gieeeful swing of lone
train can make up ea strong et/U11111011
sense. You tiered as WI:11 go entente
the gas ly yaelits of a mummer
I've:Ilia to find w a r vetesels as to go
among the Lght spray of the summet
e-aterIng plate to tine! i•Itaracter that
van seine the test of the great strug-
gle of Minitel life. In the battle ef
life you witut a atronger weapon than
a lave net la a erisineit mallet. The
letail.of eft. Is so heavy that in order
to ellaw It you emit a te atil Wronger
than that made tip or offisouihli.
otasslitipper h feminine butterfly.
If there Is :toy oso ihe
ty welt exeltee iity eentetitipt ;111.1 who
ouglit ite..10. the contempt ef every
nein wit et Attie) It Is the soft lintel...1,
▪ h.,:tio.1.1r.le. who. perfumed until
the alr Is actually sick. saved,. ha
it:wrier la stilkhoe attititilea
Ind en% Me sentimental /Olen x and
tallene leilletteseunl nethings and time
lig hie Ilea Vett 111 the St-t of a lavender
;id gesve. roots a.; tight as atm inquiet
lera. Two Weirs uf anistenntate skill
A11110'1-I In the tie of a flashing era
:at. Ills cc aye re:alien naillo up Of
'Ala!" atml -One!" nad "Ili-
'there le only one cotantet•part to stp•!,
ulna as thee an.1 that Is the frotle
youne wennan at the watering peic.•:
eer coniareartIoa made lip or rrouch
inoonshoh.; %hat she I.ne in lea head
only I genteel by what she leis on her
hawk; us 4-.1.stj Over Mum she was 1)001
to In) melees( until she Is 1 Ell
II-SS She 121-1.111:110S al1 Cara
Ian. We. mity teletere untsle mr ro
!oyes and it:Marie step. I.ut eniel the
ien:tleseness an I 111t. 11.1!IILIIII:1 :11111 th.
atoestie intlie'ne•es of our iiieutern wn
"erine piell`4 1 I. Wall't. 1141W niak,
eaten:: coveter:its.
nitisenut 11.111,-rnt -Ere.
Another It mibinlitit1 that hover,: ove:
the watering pete e is that it lanefee
Ate-retie-a .11aest every eme startine
off ter the selemer takes soinsi readine
natter. It is a bail: out of the libel
ry or off the books:nu,' or bungle ..;
the tre.y hawking Inioeis through Cei
cars. really believe there Is nate
pestiferous trash read anions! the In
telligent classes in July and .kugust
than hi all the other ten months ot
the year. Men and women who at
home would not be Path:tied with a
boot: that was not rs'ally sensible I
fuel sitting en hotel riazza or under
the trees reading hooks the Index of
which e•ould make thew blush If they
knew that you kuew what the book
eels. "I )11," they gay. "you inust hate"
.111t1:..e7' reerent foul" Yes. There
Is uo nasl that yoti take along to a
watering plaee "Ilatuilionle Metaphye
:es" or some penderous discourse on
the eternal the'rees or "leartielnye
Plelostopliy." There are many- ease
books that are good. Yon might tis
well say. "I propose now to give a lit
tle rest to my digestive organs. and In
stead of enting heavy Meat and vege-
tablee I will fer a little while take
lighter next. a little strychnine and a
te•w grelne or ratsleine." 1.1terar3
poleon le A egust is as bile as lite(rar3
poise.n !a Deceinletr. Mark that. It.
not leit the (cogs of a rerrupt irritating
eress jump Into your Sit ratoga trunk
ar White ))))) untain .krey then
not gooe Looks teat are easy to read -
hooks of entertaiulng travel. !melee ie.
eongenial history. books of pure fun
books of p•ebtry. ringing with inerr3
Imolis of flue enerrolnas. books
that teal rest the mind ne well as purl
r; see hatrt and elevate the whole life?
ehere will tha tot an hour bet weeu
'mud your death it hen you can antes.
.o re•ad a Luck lacking in moral priu
eple.
Another temetateao hovering al
enema our it :tiering places into6,
siting beveiages. I lila tenl that it i
Itecoming muee anid mere (melee:tab;
Sur weeten to drink. I care uet hoe
well a isuman ems' dress, it' she lie
take ti en ,ugh wile. to nu ei be
elteeil; wet put a glassiuess ey.
she is druid:. :see may lie handed lie.
3 cat'retee and have diantoail
enough to esteem! the Tinetto -- shl! i
'reek. Slay may be a greet:tate of tie
best young ladies' eerie:wry and tle
laughter a seine lu danger ,.•
icing nottiluntes1 for the fereeielet,
:lie Is drum:. You may Late a 1.1
os'abulary than I have. atel pin
sty in reef rell to lier that she Is "coli
avite." or she IS "merry." Or SAO` I
•fis-SIIVO.. Or -2-fai IS "OX1111:1111I141," 1111'
Wal1/10I li'it11 all yeur garlands 11.
• l•rli.agl• l'OVOr 1.11 OW 14:1111 fall t1.1/1
I IS air eel essei 01141 l'ao.• drlink.
Damayra of TiotiLna•
Now. tee Ay:eel-lee ulaces are full et
tiiiiiptiehate to MI ll anti WiallIon to tip
At the elose of the te.nimili
liarrl (buy tipple. At the o:
the volition they tipple. Seated on tip
diazz,a eix.1111g 014qm:elves 14 they ti;
p!... The Oa S24114 COMP armee.
with Ibriglo etre ea and they tipple
First thee ral.4. "1::.;111 ast the3
them. bet "Pole weice" nre heat 3
.amitgli to iietee. tee afeatit... Thor.
is too a Voi y roa 1 lief Meell
pa!Ttle at e: bottle ati.1 elsky at
• ems a Satan 1.114 three tor four
tirades thilt 11 It lie takes timen to
destruction I'll, lie takes up mid
throueli eer. I. 1/:11.!II-S
11,11)il II:1 'no k 11 rail. l'asl•
Vor:,* 1044101a; 111,Its-il. Can yeti find
111;111 e. he I, ill be suds a [see! as that
Satall Will take another Illan to
to a ih•seetit t nn ttnele ahem
like the Petinsilvania eon' sieset or th.
Mount NVashington ran track, anil
shove hint eft. lita flint is very rare
when a men goes dee a le iliestruction
Satan brine. te. il plane. It is al
ingest :1 1ei el. The olopre•ssioal Is so
light teat 3. ten losely- see it. 11.
s tii•I I:a Ily knew that lit• •
doWn 1111.1 It lady a
11111, ti rd darkness jilst II Wile
.‘1141 the first mile. It einret. and the
-.evened mile. it gine the third
mile It lot 10111.-11. MI I the n.111'111
it Is ale. et• I the firth folio it Is wills
ky. Ike sixth 111.1, II ,s
1I gets steeper anil steeper
and steeper untll It Is iiiipossiblm• to
stop. -Look thooll Moon the Wine
W111.11 II IS rod. M 11,11 It giveth Its oiler
in the elle e It in ehtli Itself
arielit. At the eat It bevel like a ser
pent and stieeeili like an adder."
he %ale tehrlit-r.
,tittI !arr.% itt holm. WIlileh
W:11 lie 1111i1V /14 Sarl• :111.1 Will:111S tlilile
;IS cololtorlall14. gip 111to thi•
e-y. arm yeureelf lee:teat tempt:stein.
The grace of t;ms1 Is tile only safe she'
ter, whet lio r iti tee iir veittitra'.
ese
-.Non- - -
-Yee- es
r I It a. 1.: V.1.1;.I lUSI AIM% or weter.
.1 vete rhea a Wn 14'r aS clenr ITY'•
I;11 r;.,1.1 teeter tee benne it Seel
enterine ti lees aecesse '
te f Bei n• t hnve a tals,„
lit:51 pl. eitee up be fore we start -only
ti:e Ihrt•W!lr, a wr.y of mar tratimeres-
shaa. No . sone:reeve htitel billa to pay.
It is oeelheitt an I votleitit
'eh i.." Ne I h.: an.1 ey-ty Ira% el IS,
f.ire MP get thi re. It Id only 011P step
ewe y.
In I adifiesnet lit eve minim be I tvalk-
es1 aroutel and saw ten femotatins all
bulleing ntel thee were all tit
fere te, :eel In the. minutes I can go
throeeli Ode 111111e peeterre atel find
you 7.41 sparkline femealiie
blew up :Ate menial I fe- heeling and
th. tepetitles A elieullet III go to tine
or 'hos.- r.ffloo:or uolotho: r.hoos sod
!ilk.. sho writ. r. and Mini) rd. II. :11111 lig!
101,1 11 11111111-11 sir iron. zio.i
oho.:1 or SII41:1, nal do wool. or moo.
:no so mod. or to
this pope! WI II, I his I: r011111:1111,
1111.1 the water., and I find that
its he:rale-its are faunae. pardine for
git iat collIfOrt. Ilfe. heaven.
every one that the-settle come ye"
to this watering place: Crowd around
this Teethe Feet. I th. sent sick. Yon lame.
-at troubled. you dyine. aniline!
ties P.-these:a! Step fu it. oh. step In
IC. 1 le• angel et the ',covenant today
stirs the eater. Wily you not step
in it? :sone' ef sem are too weak to
tnke a step in flint direction. Then we
tale( you tip In the artes ef prayer arid
plume. you dear miller tie( MI VP. hop-
ing thet eure rety be as apalen
and as raellial ns velth Captain Nati
tram wee. Idetchetel end airtime-lea
st..pped Into the Jordan and after the
%eyelet: dive came up. his skin newate
otnplex lont as the flesh of a little
s eiseteen
-Walking along the sielewalk In ft
i:t7Pet the other day." said
Me. Iliniloy, ''l read on wee of those
A shaped sig) standing on the ts1;:t
of the Will!: IIIIS Inscription, done In
" 'Special Velveteen leiseee, 19 Cents
P..ttiele
"I didn't look up to see. but I sup
pose the sign must hare been from
iir some tautly stores ntel flint vette
teen kisses are candy. I rimed its 1
were tilting that the sign hail 1111preaSe41
me avreeably. The Idea (if k lases was
good. ef velveteen kletsete better
;eel ,,r voivotoou lit eclitH II
truant! best of all." New York Sul.
RED 110T PROM THE GUN
Was the ball that hit J II Steadman,
of Newark, 'Mich , in the Civil War. It
canaed horrible Ulcers that tio treat-
ment helped for twenty years. Then
Backlen's Arnica Salve cured him
Cures Otte Bruises, Bares, Boils, l-
otto Corns, Skin Eruptions. Bast Pee
cure on earth. 25 cts. a bex. 'Cure guar
anteed. Sold by L. L. Elgin, C. K.
Wyly, R. C. Hardwick, J 0. Cook and
A P. Bayless, druggists,
•
This preparation aft nds Unequaled as
a complexion beautifier. Removes
freckles, tan, pimples and unnaturbe
reineas of face in hauds. Littell's
[equal Sulphur Oiuttnent entire'y
free from poiaons and diaagreesble
odors Sulphur Oint-
ment is an invaluable remedy in the
trt atinent of all skin draenoe, open
sores, chafed parts, bump, aealha and is
eepecielly re eounnended f ir use after
shaving. It IS soothing, anessetic and
healing For sale by Andsrson &
Fowler, druggists, Hotel Lathatu. wtt
The Eagle, King of,A11181rd•,
s noted for its keels right, clear anr
astinct vision. So are those peraote
mho use. Sutherland's Eagle Eye &dee
or weak ey ell, styes, sore eyes of 11:1
crud or granulated helm. Sold by si
testers at 25 cents.
KIDNEY Is a deceptive disease-
TRoUBLE 
dtho(n)iu,t! akuntIoRwh altv e ti ay roi, cu,
want quick results you can make no
aistake by using Dr. Kilineret Swamp
euot. the great kidney remedy. At
ruggists in fifty cent and one dollar
ezes. Sample) bottle by mail free, also
eamphlet telling you how to find out i'
you have kidney trouble.
Adria se, Dr. Kilmer & Co., Blng
hanipton; N Y.
FOR SALE
A fine farm for sale, 200 acres lying 3
miles west of Hopkineville ou the Cadiz
turnpike. All buildings new, good fur
crop or stosk rs si If Apply to J. G.
Childress, Elopkiusville, Ky.
•
CHRISTIAN CIRCUIT COURT.
loseph B•tehy, Plaintiff. a
a. I Notice to
Pearl Bnyd, Admr , ; Creditors
of J. A. Boyd, et al , Def.
In pursuance of an order entered
herein at the June term, 1S99, of the
stove styled court, the creditors of J
A. Boyd, deceased, are hereby totifien
ea file with me at my office in Hopacins-
ville. Ky., their claims agaiust J. A
tyd's estate, properly proven, on or
b-fore the 25th of eeptember, 1899.
Algust II, 1599. FRANK RIVES,
te 4t M aster Coma boil:wee
.
sIICCESS-WORTH KNOWING.
to years muccess in the South, proves
hughes' 'home a great remedy tor Chille
end all 'Malarial fevers. Better thee
Quiutne. Guaranteed, try it. At drag-
gists. ea and $1 00 bottles
Scrofula, a Vile
Inheritance.
Scrofula is the most obstinate of blood
trouble's, and is often the result of an
inherited taint in the blood. S. S. S.
is the only remedy which goes deep
enough to reach Scrofula; it forces out
every trace of the disease, and cures
the worst cases.
My son, Charlie, was afflicted from infancy
wee Scrofula. and he suffered so that it we.,
Ittivoesitle to dream him
for three years. 1 a
head a body were a
mass of sores, end his
eyesight •1 so became t•
atTem•ted. No treatment
was spared that we
thought would relieve
until his condition was)
him. but lie grew worse:,
1.4
indeed pitiable. I had
almost despaired of his
ever being eured, when
by the advice of a friend
we gave 8. S. S.(Swift's Speei I. A de-
cided Improvement was the result. and after
he had taken a ohozen bottles. no one who knew
of his former dreadful condltion would have
recognised htm. All the sores on his body
have healed, his skin is perfeetly clear and
Smooth, and he law been restored to pi•rfect
healUa. S M•ssr.
DS/ kliat nt., Macon, Wt.
For 'real blood troubles it is a waste
of time to expect n cure from the doc-
tors. Bleed diseases are beyond their
skill. Svieft's Specific,
reiteliei all deep-seuted clews which
other remedies; have no effect upoe. It
is the only blood remedy guuranteed
purely vegetable, and contains nu pot-
ash, mercury, or other mineral.
Books mailed free to any address by
Swift Specific Co-, Atlanta. Ga.
•ire e it reriee placee athessibie le all or pi
us. yoo °poll a ehek hf 0,,, fallow aet 
Sitil.Utt for. They are toll flow rash.,
billor away-to- wrawre. tea. Makin, ••• LIMO .61. dailytown' soto.too set•olot.ol
SEND ONEDOLLAR CUTTHISla OUT
awl wad to as, Matto • r
nilorr Inches ar ,1 1 1\1 bro•ol
tee ilrls lo•41,•e+4. under aid.. up
A/.11.1. •1111.. 11,1111 1A, boy be• •rotorld
I., Itt soot ii...11.1po, Wit] 1,1,1 h Fine farm of 2e5 acres in neighbor-
ter "eels eats ••••Y tele h hood of Hewett, Ky., at is great bargainwidth to heal, -tate a leather you a loti
well whorl, mad am-Icon, wited. WO
MY 16.1i ,ei,d you hy ex press. I. O. D., Good farneof 265 acres of land in one
%BAT TO altIlla•TION. a tailor wade mile of Howell, Ky.
wit t• ywaraotartaiewary. 1*011 e Illf11111.
and try it on at 3 our expree. 1/11141,11T1.1 155 acres of land near Clarksville.
If you find It tbe treat Made. newt aty11-11
-Olt you e•erhad.e.aUal anyihIntr y pike, 3 miles from Hopkinsville. e45
"""`  7'1"?'" I"' "'""a"'""' per &ere. Very destreable.mese ere. e• sous..., :ward s,pa, the...pow agest ONII MALY 01 Keh-
1 LAW Pall sr 1111.24 sag espress )) House and lot on Browu St Deeirn-tbe a I loll arra with ford, bly located. Price POO.
AT $12.50 e''''•"•••••'••••••"•'^
••••••• the• "" A two story cottage on South Camp.
bell St lot 70x Iti5t2 feeteivo bee rooms,
. III,. III:l1S-. 1'01:11th I //:"Itil ii:.-11Ktifri ir 
nteawiro error. creep in and sk..111
!,•,f,-::1,,:i V.I.r.rov.a:;',.,:',. i."...-;',,nal..l.,:-,-,; th- 
MOO* rocm, dining room, kir ii• u, luekBele it [theta finding me
sol,unotis.1,11.1.1:11ili :la tr.111,:'17.1‘..1%,%:iii•11.1,sh . I' r.. st).1,:in.-. :TrIaSins....egaa„,itsiel..:ers:ni:a:ctsittio measure at $12.50 to $1.41:0041' 
room and four porches, on that fluor
sour eed rooms, two lumber remora and'
hr.„hh ,h, ho. ..„. E,... ...,. 1 1::
,.....,41 .,,d--t.:,.,1;,:n.elit.:i.ido and ehe• 1- t l'i•.-tLI, rn"l;itrtiriiii=j7..; a 
aewieg room: On secood thX1r ' alit(
vomit:tilt., iii I IR! Iw i 1 kriews41 . '.‘ir,,vs.r_. ...,eha „brim.. it ii.ei,iz,...tistrerne..-i
i v.asra,...:_a spa las., spieudid dry cellar 116:14 feat wen brick
*,-.411.1..teollii,iiet:iiri.. ieuVatet• te erink itind wa f IN"."711. 7:citikt'""*"..4r7in"..'::1:.ten'''':.d: ivilli**.d il°°1% good ei...""Mal house'....ehb...ley:...,....,7,...rtreeriusea es  le y
F..t kind ,azilrItztli merit house. kind tog 1 Ouvo and servant
„ilea is full .if water. water 
1 tsar, 
,,,t.i.rtniii.;....,..,:,:,,Ir.i",,,drurt'Llr.m.lt;:ori,e..7,iii:u,..o...,,,;,: house. TI• OMS-(rii. I ii rd c sh, bal
The river of fes:1-,
w tcr '•
.1,1:4.-.M°.,==7,i'11,477.1:
eaten), stab:e, poultry house, carriage eseaeoloserZeme PHILALEA.. P111
hOUse, Unlit tiOrise, etc , everytheig in ,
good repair. Complete set of farming '  
implements go with the place
Good farm 223 acres, on Naehville
road, 7 nnies item Hopitinamee and 3
milee from Pembroke, goed two story
brick dwellipg, 6 room., ood well, 2
large new berm s, stables and graitiaty. I 
ries farm will be sold at a hew pr.ee
• •
and ou easy ie. ins.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on tiret Street sad
running back to the river.
135 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Prue-even road, dwelling, two to•
o barns and other out bath:Wigs,
price $.5 per acre.
Good residence on eorner of Main and
1st streets, fronting GO feet ou Main by
200 feet deep House has six rooms,
good cisteru. atable and necessary out-
buildings. Fcr sale.
The Lindsay's' Mill property. embrac-
ing a burr mill for grinding te corti
end wheat, two good reloilencep, two
cisterns and all necesury otobnirdinge
and 30 acres of Islet, situated on Little
River, on a line between Christian and
nogg routine., near Pee Dee, Ky Thu.
property will be sold at a low price and
on reasonable terms..
House and lot on 17th street, in good
neighborhood and close to businesa
price $60e.
A fine tract of river bottom land sit-
uated on wert bank Cumberland river
about three miles below Canton, Towle
eounty, Ky , and coetainIng 630 acres.
rims property has five good tenant
nounes and flee goed barns and cisterns.
rhis land will be sold either as a wbole
or in tracts to tait purchaser and at
ow price and on reasouabie terms.
60 scree of fine land ju•t outside toll.
gate ou Palruyra road. $65 rer acre.
Farm of 107 acres of good land 21,
mein northwest of Hopkinsvele, in goou
ueighborhooe. Land In good eondition,
oast fivo rooms, smoke honms,
stables, barn. etc. A bargain at $1,700
50 acres of rich land just outside the
eity limits, well watered and fenced.
Will be sold at a bargaiu.
Nice house ahd lot on Weet 19th st.
Price lee°.
3 tracte of land near Bennettstown,
about 300 acres, Will be converted into
or tracts. Sold on ea-y terms.
House and lot on 3rd street in Hop-
kinsville, Ky near public school build.
tug. Price $750.
Hi use r.nd lot on corner of Broad and
rhompeon streees, kiopkinsiille Ky.
Price $600.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
icd kitchen, porch, good out-koases and
cistern, price $100.
Cottage on 3rd St., "cheap," at $600.
Gond cottage on Broal and Thompaon
ets , four rooms, good astern and out
buildings, large lot, prtce $600.
Two geod residence lots on Main St
Hopkinovilleewell locatee. The re.•
iy vacant lots on West side of Main St.
tor sale et a low price.
200 aMes of land between Nashville
road and L. & N. R. It. at Casey. Will
be sold at a borgain.
Elegant lot 801E200 ft. on Jesup ay..
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, s
poroheas, cistern out butidings, shacte
and front trees, Price $1,400.
House and lot 60x200 feet on :Second
street. House with 4 roomm, porch, cis-
tern and outbuildings. Price $1,000,
House and lot on Second street 60x2J0
feet. House has 7 rooms, porch, cutup
and outbuildidge Price $1,200.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walnut
street.
Nice house and lot on Brown street
Price PAL
400 acres of drairable farming land in
Montgomery county, Teen., heavily
tunherea, I() miles from Howell, Ky
Price $5 00 per acre.
Some of the moat (towable property
In iittprineyllle, fronting 167 feet ou
Main street, suitable tor either business
or remidence property.
oqual ;enema' payments,
o tepee, „a....e.,..st,s;r7; or.by y tailor at WOO" an" in four
metals.
thirst, Wells of water In the valley "fr'"'•ilwarts,Roesbuck Co., Chi
cagowhich If a man drink he shall never le 
rite for heel-10th hampler of tnenly"t71. 
6 per oent. interne on deferred pay-
OM% MONO 0 11910100100.11110141P.-.011N Wirirass & 
KNIGHT.
`9111171."
The Kind YOU HIM) Always Bought, and a hie+ 'sits been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the sienature
and has been mede under hie per.
stonal supervision since its infancy,
• Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Comiterrelts, Imitations and Sulestitutes !WV
periments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Inintits and Chileiren-Experienee aoainst Leperittieut.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, 'Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its gtutrantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrlicha and Wind
Colic. It re Heves Teething Troubles, cures Const ipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Paiuteca-The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTOR IA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Mud You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Tait COMPAINT. VT VOUTIPIAT . TONI
W. P. wINPSZ111, T. a. EXTON!
Wilifree
Real Estate.
Th.) season of the year when people
want to buy real esetate Is hnitd, and
wee lusted 1 LOOM who waut to buy or sell
to consult Omit column.
Wei have escelleut facilittem for 00n•
dui•ting the busiumea and alit advertise)
property put Into our hands free tf
eharge, anti will furnish prospeetive
customers GOIIVPyllUCe tO 'COO at prop-
erty without coet to them. Come to see
Us if you want to sell, it costs you uoth-
ing if you fail.
We hieve the following Florida lands
that we wIll sell at low price or ex
charge fur fee impir land In this sectims :
341 tures in P4SVO county, 120 acres in
Pasco County, 200 acres la Hernando
eounty and 160 acres in Hillsboro coun-
ty. Otte of the nbCive trails is heavily
timbered eitn the theet yellow pine,
and apother Is heavily timber* d with
the pine from which they wake turpen-
tine. For further descriptiou, etc., see
us. . Special attention to
cases in bankruptcy.
SEND ONE DOLLAR
seers eksistr karhotoo.
• 6 ar VII, •nd ar• send
i•-is trots/IA, P111011111
Y1111, C. U.II t
e gam* atIon 'fah biladamo
Nasal • lInt•
wows enarsod• sing sal.lomiiiwe
f'TOOd d^lIst. and ifporfrells tailsb,tsrl.
TA06.11T AO mpressete•.
tad • 4Ita, •1•••• la .1
WW1 al sin. as 1.
▪ ou. pay Ow frobral
Nod Our asse,1“1
Otree l'eli.e. 50.98.Ir.. the II "V
v. lin .•1 Ire
prepay Or frrIald i44 Ists btu•n, point awl of Oro
ISIS HANDSOME SPOPISIO141 te• •
ni .14,4 •la Al II n y LAC t TOIT• need blood
C ow to Oa io-ba, la wower•te..111.1r, awl Mat • rteli,
Inbtreas. SE▪ ARS. R9ERUCKI. CO., CHICAGO.
N Y. 1 residence on South Main street,
2 stories, 7 rooms, servants room. cis-
•ern, good stable, fine shade trera, t
))0 hy 200 fret to Riley, close to businee
auu very desirable.
Residence, 5 moms', stab'e. carriage
hfulse A of all tits revery ()rebut range
good Cisterti orehard Two acres of
inert j iiiiieg South Kentucky Co.ege,
$1.500. Wi I feel this places at tow aria e
awl ea-y trona.
Iteleheater's Easjah Diamond Ilrasd.Elegant tor0 story residenCe en cor-
ner of I4th and Campbell streets, fronts ENNYROYAL PILLS
Ortenal sad Oaly Gessalre.
••rs, away. oostoke. LAITP.A. ask
DrurrIst lar clocaostor • I: pool ,A.11
nwoad Broad lot 111,4 sr.1 metal.°
...rap. walla with blu. '.. Tale
▪ tat /teas Br de.
no. L01, . • . . vox-Two, .r
Is "rep, tot par eater. WalwasanCi fol
roller for Lar lea." ts USW, ay retara
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs oven
Plantera Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE. : KENTUCKY
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Ilnd b.-aunt-ea the haft.
rtm000tel a Itorlosnt growth.
Never Pails to Restore Pray
II sir to its Youthful Color.
CUILII Tr... a...sr. a hmr tea,s5,
Vie, oat 51 oust Druggists
ti-21, feet ott Cetuptoll street by Ihe feet
to aley, 'muse has 8 n Oase and all me
,emAary outt ttelditige mee shade trees,
fine gar ieu aud grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with I
16 acres of gtound, house 5 rooms, good
PI M
and W h I sk t y Habits
e•Ir...1 at Lome • 1th-
ou t pot) Book of tar-
titula rs sent Ftf 81.
Dit 5.5 WOOLLE
Atlanta. bal. Valet!, 104 I arch Pryor St:
Illinois Central R. R.
OF INTEREST TO
STOCKHOLDERS.
Free Transportation le Attend ths Annear
Nevi ig at Chicago.
The Board of Directers of the Illinoie
Central Railroad Company, at la meet•
tug held July 21, 1b97, rotated the fol-
ios rig presteubie and rt 8 ailflt loll :
1 u the end that the stock ho.ders ol
the Ileums Central Railroad Compete
may wore readily attend, in persen,
aim uai IlleettlitC8 Of bt.00k110MeeS,
the by laws ri quire tube held is elhicap.
ou the last Weauesciaty in September it.
each year, De It
Iteeuivee, That until the further or
der o: title tmard. there may be Ile
to etteh nelder ut oue re more abates 01
itie capital stock of tar Illinois Cetera:
Railroad Campeuy, reiestered uu the
books of the Company, • ticket enabl
lug him, or her, to travel free over the
Cempany's lines Pain the math ti on tn.
Deems Central Railroad nearest to he
or her registered address, to ChiCagi•
and retern, for the purpose of attendue
in periton, the meethigs of stockholders
-ken ticket to be good for the journe)
ro °bloom lardy daring the four day•
immediately preceecat g, anti the day of
he teeesing and for the return jeurnet
from Chicago only on tbe day of the
meeting. •nd the four days immediate')
following, a•hen properly countersigneo
mod stamped in the presidenth °Mee
( ['hese tickets will now be countersign-
ed and stamped in the office of W. 0
Poteee, Assistant Steretary, Chicago.)
Such a tie•ket may be obtained by au)
regatered holder of stock on application,
in writing, to the president of the corn
pauy in Chicago. Each application
tnnia state the full name and ddross of
the stockholder exactly as given in his
or her certificate of stock, together with
the number and date of such eerteleate
No more thau one persou will be carried
free in respect to any one holdiug nt
stock as registered on the books of the
Company.
By order of the board of direr tors.
H HACKSTAFF,
Secretary.
The next annual meeting of the stock-
holders of the Illinois Central Rai road
Company will be held at the ofthie of the
Company, in (Mimeo, on Wednesday,
S.ptember 27, I Wee, at mein. For the
purpeme of this meeting, the Stock
Transfer Books will be elosied from the
close of timeliest. on1 September leih to
the morning of September 2eth.
esevesee sea
No. 1014„
daily
Mop 6:410
At, PrInetM Sari a m
Ar.Paduenn tele a in
.....
A r. end'acin lincei•
• esausalieueseani
Ar. Louteitie
TIME
TABLE
Effective Sunday,
June 18th, 1899
No. art2,No 540. Ac.
daily daily
2:50 p m 4.11u p M
S:56 p tn 6:30 p
6:50 p in]
7.23 p m
ti:16 p
10:25 p m
No.141 Arrives at Hopkinsellie. Sian a m
No Sel Arrives at Illopkinsville,?.16 p. m.
Nu. MS Arrives lat...'Hopk 'Davin«. p m
L. M. seaew000, Agt
Hopkinsville, Ky
W. A. Kstitoep, A. U. P. A.,
Louisville, ley
Time able.
sotoru soexia.
No 55 Aeeouedation departs...6:15 a m
" Fast line... " :35 m
" 51 Mail b :S7 p m
" 91 New Orleans line " 12 :01)I a aa
NOMTII 1401'ND
D2 Chicago and St Louis len 9 :45 a In
56 Annommodation. arrived' 5:80 D
Tee Mail   if :20 p m
64 Feet line 10 :42 p m
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anyth , , prOYe 1 It'tCAVE111 mese. cuPsRIGHTerDESieN
eRotEcncia. le.ne model, sketch, or photo.for free eranii nation and advice.
FREE. Atty's
fee before Patent-BOOK ON PATENTS
wtTreC.A.SNOW &CO.
Patent Lawyers WASHINGTON, D.C.
Railroad Notes.
••••••••••••
The L. & N. will sell round-trip tick-
eta te Black Mountain, N. (.1 , at one
fare Aug. 13th to 21st, limited to Aug.
2tith account eummer Auoubly Chris-
tian Workers' Aasociution and Bible
School; J M. ADAMS, Agent.
Tne L. & N. will sell rouiehtrip tick-
ers to Lcnovitle at oue f are Aug 15 and
16tb, hailed to August 21st. Account
Louisville Ji fferm County Fair.
J Adams, Agent.
COLORED FAIRS AT LOUISVILLE.
AreOutit Legiaville mid Jefferstili
Count) A. & M Aspoci•tion the lilt
lhoilral it will sell round trip
tickets to Louisville on August 15th and
16th, limited to August 21st, for return,
at rate of one fare.
Ac_iount of Louisville Colored Fair
Aseociation t re Illinois Central R R.
will sell round uip tickets to Louisville
on August 25th, and 26th, intuited to
August ltith fur return, at rate of one
fare
Latell's L quid Sulphur Soap reducea
o a meal:rum the danger of contractin g I Artta,pee
contagious disease. For the toilet amid
bath it ia without an .qual It la rap:d
ly acqntring first place in the favor of
all who use it as au incemparable shav-
ing soap 10 Cent-. For sale by An
demon & Fowler, druggists, Hotel La
tham wtf
Weak Evils Are wads Strong,
iiM visiou made clear, styes removed
and granulated lids or sore eyes of an)
tind speedily and effectually cured by
the Ilse of Sutherland'. Eagle Ey+
ealve. It's put up tubee, and sold or
a guarantee by all good druggists.
•
Gish & Garner's Yr ild Goose Lite
ment cures rheumatism and ueuralgis
T TUUCHES THE SPOL At all druggists
LOUISVILLE AND RETURN. ft 50
Account of Louisville Colored Fair th-
Noires 'entre' It. It will run • special
trate, leaving Prue-term 7:4e a tn. Fri-
day August 23 , arriving at Louisville 5
m. August 26th, anti returtimg special
train wilt leave Lhui.villen 1 p. ne, Sun
lay August 27th. For this oocasion tick-
ets aid be sold from Hopktessille for
train 34u, lerivieg Hopkiusville at 4 :30
p. m , A ugtot 2'th, and connecting wito
special at Princetoe, at rate of $2.5 ) for
round trip.. Special train from Louis-
ville will wake connection with the train
maying at Hopkins ville at s :40 r. m.
Separate COJCIleil for white and colcr-
ol peseedgers will be provided.
E ed. SHERA OOD, Agt.
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
One size nuallar after usieg Allen'.
FIXII-E4Se, a powder to be shaken int(
r he shoes. It makes tight or Dew shoe.
ieel eamy ; givea inetant relief to corhs
ind bunions. In's the greatest comfor•
!ismer ry. Allen's Foot Ease is a C. r.
•ain cure for ingrowing nails, sweating
lot, aching feet. Tose package FREE
-fold by druggists, grocers, sLoe ston.
and general storekeeps every% here. 133
mall for 25 me in rtamps. Address Al
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
MONEY TO LOAN-On good rea
waseaecurity Apply to
Firvram Woo]) & Eicm.
.11._ re; 'I' Ca Mt I .
kestis tt.) Se.0 nor Aho e-h-
3igisature
of Izz2-1‘
Lung Irritatioa
4 the unuer to conmutnptton. Dr.
Bell's }tine-ran Honey will cure it, ano
eve inch strength to the lungs that a
ongh or a coil will not settle these
Nweuty-tive centre at all good druggists
'PO/MING NIGHT AND DAY
The bueiest aud mightiest little thirg
that ever was made is Dr Krugh New
late Pills. Every pill is a sugar-coated
21ebule of health, that chauges weak-
ness into 'hangar, listlessness into ener
gy, brain fag into mental power.
they're wouderrful in building up the
heath. Only 25c per box. Sold at L. L
Elgin's, 0. K. Wyly'a, R. 0 Hardwick'',
J. 0. Ctok's and A. P. Harness' drug
atones.
tmi 'J.' CP x ate
hears the lhe Lie 1 I/ Hai 115411 Bap
M, snare
.--••311.- •
RE•UNION, BLUE AND GRAY.
Aceount of re-•nion of Blue and Gray
the Illiuois Ceetral R. II. will sell mune
trip tickets to Princeton on August 150
to Pith, inclusive, at rate of one fare ii5e
Return lin:it August 19th.
E hi. SHERWOOD, Agent.
•
CASTOR 1 A
For Infanta .u,LI Cluldrea.
De Kind You Hale Always Bought
Rears Us
01.gnanue 1 9fifirk-----.;ti:
Coughed 26 Yesir•
I suffered for 2o years with a (lough,
and spent huniredhohelollars with am-
tors and for medicine to no avail until
I used Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. Ties
remedy makes weak lungs strong. It
neutered my life -J. B. ktosell, Grants-
burg Ill.
SUMHER EXCURSION RATES
Commencing May 15th and continu-
ing until Sept 30th, the Illinois Central
railroad will sell Round Trip tickets as
follows
Cerulean Springs.
Dawson Springs 
Crittenden Springs
Grayson Springs 
.  $ 80
... 
1.70
  
8 25
 
 5.b0
Return limit 90 days from date of sale
but not to exceed Oct. 31st.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are authorized to annonce Joeeph
A. McCord, of Era, a candidate for rep-
reseutative in the lagislature, ant ject
t o th action of the Democratic party tf
SEND US ONE DOLLAR
tiOrt...' al rori Ibreinr"bt aMut3aet"...U.ae• LlasnA.iirmalitrio:
•t
'AU. re ,gto
awl ars art
deo:. and. If
Iy satiated-4,y
11111-66111 y o
.4;7p:177.mi
agar
POI, II,
$13.00
rem the at 00
era loth or-
air or 111100
liad feel Os eh
WRIT- FOR OFR RIG FR5E
STOVE CATALOGUK.
nos sea. is she No. a, Owen latog 1•112itt • made fr.on Dept pig iron, rates
tiolAs drew henry rover., has., llotagt mod Ifratink
=en
Coto,
' '-e.. •
tang out the old Wong to the new
king out the talse king Lu Um
We bring to c... neu •he it. I
caw tutees of Norws .
CARS oLo, and love:01001 to 1 r BSC • 1.1reeTai.
"AA • :Y1 pernoment Mat
askvagta.Ext ,orks It rAelcue
-ALrA IL A. 111A7MIK
DR. BELL'S
PinDeTzr-Honey
Nature's roost Nitro ternee °Ortessi by
sows to a P I es Perms n Pokaltir c
Cure for coughs, mlib CU it:Lamed Surfaces
Of toe Lungs and ii1C6A1/1181 Tnteae.
The sora, weary cough-worn Lurars w* obis-
rated ; the microbe-bearing mucus is cut Mit : tes
cause of that tickling is removed. and the inflamed
membranes arc healoland ...a' there
Is no Inclination to cough.
BOLD BY AU. 000D ou..)c.corrS
Ii•Mtan Onty. 26m. Ws. • r+6 oo VIM
SE SURE YOU GET
11.111  Pine-Terrikari'
Vanderbilt University
•
DORMITORY MING ERRCTED AT A COST or s123,000
Ne
iv"eivivin`WiS\i`10
•
•
•
•
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE.
800 STUDENTS. 90 TEACHERS.
16 Building% -value $600,00o.
(•
Expenses low. Life-thy worse' for graduates and
underarraduatere Professoonal courses, in Engineer-
ing, Pharmacy, Law. Meet elle, Dentistry, Theolocy.
• !Send flbr catalog li, A1 10 1nm department In %bleb you are interested
• WILS WIL.LIAMS, Secretary.
•
RAP),,.......4.0.."..."IPANSW !LOA • • • • •
t IA I.O i. I•41 ui and sir::,....,..i.,..4.1.., :,.:.4,1:st.heti4.11 1.,...4./.4y=54,..esuoi
.......
111.I.k., .,...,,,11,•Miti•llun. Ina see weWANSitttnlettr7pre.1,(..
p.ammu.l...ineli:a.....,.....t your sys.srs,....ofbe., . .,..„....6,4 1( fat
the most sraosterfal tease yos mew saw
or hoard of, espial Ira hicyets. that imam
mo hogh toil* OS, U you that* room. AA
It •I sloop Flan y day, ysa)v LW Warm
aren...$11.:71:::,,--4,......pr....::'itr.nr.w:121:1474"..P...4rbehica
es
e e. 
by a b. -111 la .-uarantestsrietly Isti=
gam rotaltm. Irt low 4rolorriledu. latarvitignoaz  000r :wri; mil OT ( All II klig111154.041.:011r4.111bel:Tlerr eseILLus•
10 •25.1:K). 01101.11 IOUst. 1444e. rem.ptrs..../a ROEBUCK it CO. 'Inc/Chicago.
-Kn.' owledge
COncentrated
•
•
•
•
•
ment
thirty
boiled down, pressed to-
gether is wnat you get in
the New Werner Edition
of the ENCYCLOPEDIA
BR1TANNICA. The facts
contained therein are reli-
able, the statements author-
itative. The index whi,th
accompanies each set ot
books enables you to find
the information you want
quickly, and you can rely
upon t, for even the courts do not question its state-
You can secure the entire set, complete in
superb octavo volumes, of the
Encyclopedia Britannica
for One D ollar Cash
and thd balance in small monthly payments.
FOR ISAIX BY
HOPPER BROS. Main Street.
Ship Your Tobacco to
IWO! (Ooper (0.,
1111111-S1. TOMOI WilCh1101
flopkinsvilie Ky.
IL E. Coop?,r,
Salesman.
T. p. HANBERY. X. F. BREYER.
MIES' WAIIZEIRE.
ANBERY SHEILA., Propriptoro,
Railnoad St., Between HOPKINSVILLE KY.Tenth and Eleventh,
illkareful attention given to sampling and
selling all tobacco consigned to us. Liberal ad-
vances on tobacco in store. All tobacco insured
unle3s otherwise instructed.
NAT GAITHER. JAS. WEST.
GAITHER & WEST,
Tebacco Commission Merchants.
-PROPRIETORS-
Istav Entturise
C) •
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Charges If 2.50 per Lhd. No Commission. Four Months' Storage Free.
Consigotoeuts solicited.
n. NELSON. B. G. NELSON.
elson & Nelson,
-TOBACCO -:- COMMISSION -:- MERCHANTS-
! 0)iners and Proprictor or
110V(INSVILLE WAREHOUSEIBERAL ABVANCES MAPEON TOBACCO IN STORE.
harerrn stout. leas, tt;allasa ojen done tuandowe St ab les for Teams..
Prone lare• ornasner.t.d base Ike. seal Immo, isaie. andIse f,Jrnioli sass lan este; wood grate sn along 16 a prrRant lewd barmy. vs IltliVO • Bill DINO Ot allaying eta
p .1.41 ornament* Inn. an troon.ings, radeep, genuine imams* iteresisis iises reserosle, h•110
Cor. IL, IL. and nth Slot
0awry sso•• and go•ra..tee rife rIallserr to ;AtITtoad etatiooa. Your 1..41 demo would °barge ,111116 OPfor guett sto•e, the freight Is only •to..ut SI 00 tor
each %00 miles es osoo ?•• S I 0 SO addrliaa.
SEA 6 lo ROEBUCK C0.15COw% lassaase &Vs. ars iiworeseity HAW& -Auseir.)
•
$1.98 BUYS A $3.50 SUIT
1".earll hats' 1:A14‘1,117/ -6,17“tit
A N1W SUIT 11E1 Ha Of THESE SW g
  
e Hifi 7 Pitt HI.O
• OIN T GIVE 
_jATISTACTINIT WIAI,
et ..... anon. low elm esantheor it •t our
too .utt by .9...1111. I. • to
at press frep to -1 rdliel pet troll) -at1•.
Is. tor, tond lomat Is salts wad Is 'ear laro• fur1211.1.1. 5413r)uArenIAltibll ILIK111 r %portaliilree I stet. seta, •nd rater., chafer,
11(1E1011 PANT ler le•;• 4 IdIt ear- on Av. • ood are wt•Iled etery•lifer
aporial aos,, •Wald, ova,heat. band . pattern,
•flt"...laal.:11.1"'relan ''"4.".."1:1"atia"r1o.:It'YW'rag'!Ull'at:11.11,:rd'wtloff.
tarsagloosi.a salt say bay or parent • sold be proud etINZA I LOTH Ian/IX* et I lot Mao for Iwy• 4 la
HIOPKINLVILLE, KENTUCKY
W. lo. WH.EELEE. W. H. FXON.
1
heeler & Faxon
Tobacco Warehousemen,
Spee1/1 Attention Paid to Inspection and Sale o
Tobaccos.
Fir Roof Warehouse 
Cor. Seventh and R. R. Ste
Opp. Crescent Mill
r olio far Sample Itssli bs. Ott, eont•Itia faith Ion LiberallAdvance on Consignment*.
lor 111414..Y..•mi niginietions 1.10.4...
pie • •• I I o.. application Adder.ars's soit• AA
A* to ireder ?nun $5.00 ass. bus ered by Insurance.
All Tobaecos Sen2 cloy.
110P1INSVILLE, ICEISTUCKSEARS. ROEBUCK & CO. (Ise.), Chicago. Ins(item Iterbasi • Oa ars thsesualtly esdlabas - aglast.
.
, - •
4,1teme'
feee',
thAfat'osen, *.es
